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This dissertation documents my mathematical and computational models of the charging of
spherical dust grains in plasmas.
The mathematical models are stochastic models which predict the equilibrium probability
distribution of a sphere’s charge state q in a collisionless, flowing plasma with Debye length λD . I
solve the models for the distribution’s exact form and deduce closed-form Gaussian approximations
to it. The approximations’ mean and variance are of orderΩ at large Ω, where the dimensionless
quantity Ω equals 3NDa/λD , ND being the plasma’s Debye number and a the sphere’s radius.
Faster plasma flow increases q’s variance for spheres much smaller than λD , but does not affect
the variance for large (aÀλD) spheres.
My computational model is pot, a simulator of a sphere in a flowing, homogeneously mag-
netized plasma, and the first to be fully microscopic with non-interpolated fields. I describe
pot’s design, present test results confirming that pot produces sensible output, and detail pot-
derived estimates of a sphere’s normalized, equilibrium surface potential ηa as a function of
the dimensionless magnetization βi and plasma flow speed. pot’s ηa values come within 5% of
those predicted by the existing “SOML” theory of spheres in flowing plasmas, andq’s equilibrium
fluctuations during pot simulations statistically match those predicted by my stochastic modelling.
Another comparison, of pot’s results against past simulations — only partially microscopic —
and against an unmagnetized-ion theory, verifies the earlier simulations’ implication that the
unmagnetized-ion theory is incorrect when βi is small but non-negligible. Contra the theory,
gently magnetizing a proton-electron plasma by increasing its βi from zero to 0.4 does not raise ηa
by 0.4, but at most by 0.1.
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The subject may appear an insignificant one, but we shall
see that it possesses some interest; and the maxim “de
minimis lex non curat,” does not apply to science.
Charles Darwin (1881),
The Formation of Vegetable Mould Through the Action of
Worms, with Observations on their Habits, p. 2
1.1 Plasmas, dust, and dust in plasmas
Plasmas are quasi-neutral gases ionized to such an extent that they exhibit collective behaviours
[2]. By “quasi-neutral” I mean that a plasma’s total electric charge is negligible; on macroscopic
scales, the positive charge borne by a plasma’s ions essentially cancels out the negative charge
of the plasma’s electrons (and its negative ions, if present). By “collective behaviours” I mean
phenomena such as Debye-Hückel screening [3] and the veritable zoo of plasma waves [4], which
do not appear in neutral gases but may be realized in plasmas because plasmas contain mobile
charges which push and pull each other.
Just as solids, liquids, and gases in the real world are routinely impure, many actually
existing plasmas are contaminated with dust [5]. The word “dust” refers not only to literal dust
in the lay sense, but to any solid bodies big enough to accumulate electric charge and small
enough to be immersed in a larger plasma. This definition excludes bodies smaller than about a
nanometre in size [6], like the individual electrons and ions comprising the plasma proper, but it
includes macroscopic objects like the centimetre-sized spherical probes used to take measurements
in laboratory plasmas [7, 8, 9, 10]. The definition is a pragmatic operational [11] one: since
accumulating charge is the most salient thing the archetypal dust particle does in a plasma, it is
practical to define “dust” in this context as something solid which accumulates charge in a plasma.
This dissertation develops quantitative models of dust in plasmas, models I solve by mathe-
matical calculation and computer simulation. Like “dust” and “plasmas”, “dust in plasmas” is a
term of art. It refers to dust-adulterated plasmas where the dust particles are far enough apart
that they may be treated as non-interacting. This distinguishes “dust in plasmas” from “dusty
plasmas” [12, §1] where the individual dust particles are close enough together to interact to a
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non-negligible degree, whether through direct dust-dust forces or indirectly through perturbations
of the surrounding plasma medium. This difference between the two types of dust-adulterated
plasma is not a hard and fast one, and one review article has noted that “any plasma containing
[. . . ] charged dust grains is often loosely referred to as a dusty plasma” [12, p. 419]. Nonetheless,
I try to observe the distinction in this dissertation’s theoretical chapters because the models in
those chapters neglect interactions between dust particles in a plasma.
1.2 Dust in plasmas in the real world
Crafting a precise definition of dust in plasmas would be idle labour if there were no real-life
examples of such. But there are many. Although the discovery of dark matter proves that plasma
is not the universe’s dominant state of matter,∗ plasma nonetheless makes up about 4% of the
universe’s matter [14], and dust “turns out to be ubiquitous in cosmic plasmas, planetary plasmas,
plasmas near the earth and plasmas in the laboratory” [15, p. 74]. Examples of dust in plasmas
[15, p. 75] are too numerous for this dissertation to elaborate on them all, but a few have captured
the attention of physicists better than others, and those more-discussed cases are worth a closer
look.
1.2.1 The Moon’s exosphere
Earth’s Moon does not have an atmosphere in the usual sense of a multi-layered system of
collisional gases kept in place by gravity [16]. Part of the explanation for that is the Moon being too
small for its gravity to hold on to gas particles. At a surface temperature of 400 K, a gravitational
calculation indicates that “the lifetime of a hydrogen atom would be 1600 seconds, and of an
oxygen atom 1.4 years” in a lunar atmosphere [17, p. 3065], time scales short enough to imply a
dearth of hydrogen and oxygen on the Moon. However, performing the same calculation for denser
elements like xenon and krypton suggests that the Moon would retain those heavier atoms for its
entire lifetime [18]. How does one reconcile this result with the observed fact that the density of
gas around the Moon is extremely low?
The answer is that gravity is not the sole determinant of an atom’s lunar lifetime. The Sun
bathes the Moon in ultraviolet (UV) light which ionizes the lunar surface and any lingering
gas, and many of the electrons liberated from the surface by this photoionization have enough
kinetic energy to escape to space, leaving the surface positively charged. Eventually the Moon
electrostatically ejects the positive gas ions left behind into space as well; this photoelectric
expulsion sharply cuts the lifetime of heavy atoms near the Moon’s surface to a millennium or
three, consigning them to the same astronautic fate as lighter atoms [17, pp. 3069–3070].
In spite of this, the space around the Moon is not quite devoid of gas. Escaping particles
are replaced by particles from the solar wind, comet trails, and material sputtered, outgassed,
vaporized, or thermally desorbed from the Moon itself [16, p. 475–479]. This supply of particles is
∗Contra the occasional over-excited claim, found even in recent, reputable scientific publications (e.g. [13, p. 1]), that
“99% of the universe” is plasma.
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not rapid enough to furnish the Moon with a true atmosphere, but it does maintain anexosphere,
a layer of gas so rarefied that its collision length is longer than its scale height [19, p. 102]. The
exosphere is very superficial, with a typical surface number density no greater than 1012 m−3,
compared to Earth’s 1025 m−3 [20].
Not all of the gas ionized by incoming radiation escapes the Moon. Some of the resulting ions
and free electrons stay in the exosphere, and the exosphere is therefore a plasma. Also aloft in
the lunar exosphere are fine dust grains, so the exosphere comprises dust in plasma. Signs of the
exospheric dust, as well as information about its size and altitude, come from various unexpected
observations made in situ by the Surveyor, Lunokhod, and Apollo missions in the 1960s and 1970s
[21].
The Surveyor 5, 6, and 7 spacecraft landed on the Moon equipped with video cameras. The
tenuous nature of the exosphere would seem to imply that “lunar sunsets should be completely
deficient of the colourful visual effects which accompany terrestrial sunsets”, but in fact the
Surveyor cameras saw glowing light above the horizon shortly after sunset [22, p. 121]. The
otherwise mysterious glow can be explained as visible sunlight scattered by dust particles, with
radii of 5–10 µm, levitated in a cloud up to a foot above the ground [22, pp. 121–130].
When Lunokhod-2 subsequently landed on the Moon in 1973, it recorded unusually high levels
of visible and UV light at “twilight [. . . ] after the Sun was 1◦ below the local horizon” [23, p. 124].
Evidence that the light was scattered into the craft’s astrophotometer by distant dust emerged by
comparing the concurrent measurements of visible light and UV light. The albedo of putative dust
need not be the same at all wavelengths; its albedo aV for visible light may be greater than its
albedo aU for UV light. When Severny, Terez and Zvereva computed the ratio aV /aU consistent
with the Lunokhod-2 measurements, they found it was 6, “agree[ing] quite well with the value of
7.0 for lunar dust”, consistent with Lunokhod-2 seeing light scattered by dust lifted from the lunar
surface [23, p. 126].
Apollo 17’s three astronauts also witnessed a lunar horizon glow while in orbit. About three
minutes before sunrise they saw a wide glowing “shoulder” (figure 1.1) augmenting the anticipated
narrow hump of light from the Sun’s corona and the Solar System’s zodiacal cloud of interplanteary
dust [24, 25]. Reflecting on the astronauts’ descriptions of the glow, Zook and McCoy deduced
that it was unlikely to have come from gas, being far better explained as sunlight scattered from
“sub-micron dust grains” suspended in the exosphere with a scale height of 5–20 km [25, p. 2117].
Surprise results from the mission’s Lunar Ejecta and Meteorite experiment — a box of dust impact
sensors placed on the Moon’s surface — have also been interpreted as detections of levitated
dust in flight near the ground [26, 27], but Brian O’Brien’s recent paper [28] has meticulously
marshalled much circumstantial evidence for the apparent impact events being spurious bursts of
interference from nearby electrical systems switching (possibly heaters turning on and off before
sunsets and after sunrises).
Expeditions like these have firmly established the existence and most basic properties of
lunar dust in plasma, but “there [remain] unsolved problems concerning its parameters and
manifestations” [20]. While there is a good deal of post-1970s information about the lunar plasma
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Figure 1.1: Apollo 17 astronaut Eugene Cernan’s sketch of lunar horizon glow, annotated in colour
by NASA (http://www.nasa.gov/centers/goddard/images/content/455851main_Cernan_sketch_
annotated.jpg via [29]). Red outlines the predicted coronal and zodiacal light; blue outlines
the lunar horizon glow scattered by exospheric dust.
medium [30], there is rather less about the dust within it and the interaction between dust and
plasma. Questions about the adhesive behaviour of Moon dust, and the dust’s electrophysical
properties (quantum photoemission yield and work function), for example, remain unanswered,
although NASA’s Lunar Atmosphere and Dust Environment Explorer spacecraft, which landed on
the Moon in April 2014, promises to return informative detail about the physics of mobile lunar
dust in plasma [31].
1.2.2 Saturn’s rings
Further from Earth are the rings of Saturn. The study of Saturn’s rings as a dust-in-plasma
system began when observations from the Voyager space missions† “revealed that [the rings] are
not smooth disks but show large radial variations of optical depth”, and photographs showed radial
spokes within the rings, which appeared as brighter or darker patches depending on the viewing
angle [33, p. 283]. The spokes were most visible in Saturn’s B ring (figure 1.2), the widest, middle
ring of Saturn’s three clearest rings. The dependence of the spokes’ brightness on the direction of
the scattered light implies the presence of dust grains on the order of a micron in size [33, 5]. Not
only that, but the spokes “develop remarkably fast, with new spokes forming in as little as five
minutes”, a time scale so short that electromagnetic forces must be part of the explanation for
spoke formation, not just gravity [5, p. 32]. Further evidence for electromagnetic influence comes
†W.-H. Ip’s 1980 review [32] nicely summarizes the pre-Voyager state of knowledge of Saturn’s rings.
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Figure 1.2: “Views of [Saturn’s] B ring in (left) backscattered and (right) forward-scattered light.
The backscatter image shows several spoke features as dark regions. [. . . ] In forward scattering,
[. . . ] the spokes appear as bright features.” Voyager 1 took these images [35, p. 190, fig. 44].
from the peaking of the spoke activity power spectrum every 621±22 minutes, the same as the
rotation period of Saturn’s magnetic field (639 minutes) to within statistical error [34].
As early as the first Voyager mission, researchers poring over the satellite’s images of Saturn
guessed that the dust grains produced the rings’ spokes when the grains were “levitat[ed] [. . . ]
above the ring plane” [36, p. 160]. (And even at that early stage they noted that radio-frequency
“discharges from the rings” hinted at “electrostatic charging effects in spoke formation and dynam-
ics”.) A photograph taken near Saturn’s ring plane gave some idea of how far the grains were
levitated by setting an upper bound of 15–80 kilometres on their height above the rings [37].
Although not “universally accepted” as an explanation for the ring spokes’ structure in the
1980s [33, p. 1989], levitated dust later became the default explanation for the spokes [12, 26].
The levitated dust hypothesis is both plausible and affirmed by light scattering observations, and
there seems to be no alternative hypothesis which enjoys such support. However, explaining the
rings’ spokes in terms of levitated dust calls for an explanation of the levitation. Gravitational
explanations are unsupported by the facts, which point instead to electromagnetic forces acting on
charge picked up by dust specks. For some years the standard explanation for dust charging has
been dust grains harvesting charged particles from ambient plasma surrounding Saturn’s rings
[38].
This invocation of an ambient ring plasma itself presents a puzzle, because macroscopic solid
lumps in the optically thick B ring are powerful plasma sinks, so one might expect those lumps to
mop up ambient plasma before the dust grains can do so. Into the 2000s, physicists accounted
for this by positing that ambient plasma was replenished by meteors and meteoroids crashing
into Saturn’s rings [39, 40, 38]. When a meteoroid collides with a body in orbit around Saturn,
a backward-propagating shock through the meteoroid compresses and heats it, producing hot,
partially ionized vapour [39]. This generation by collisions would replace plasma absorbed by the
dust and other solid ring material. But a group of space physicists has controverted this meteoroid
impact hypothesis in favour of a proposal based on cosmic rays and thunderstorms, a proposal
which has received recent support from plasma physicists [41]. Cosmic rays arriving at Saturn’s
cloud tops during lightning-producing thunderstorms can trigger avalanches of electrons, which
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“beam along magnetic field lines into space” [42, p. 1]. As these energetic electron beams curl away
from the planet, some shoot into Saturn’s rings, where they immediately charge the ring matter
negatively and ionize lingering gas. Once both the fine dust grains and the larger ring particles are
negatively charged, they repel each other, lifting the fine dust out of the ring plane to cause spokes.
According to the proponents of this model, it can directly explain various features of the spokes,
such as their rapid (“practically instantaneous”) formation, more frequent occurrence of spokes
“in the outer B ring’s morning sector”, and the “variety of spoke morphologies at formation” [42,
p. 2]. This newer model could be verified by concurrent observation of Saturnian thunderstorms
and “spokes at the footprint of magnetic filed [sic] lines mapping back to the[ir] regions in the
atmosphere” [41, p. 878].
1.2.3 Semiconductor processing
Space is not the only place where dust infiltrates plasmas. Back on Earth, “the use of low-
temperature, partially ionized plasmas in manufacturing and materials processing” has boomed
since the end of the 1980s [43, p. 2164], and a particularly important application of plasmas in
manufacturing is semiconductor fabrication, where plasmas are used to etch and deposit material
onto substrates [44, p. 7]. Such fabrication must take place in extremely clean conditions, because
even nanoscopic solid particles can cause short circuits or gaps in the sub-microscopic features of
a semiconductor device [45]. Semiconductor manufacturers were therefore dismayed to discover
that solid particle contamination continued to occur even after “modern clean-rooms [. . . ] reduced
the once appreciable contamination” from the ambient environment [46, p. 1876], because the
processing plasmas themselves generate contaminating specks of dust [45].
Until the late 1980s this in-situ dust production was relatively unimportant, because processing
plasmas were only one source of contamination among several, and a minority source at that
(figure 1.3). But from 1985 to the mid-1990s, increasing automation, better training of staff, ever
cleaner clean rooms, and increasingly pure input materials meant that people and clean rooms
became virtually irrelevant as sources of contamination [47]. As processing plasmas came to
produce more contaminant dust than any other manufacturing step, interest in characterizing the
formation of that dust and its behaviour in the plasma mounted [48].
Dust formation proceeds in two main stages. The first, lasting only a few seconds when driven
by homogeneous chemical reactions, is the agglomeration of nanoscopic clusters of atoms [49]. (I
leave aside the much less understood case of dust formation by heterogeneous reactions [50].) In
a low-pressure silane (SiH4) discharge — a low-temperature plasma system routinely used in
semiconductor fabrication — these initial clusters are silicon crystallites with a diameter≈ 2 nm,
and they themselves form within milliseconds of the discharge being switched on [49]. As the
clusters link together the average solid particle size increases linearly [49, 51]. Ultimately the solid
particles become large enough to collect individual plasma electrons and ions at a non-negligible
rate, inaugurating the second phase, where the solid particles continue to grow either by simple
collection of electrons and ions [52], or by colliding with each other and sticking together [50].
Although the newly formed dust particles capture both electrons and ions from the ambient
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Figure 1.3: Wafer-contamination sources in microchip manufacturing, adapted from [47, p. 3-2, fig.
3-3].
plasma, they initially capture electrons at a faster rate than ions, because the electrons, being
lighter than the ions, move more quickly. The dust therefore acquires a negative charge. The
higher electron mobility likewise means that every other exposed surface in the plasma chamber
charges to a negative electric potential, including the product being processed in the chamber. The
chamber walls therefore repel the dust, blocking the dust from leaving the plasma and suspending
the dust in the chamber as long as the plasma is present. Once the plasma process (whether
etching, deposition, or vapour decomposition) is complete, however, the operator switches off the
discharge and the plasma dissipates, as does the negative wall potential. The walls then cease to
repel the dust, which falls from the middle of the chamber onto whatever semiconductor product
(typically a silicon wafer) was being processed [48].
Ab initio nucleation in the plasma itself is not the sole dust source. Dust can also flake off
the walls of the plasma chamber, especially in deposition processes, which have the side effect of
coating the chamber walls, not just the intended product [48]. Temperature variation in a growing
film on a chamber wall produces thermal-mechanical stresses which ultimately break the film, at
which point the film’s stored elastic energy ejects pieces of loosened material [53].
Having discovered that flaked-off and freshly nucleated dust particles were contaminating
their devices, researchers sought means of reducing dust exposure and cleaning silicon products
between processing stages. They had some success: dust contamination is no longer an over-
whelmingly dominant source of defects in integrated circuits, though it is still an important one
[54], and semiconductor manufacturers continue to spend “billions of dollars” a year attacking the
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contamination problem [55, p. 98]. This may seem an exorbitant amount to spend on dust, but a
back-of-the-envelope calculation suggests it is commensurate with the cost of dust contamination.‡
A silicon wafer is divided into 50–1000 microchips [57], usually about 300 [58, p. xiv]. According to
unusually detailed results from an IBM defect-reduction project at a Vermont fabrication facility,
a typical wafer suffers ∼ 1 foreign material defect (a number I derive by summing mean defect
rates plotted for six fabrication processes in a conference report [59]). This implies a foreign
material defect rate of about 1 in 300 microchips, or 0.3%. In 2014 the semiconductor industry
had sales of $336 billion [60], so under the simplifying assumptions that (1) all sales revenue
comes from selling microchips and (2) the contamination defect rate is 0.3% across all product
lines, the industry rejects ∼ $1 billion of contaminated microchips annually. If only because of
the semiconductor industry’s sheer size, dust in semiconductor-processing plasmas endures as a
billion-dollar-a-year problem.
1.2.4 Tokamaks
Thermonuclear fusion has been investigated as a prospective power source since the 1940s
[61, 62, 63, 64]. The basic obstacle to generating power by thermonuclear fusion has been the
need to trap the fusion fuel, and its heat, in a circumscribed region at extremely high temperature.
Fusion, putting it crudely, amounts to banging light atomic nuclei into each other so hard that the
nuclei merge exothermically into a heavier nucleus. This is easier said than done. Atomic nuclei
repel each other because they are positively charged, so they must have atypically great kinetic
energy (tens of thousands of electronvolts at the least [65, p. 16]) to collide and merge.
Scientists have proposed several technologies to master this obstacle and forge a route to
exploiting fusion as a continuous energy source [66]. The most promising is the tokamak, invented
in the USSR in 1950 [67]. Tokamaks are doughnut-shaped chambers which use strong magnetic
fields to contain a plasma at a temperature ∼ 108 K, the fields being necessary to hold the plasma’s
hot core away from the chamber’s solid walls [68, p. 2]. The fuel undergoing fusion in a tokamak is
a plasma simply because it is so hot — the fuel’s electrons have enough kinetic energy to pull free
of their nuclei, rendering the fuel a soup of electrons and nuclei.
Plasma in a tokamak is not entirely pure [69]. Interactions between the tokamak’s interior
surfaces and the plasma’s outer edge (as well as the products of the fusion reactions) make dust
particles [70] which can survive between the cooler outer plasma and the tokamak’s interior
walls. Tokamak plasmas can generate dust in several ways: triggering sputtering or arcing from
the tokamak interior [69]; loosing flakes of material previously (re-)deposited on the interior;
coagulation of individual atoms on interior surfaces or directly “from supersturated vapor”; “and
possibly” by the same lower-temperature dust-formation mechanisms as “in reactive process
‡A back-of-the-envelope estimate is the most an outsider like myself can offer. Semiconductor manufacturers have
never been keen to publish comprehensive quality-control data, and they have become more secretive still in the 21 st
century. Such information as is published tends to come from academia rather than industry, and more recent academic
papers often turn out to be citing old data, or indeed nothing at all. One mischievous Chinese Physics paper [56, p. 1796]
“suggests that particles are responsible for 75% of the yield loss in volume-manufacturing of very large-scale integration
[sic] integrated circuits”, justifying its claim with citations to two earlier CP papers, one of which does not exist (volume
12, page 21 — the reference list of an unrelated paper on chaos) and another which mentions no “75%” statistic.
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Figure 1.4: Diameter distributions of dust collected from tokamaks; solid curves represent fitted
lognormal distributions. Left: distribution for dust from “the very bottom of the ASDEX-Upgrade
vessel, behind the lower divertor structure” [ 71, p. 158, fig. 3]. Right: distribution for dust “from
plasma-exposed surfaces in the upper divertor region of NSTX” [72, p. 1001, fig. 2].
plasmas” [70, pp. 3864 & 3866].
Tokamak operators have collected dust from tokamaks to estimate the size distributions of
the dust grains tokamaks produce. Tabulating size data from seven tokamaks (DIII-D, TFTR,
Alcator C-mod, JET, TEXTOR, Tore Supra, and ASDEX-Upgrade), Sharpe, Petti, & Bartels
recorded median grain-diameter estimates between 0.6 and 27 µm, and geometric standard
deviations of diameter ranging from 2.0 to 3.1 [71, p. 159]. Representing the dispersions of
diameter with geometric standard deviations made particular sense because a “large majority
of dust samples analyzed” by optical microscopy had lognormal size distributions [71, p. 158].
Sharpe et al. exhibited the specific example of the diameter distribution of dust from the base
of the ASDEX-Upgrade tokamak, which appeared broadly lognormal (fig. 1.4, left). Not every
observed distribution has proven lognormal. Among newer samples from the NSTX tokamak,
most had “distributions that reasonably fit log-normal distributions” [72, p. 1001], but at least one
deviated noticeably from a lognormal distribution (fig. 1.4, right).
At the time of Sharpe et al.’s review, researchers “generally” measured the sizes of collected
grains by “[s]izing and counting” them “with the optical microscope” [71, p. 158]. This method
has the disadvantage of missing grains of diameter . 0.2 µm, leaving the size distribution of
those grains unknown. To investigate those small grains, physicists have occasionally used laser
scattering instead [73]. The most revealing instance of this is Smirnov et al.’s application of Mie
theory to laser scattering results from the DIII-D tokamak [74], because teams of researchers led
by William Carmack had earlier used optical microscopy to estimate the average grain diameter
in the same tokamak [75, 76]. Where Carmack et al. found median grain radii of 0.25–1.0 µm,
Smirnov et al. obtained mean grain radii of 0.16–0.18 µm, highlighting the laser scattering
technique’s insensitivity to micron-sized and larger grains, and optical microscopy’s inability to
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detect much smaller grains.§
As in semiconductor-processing plasmas, dust in tokamaks is a nuisance. Dust which reaches
the core plasma contaminates it and wastefully radiates energy out of the plasma, though the
latter problem is not nearly as bad for low-atomic-mass dust [77]. At the same time, dust which
avoids the core plasma by loitering on the tokamak’s walls can reduce efficiency (by absorbing
tritium fuel which would otherwise be used in fusion) and alter the behaviour of interior surfaces
by coating them or blocking “gaps and crevices” [71, p. 157]. Dust may even cool the plasma
enough to destabilize it, initiating a disruption, an abrupt termination of the plasma [77, 78].
Finally, tokamak dust can be dangerous in its own right, because it can be toxic, radioactive, and
chemically reactive [79, 71].
These hazards are of special concern for the ITER tokamak [ 71], still under construction but
designed to be larger than any tokamak built to date [80, 81]. ITER’s main walls will include the
toxic element beryllium [82], so dust eroded from the walls will itself be toxic. Some of the dust in
ITER will also be radioactive, because of tritium absorption from the plasma and activation by
high-energy particles [79]. Last of all, much of the dust will be chemically reactive because of its
high surface-area-to-mass ratio. A particular worry is that the dust could prove adept at oxidizing
in the presence of steam, ready to produce explosive hydrogen gas in the event of accidental
coolant loss [79]. ITER’s engineers do not regard these safety risks as insuperable, as evidenced
by the fact that building work on ITER continues (albeit at a glacial pace [83]), but it is another
constraint they must take into account.
1.3 Quantitative properties of dust and plasmas
Though short and prefatory, the previous section’s tour of dust in plasmas teems with numbers.
This is a fine illustration of the impossibility of rigorously discussing, let alone modelling, dust in
plasmas without characterizing it quantitatively. Some of the most fundamental properties have
appeared already, namely the number density and temperature of a plasma, and the size of the
dust particles in a plasma. This dissertation uses the following notation for these quantities: ne
and ni are respectively the electron number density (electrons per cubic metre) and ion number
density (ions per cubic metre) in a plasma; Te and Ti are the electron temperature and the ion
temperature, both in Kelvin; and a is a dust grain’s size in metres. For simplicity of modelling
and exposition I assume throughout that any plasma under discussion has only one ion species;
this makes it unnecessary to account for different ion species having different temperatures or
densities. Where I write about particle species in general, I drop the subscripts and write just “n”
or “T”.
These are not the only relevant properties, of course. One can refer to a particle’s “charge
state”, its net charge in units of the elementary charge e=+1.6×10−19 C. I write a dust grain’s
§This numerical comparison if anything understates the difference between the averages, because grain size
distributions are positively skewed, and would usually have larger means than medians. Had Carmack et al. reported
mean grain radii like Smirnov et al., rather than medians, Carmack et al.’s range of averages would likely be higher
than the 0.25–1.0 µm I can quote here.
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charge state as q, and an ion’s as Z. In this dissertation Z is usually taken to be +1. Individual
plasma particles each have a velocity v, a speed v= |v|, and a mass m (and as with n and T, “e”
and “i” subscripts denote electrons and ions respectively). Electrostatic effects being important in
plasmas, the electric potential φ also makes appearances.
As always in physics, some dimensionless combinations of variables turn out to have special
importance, and I define these as variables in their own right. Θ is Ti/Te, the ion-to-electron
temperature ratio. The ion-to-electron mass ratio mi/me is equally notable, so I define µ as its
square root. (The square root proves a little more convenient than the ratio itself.) Finally, η is
eφ/(kBTe), the electric potential relative to distant plasma, normalized by the ambient-electron
thermal energy.
1.4 Spherical dust grains
Analyzing dust particles of arbitrary shape is a major challenge. My models simplify away this
difficult aspect of reality by treating all dust particles as spheres, which allows the models to
invoke results based on spherical symmetry. In keeping with this, a is always a dust grain’s radius
in the remainder of this dissertation.
The models further assume the dust grains to be equipotential spheres, i.e. spheres with
the same electric potential φ everywhere on their surface. By the principle of superposition,
that potential is the potential from the sphere’s own charge qe plus the potential from charge
separation in the plasma around the sphere. When the sphere is small enough, charge separation’s
contribution to φ is negligible compared to that of the sphere’s qe, and one may define φ at the










which means, among other things, that ηa is always negative if q is negative.
ηa and q are the main dependent variables of interest in this dissertation, as they represent
the most salient properties of a dust grain, namely its electric potential and electric charge. They
are key variables because they determine the electrostatic forces on a grain in a plasma, and so
the grain’s motion. My models of ηa and q in later chapters could, therefore, serve as a basis for
better understanding the motion of dust in actual plasma environments like those enumerated
above. But before elucidating my models, it is sensible to review earlier lemmas and theories
about plasmas, dust, and the charging of dust in plasmas.
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Chapter 2
Existing theories and simulations of
spherical grain charging
Everything is vague to a degree you do not realize till you
have tried to make it precise
Bertrand Russell (1918),
“The Philosophy of Logical Atomism”, §1
Essentially, all models are wrong, but some are useful.
George E. P. Box and Norman R. Draper (1987),
Empirical Model-Building and Response Surfaces, p. 424
2.1 Basic lemmas
Models of dust grain charging need foundations. These foundations are a fundamental law of how
a body charges in a plasma, and mathematical results which describe, for a particle species in a
plasma at thermodynamic equilibrium, the probability distribution of velocity v for that species,
and how n depends on φ.
2.1.1 Fundamental law of charging
A lot of computation is involved in predicting how a specific body charges up in a specific plasma,
but one law of charging always applies as long as certain conditions hold. Because the law is
general, no fine-grained knowledge of a specific system is necessary to deduce it; the law follows
from rudimentary physical and mathematical considerations.
The fundamental law of charging is that at equilibrium, the charge of a body in a plasma is
negative, assuming the body does not emit any negative charge. Section 1.2.3 has already alluded
to the law’s basis: a plasma’s electrons moving more quickly than the plasma’s ions because
electrons are far lighter than ions. Plasma physics being as complex as it is, there are some
subtleties here, so prudence demands a more systematic justification for this law.
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A body may charge by absorbing electrons, positive ions, and negative ions. I start by assuming
negligible absorption of negative ions; the law turns out to hold regardless. The body’s equilibrium
charge q0e is then the charge at which the average negative current from absorbing electrons
cancels out the average positive current from absorbing positive ions.
Represent the body’s charge as qe; the average electron current onto the body as Ie(q); and the
average ion current onto the body I i(q). Physically, |Ie(q)| is strictly increasing in q because a more
positive charge on the body attracts electrons and a more negative charge on the body repels them.
Likewise, I i(q) is strictly decreasing in q because the body repels more ions if it becomes more
positively charged. It is then a theorem that any equilibrium charge q0 satisfying |Ie(q0)| = I i(q0) is
unique. A proof by contradiction: suppose multiple values of q satisfy the equilibrium equality, two
of which values are q1 and q2 with q1 > q2; then |Ie(q1)| = I i(q1), |Ie(q2)| = I i(q2), and, from the
strict monotonicity of |Ie(q)| and I i(q), |Ie(q2)| < |Ie(q1)| = I i(q1)< I i(q2), implying |Ie(q2)| < I i(q2)
and contradicting the assumption that |Ie(q2)| = I i(q2).
I now observe that in general the electric current I of a plasma’s particle species onto a body is
I = nA〈vin〉Ze (2.1)
where n is the species’ number density at the body’s surface (and assumed constant over the body’s
surface); A the body’s surface area; 〈vin〉 the average inward, perpendicular velocity of particles
impinging on the body; and Z the charge state of each particle. The only one of these quantities






where Z now just represents an ion’s charge state. When q = 0 the body is uncharged and





The next step is to invoke the equipartition theorem: that at thermal equilibrium, each degree of
freedom associated with a particle’s motion has an average energy of kBT/2, T being the particle
species’ temperature. Equating this energy with a particle’s translational motion along a given
axis implies that a particle’s typical speed v along a given axis is
√
kBT/m. Applying this to the












In almost all plasmas at equilibrium, the ions are protons or heavier particles, are singly or










That is, the ion current onto an uncharged body in a plasma is far smaller in magnitude than
the electron current onto the body. Combined with the strict monotonicity of I i(q) and |Ie(q)|,
it follows that the equilibrium charge q0 is negative. Another proof by contradiction: suppose
q0 ≥ 0; monotonicity would then have |Ie(q0)| ≥ |Ie(0)| and I i(q0)≤ I i(0); inequality (2.5) shows
that I i(0) < |Ie(0)|; therefore I i(q0) ≤ I i(0) < |Ie(0)| ≤ |Ie(q0)|, inconsistent with the equilibrium
requirement that I i(q0)= |Ie(q0)|. It cannot be the case that q0 ≥ 0, so q0 must be negative: the
fundamental law.
Having put the law on a firm footing, one may easily explain why the law remains true when
negative ions are present. One can represent the effect of negative ions by making |Ie(q)| bigger
for every q, while retaining that function’s monotonicity (a more negative q implies repelling more
negative ions, as well as repelling more electrons). Inequality (2.5) remains true, and thus the
fundamental law must remain true.
The law need not remain true if the body emits enough negatively charged particles, because
then there is a negative electric current from the body as well as one onto it, and the outgoing cur-
rent may dominate the incoming current. The most common way for this to happen is thermionic
emission: a body in a plasma being so hot that the electrons at its surface have enough kinetic
energy to break free from the surface. If the body sloughs off electrons at a fast enough rate, it can
maintain a positive charge.
2.1.2 Boltzmann relation
Charged particles experience a force where they encounter a change in φ. These forces attract or
repel the particles, depending on the signs of φ and each particle’s q, but either way the end result
is to make n depend on φ for a charged particle species. How, precisely?
If there are no sources or sinks of particles, the relationship between n and φ turns out to be
straightforward at thermodynamic equilibrium, and is known as the Boltzmann relation. The
Boltzmann relation (BR) is so straightforward that some authors do not bother with a complete
derivation [84, pp. 5 & 18] or indeed any at all [85, p. 7]. For reference I paraphrase a typical
fluid-mechanical derivation from Bellan’s textbook [86, pp. 8–9].
Represent the particle species as a continuous fluid of particles with well-defined n(r) and
velocity v(r), both functions of position, r. This fluid has a pressure P(r), spatial gradients in
which imply a force on the fluid. The total force on the fluid is then the sum of any Lorentz force
and the pressure gradient force, and neglecting magnetic fields and particle collisions, the fluid’s







where q is the species’ charge state. At thermodynamic equilibrium the equation’s left-hand side
is zero, and the species’ temperature T does not change over time or space. Supposing now that
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the particle species is an ideal gas, P(r)= n(r)kBT, and
0= qeE(r)− ∇(n(r)kBT)
n(r)




integrating which over space gives
− qeφ(r)= kBT lnn(r)+constant (2.8)
Exponentiating,













which is the BR. For electrons in particular q=−1 and the BR has the trivial expression
ne(η)= n0 exp(η) (2.11)




Notice that the BR only accounts for variation in n caused by variation in φ; the effects of
sources and sinks do not enter into the formula, and near a source or sink the BR is liable to
incorrectly estimate the species’ density.
2.1.3 Maxwell-Boltzmann velocity distribution
From eq. (2.10), the BR is indifferent to position per se; the BR can tell apart a particle’s possible
locations only by the particle’s φ(r) at each location. At equilibrium the chance of finding a particle
at a point in space is simply proportional to the exponential of the particle’s normalized potential
energy at that point.
One might ask whether this fact generalizes from real space to phase space, and from potential
energy to the total energy. The answer would be that it does: Boltzmann’s distribution law asserts
that the probability of a system’s state being occupied is proportional to exp(−E/ (kBT)), “where T
is the system’s absolute temperature” and E is the state’s energy [87, p. 2].
A particle’s phase space is the six-dimensional space of the particle’s possible position r and
velocity v. A point in phase space is synonymous with a state, and Boltzmann’s distribution
law applies, though I must pay tribute to the continuity of the plasma particle’s phase space by
referring to “probability density” rather than “probability”. The probability density of a particle
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where the energy E associated with the point in phase space is the sum of the potential energy
qeφ(r) and the kinetic energy K(v). Observing that φ(r) depends only on r and K(v) depends only
on v, I may treat the position and velocity subspaces, and their associated energies, separately








A particle with velocity v has kinetic energy K(v)=m|v|2/2, neglecting relativistic effects, and the








Being a probability distribution over v, f (v) satisfies the normalization condition∫
v
f (v)d3v= 1 (2.16)












dvx dvy dvz = 1 (2.17)






























dvz = 1C (2.18)































which is the Maxwell-Boltzmann velocity distribution, the standard velocity distribution for
particles in a rarefied gas or plasma at thermodynamic equilibrium [88, p. 168]. The distribution
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which one can deduce by marginalizing∗ the full distribution in eq. (2.20) over each possible pair
of components, and observing that the marginal distributions of vx, of vy, and of vz are identical.
(A more expeditious if less rigorous route to the same conclusion is to rewrite f (v) as a product of
three functions, each dependent on a distinct velocity component orthogonal to the others, then
observe that the functions are otherwise identical.)
The Maxwell-Boltzmann velocity distribution implies a corresponding probability distribution
for the speed v= |v|. It is imperative to resist the temptation to try deriving the speed distribution
by taking eq. (2.15) and overwriting f (v) with f (v). In isolation that is an illegitimate step because
f (v) is expressly a probability distribution over v, and to transform it into a probability distribution
over v one must account for the accompanying transformation of the variable space too. This
warrants not the equation of f (v) and f (v) but the equation
f (v)d3v= f (v)dv =⇒ f (v) d
3v
dv
= f (v) (2.22)
and to deduce f (v) I must compute the ratio of the differentials in the two different spaces. The
easiest means of computing it is to rewrite d3v once more, this time explicitly in terms of v.
Transforming the differential into spherical coordinates achieves that:
d3v= v2 (sinθ)dvdψdθ =⇒ d
3v
dv
= v2 (sinθ)dψdθ (2.23)
where ψ and θ are v’s azimuthal and zenith angles respectively [89]. Substituting into eq. (2.22),
f (v)= f (v)v2 (sinθ)dψdθ (2.24)
Substituting in eq. (2.20),












where the transformation of f (v) into f (v) brings along the unwanted angles ψ and θ. I do not
want v’s joint distribution with ψ and θ, only v’s unconditional distribution. To quash the nuisance
∗Translating from statisticial jargon to physicist-friendly jargon: “marginalizing” a multivariate probability distribu-
tion is integrating out all but one random variable to obtain that variable’s unconditional (“marginal”) distribution.
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the Maxwell-Boltzmann speed distribution.
2.1.4 Maxwellian flux onto an absorbing sphere
A sphere’s absorption of charged particles from a plasma constitutes an electric current onto the
sphere. For a given charged particle species this current is the product
I = 4pia2qen〈vin〉 (2.27)
where 〈vin〉 is the particles’ mean velocity in the inward direction perpendicular to the sphere’s
surface.
Assuming the particles have a Maxwell-Boltzmann velocity distribution, isotropy allows me to






















where the lower integration limit is 0 and not −∞ because at the sphere’s surface there are no
outward-moving particles (since they would have had to emerge from the absorbing surface).






Often this expression is most useful when its dependence on the sphere’s surface potential φa is
made most explicit by incorporating the Boltzmann relation:








2.1.5 Order-of-magnitude estimate of ηa
The physics presented in the preceding subsections is enough for an order-of-magnitude estimate
of an absorbing sphere’s equilibrium ηa, ηa being the normalized electric potential on the sphere’s
surface. If there are no negative ions in the plasma around the sphere, equilibrium obtains when












Eq. (2.30) does not give I i, however, because the Boltzmann relation is inapplicable to ions in this
situation. The fundamental charging law means that ηa < 0, so the sphere actively attracts ions
and substantially depletes the ion distribution function in the surrounding space. This invalidates
the Boltzmann relation, which requires that there be no (non-negligible) particle sinks in the
region of interest.
Barred from using the more sophisticated eq. (2.30), I make the simplifying approximation
that I may neglect ηa’s effect on ni, and substitute n= ni = n0 (and q= Z) into eq. (2.29) to get

















which has the solution





Although primitive, this order-of-magnitude estimate of the equilibriumηa elegantly isolates the
plasma parameters most relevant to grain charging: the ion charge state Z and the square roots
of the ion-to-electron mass ratio and temperature ratio. One could also use eq. (2.34) to check the
plausibility of more complex models, because, as long as there is no reason to expect ηa to alter I i
by orders of magnitude, any workable model should give an ηa of similar magnitude to eq. (2.34).
It may be helpful to apply eq. (2.34) to two specific cases which recur in the rest of this section.
Both cases assume a singly charged (Z = 1) plasma with ions at the same temperature as electrons
(Θ= 1), reducing eq. (2.34) to ηa =− lnµ. The two cases are of a plasma with H+ ions (µ= 43), for
which the formula predicts ηa =−3.76, and a plasma with Ar1+ ions (µ= 271), where the formula
predicts ηa =−5.60. Generalizing from these numbers suggests the heuristic that |ηa| ∼ 4 in a
singly ionized plasma with Θ= 1. This vindicates a posteriori the starting assumption of eq. (2.31);
the heuristic suggests that ηa would generally be negative enough to repel almost all approaching
electrons, legitimating the application of the Boltzmann relation to the electrons.
2.1.6 Debye-Hückel screening and potential function
Knowing the Boltzmann relation opens up a route to estimating φ(r) precisely in a plasma outside
an equipotential sphere. The most popular model for deriving φ(r)’s functional form in plasma
physics is that inspired by Peter Debye and Erich Hückel. Debye and Hückel originally built their
model [90] to estimate φ(r) around an ion in an electrolyte medium, but the essence of their model
is equally applicable to charged spheres in a plasma medium, because plasmas and electrolytes
have in common the property most relevant to the model: they both contain electrons which are
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free to move in response to electric fields. The Debye-Hückel (DH) model, as adapted to plasma
physics [85, §1.4], hinges on the observation that these electrons move away from regions where
φ is more negative and towards regions where φ is more positive, an effect known as “screening”
or “shielding” because it means that electrons rearrange themselves to help cancel out — that is,
screen out or shield — spatial variations in φ in a plasma. In concrete terms, a negatively charged
body in a plasma pushes away nearby electrons, ensconcing itself in a sheath region where ions
outnumber electrons.
The DH model quantifies this effect with the Boltzmann relation and deduces φ(r) from it as
follows. Assume a plasma, within which is an equipotential sphere with r the distance from its













Making the simplifying assumption that screening arises from the electrons’ behaviour alone
and not the slower response of the ions, I take ni(r) to be n0/Z everywhere, n0 being the electron







By the fundamental law of charging, the sphere has a negative equilibrium φ(a), in which
case it repels electrons at equilibrium. Assuming equilibrium, and that the sphere keeps away
enough electrons that I may neglect its absorption of impinging electrons, the Boltzmann relation















which is a nonlinear differential equation similar to the Poisson-Boltzmann equation. To render it
















At this stage textbook derivations† often reveal the final solution with, at most, a hand-waving
reference to boundary conditions, much as a magician might wave their hands when pulling a
rabbit from a hat. I propose to motivate the solution less mysteriously. Observe that near a small,
charged sphere in a plasma, the main determinant of φ(r) is the charge Q on the sphere rather
than the more diffuse sheath region of space charge around the sphere. Neglecting that sheath’s









†Those of Bellan [86, p. 10], Boyd & Sanderson [85, p. 8], Chen [91, p. 10], and Hutchinson [92, p. 58], to take four
examples.
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which amounts to f ′′(r) ∝ f (r). This family of differential equations may be solved by the


















is the plasma parameter known as the electron Debye length or electron Debye distance, which is
the sheath’s characteristic size in this model. Assuming again that φ(r)→ 0 infinitely far away,
lim
r→∞φ(r)= 0 (2.43)
a boundary condition which requires C1 = 0. The boundary condition represented by eq. (2.39)









which is the vacuum potential function multiplied by an extra term which decays exponentially
with distance. The sheath around a negatively charged sphere therefore attenuates the electric
potential (and field) due to the sphere, on a length scale ofλD . (This does not mean that φ(r) and
φ′(r) always decay over distances ∼λD . If the sphere is much smaller than λD then the 1/r aspect
of the DH solution can cause the potential and field to decay on a scale of a¿λD .)
Particularly attentive readers may notice that this derivation contradicts itself. At one step it
assumes the sphere repels enough electrons for the Boltzmann relation to hold, which requires
|φa|& kBTe/e. But the very next step assumes |φ(r)| ¿ kBTe/e at all r. The two assumptions
cannot both be true, so the derivation is internally inconsistent.
No plasma-physics textbook seems to parry this objection. Fortunately, one paper [93] con-
fronts it by acknowledging that linearizing φ(r) implies an unphysical negative density of repelled
particles (ions in that paper’s case, electrons here) where φ(r)<−kBT/e. The expedient of defining
a “hole” around the sphere where the repelled-particle density is assumed zero eliminates the
issue, and the resulting Debye-Hückel-hole theory reduces to the original DH theory arbitrarily
far from the grain or if n0/T3e → 0. There is also T. H. Gronwall et al.’s more rigorous mathe-
matical treatment of the Debye-Hückel problem, which generates the DH φ(r) as a first-order
approximation [94, 95]. These papers corroborate eq. (2.44) despite its dubious origins.
A more accessible means of testing the DH solution’s robustness is to solve the Poisson-
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Boltzmann-like equation without linearizing it, and compare that non-linearized equation’s
solution to the DH solution obtained by linearization. To maximize the comparison’s generality




obtained by defining ξ≡ r/λD . Linearizing the dimensionless equation implies the dimensionless










where ηa denotes η(a/λD), the normalized electric potential on the sphere’s surface. Because this
DH solution is a good approximate solution to eq. (2.45) where |η(ξ)|¿ 1, one may use eq. (2.46)
and its spatial derivative as the boundary conditions for numerically solving eq. (2.45), as long as
those conditions are applied at a ξ where η(ξ) is tiny.
The resulting system of equations is closed but has a circularity: the boundary conditions are
defined in terms of ηa, but ηa’s value is undefined until the boundary conditions are fully defined.
This does not mean there is no solution — for a given a/λD , one and only one ηa value is consistent
with the system of equations — but it does mean an accurate numerical solution can be found only
by iteratively converging on the ηa value that produces an internally consistent result.
This, it transpires, is convenient for the purpose of testing eq. (2.46)’s validity. Consider the
extreme case where the DH solution is virtually perfect, perhaps because ηa is so small that
|η(ξ)|¿ 1 for all ξ and the linearization is everywhere an exceptionally good approximation. In
that extreme situation, using eq. (2.46) as a boundary condition introduces negligible error, and
numerically integrating eq. (2.45) inwards to ξ= a/λD would give an η(a/λD) value nearly identical
to the ηa value chosen for eq. (2.46), whatever the latter value was. By contrast, when the DH
solution is invalid, eq. (2.46) and its derivative are incorrect boundary conditions, and using them
as boundary conditions for a numerical integration would lead to an η(a/λD) value different to the
ηa value substituted into eq. (2.46). The disparity between the ηa value put into eq. (2.46) and
the η(a/λD) obtained by numerical integration is therefore an index of the DH solution’s internal
inconsistency.
Figure 2.1 uses this to illustrate the DH solution’s self-consistency as a function of a/λD and
the assumed ηa. It is apparent that the DH solution becomes self-consistent in the a/λD → 0
limit, and that self-consistency improves as the normalized surface potential ηa → 0. Even
when both quantities are non-negligible, the DH solution is impressively robust given its crude
origins. Supposing |ηa| ∼ 4 (the heuristic from §2.1.5), the DH solution is grossly wrong only when
a/λD & 0.2.
2.1.7 Bohm criterion and Bohm speed
The previous section models the ion sheath around a negatively charged sphere by considering
the electrons alone. In practice the ions are not unresponsive to the sphere’s attractive φ(r)












































Figure 2.1: Results of numerically integrating eq. (2.45) with the DH solution as a boundary
condition, assuming various values of a/λD and ηa. Left: η(a/λD) as obtained by integration; the
numerical solution is self-consistent when η(a/λD) matches the assumed ηa. Right: η(a/λD)/ηa,
an index of the numerical solutions’ self-consistency; the closer the ratio to 1, the greater the
self-consistency.
investigate this ion motion one has to relax the assumption that ni remains constant, and bring
in the continuity and energy conservation equations for the ions, which I now proceed to do.
However, since one cannot solve the resulting system of equations in spherical geometry without
appealing to extra ad hoc assumptions, I solve the equations instead in planar geometry, combining
elements of David Bohm’s original 1949 derivation [96] and Karl-Ulrich Riemann’s beautifully
pedantic treatment [97]. After arriving at the relevant solution in planar geometry I give the more
assumption-heavy path to the analogous result in spherical geometry.
Because a planar surface amounts to a spherical surface with an infinite radius of curvature,
the solution of the planar system serves as a substitute for the spherical system’s solution in
the large-sphere limit (a/λD →∞). In planar geometry the analogue of a negative φ(r) around
an infinitely large sphere is a negative φ(x) in front of an infinitely large plane, with x the
(perpendicular) distance from the plane. As in the spherical case, the motion due to the potential
is the only motion of interest here, so I neglect both collisions and the random thermal motion
of the ions, and suppose that the ions are stationary at infinity. The ions’ motion is therefore
exclusively in the xˆ direction and solely a function of φ(x).
Defining the sheath edge as the locus x = x0 where the ion density approximately returns
to normal, I take ni(x0) = n0/Z and the potential as zero, so φ(x0) = 0. Writing the ion speed
and ion number density there as v0 and n0 respectively, the ion continuity equation and energy
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conservation equation are













































































































This equation cannot be integrated again analytically. Fortunately another integration is unnec-































η being everywhere real, η2 and the left-hand side must both be non-negative. According to eq.
(2.58) that requirement is satisfiable only if ZkBTe
/(
miv20
)≤ 1. The ion velocity v0 at the sheath
edge must therefore satisfy





where cs is the ion sound speed, also known in this context as the Bohm velocity or Bohm speed,
and inequality (2.59) is known as the Bohm criterion [97].
Put into words, the final inequality shows that ions must enter the sheath in front of a plane
at at least the sound speed. Bohm himself characterized the inequality as a requirement for the
existence of a “stable” sheath [96, p. 82], but the criterion’s physical meaning is simpler and clearer
than that: it is a criterion for whether an ion sheath begins at x= x0 at all. According to the model,



















An ion sheath is a region of net-positive space charge, i.e. a region where ρ f /n0 > 0. Just inside the
sheath, |η|¿ 1, and presumably η< 0 because the sheath is in front of a negatively charged plane.
Eq. (2.60) then means that v0 must be at least cs, for otherwise ρ f /n0 would be negative just inside
the sheath, contradicting the starting assumption that the sheath be a region of net-positive space
charge.
It is easy and useful to expand on this verbal explanation of the Bohm speed. Were one to
consider the electrons alone, as in the adapted Debye-Hückel model of §2.1.6, no special criterion
or explanation would be needed; one could note that a negatively charged surface repels electrons,
and immediately infer that this electron depletion would leave behind a zone of net-positive
space charge. But the Bohm model accounts for acceleration of ions towards the surface, and
the continuity equation implies that this acceleration lowers the ions’ number density. It is then
no longer obvious that a positive sheath forms. Conceivably the decline in ion density due to
acceleration outweighs the decline in electron density due to repulsion. Pursuing that point, eq.
(2.60) indicates that the ion density would in fact become less than the electron density were the
ions moving too slowly [97]. The Bohm criterion merely quantifies this physical fact.
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The criterion has a further implication. With the ions assumed stationary at infinity, they
must accelerate on their journey towards the sheath to satisfy the Bohm criterion, and so the
model implies the existence of a pre-sheath, a quasi-neutral region of plasma where an electric
field accelerates ions to at least the Bohm speed on the approach to the sheath.
Switching to spherical geometry, the equations for the Bohm model become less tractable. In





































where ξ ≡ r/λD , and ξ0 ≡ r0/λD denotes the sheath edge in normalized radii. As opposed to
the planar eq. (2.53), eq. (2.62) is burdened with extra powers of the spatial coordinate. These
cannot be readily eliminated and they prevent one from integrating after multiplying the equation
through by η′(ξ).
To reproduce the Bohm criterion in spherical geometry, one has to use a different tactic, such
as assuming that the sheath edge may also be defined as the locus where the plasma ceases to be
quasi-neutral [98]. Subject to this assumption, quasi-neutrality obtains for all ξ> ξ0 and one may































Supposing that the breakdown of quasi-neutrality manifests mathematically as a singularity in

















and since I selected the sheath edge as my locus of zero electric potential, the singularity — hence





= 0 ⇐⇒ v0 = cs (2.68)
which is the equality form of the Bohm criterion. There is therefore a basis for expecting ions to
enter sheaths at the Bohm speed in both spherical and planar geometries, assuming negligible ion
collisionality.
2.1.8 Quasi-neutrality
It is time to put some quantitative flesh on the bones of the terms “quasi-neutral” and “quasi-
neutrality”, not least because physicists use the concept of quasi-neutrality to refer, confusingly, to
two intimately related but distinct ideas.
The first is the physical observation that in most regions of a plasma much larger than λD , the
magnitude of the plasma’s net charge density is much smaller than the charge-density magnitude
of the plasma’s negative or positive species. In algebraic terms,
∣∣Zni−ne∣∣¿ ne ≈ Zni (2.69)
The physical reason for eq. (2.69) is that the charged particles of a plasma are free to move, so
a plasma region with net charge of one sign tends to draw in charge of the opposite sign until it
ceases to be a region with net charge.
The second is the mathematical approximation of assuming the positive charge density exactly
cancels the negative charge density, i.e. that Zni = ne. This exact equality is an assumption one
makes to expedite the solution of mathematical models of plasmas. If the original models included
Poisson’s equation, one discards Poisson’s equation when making the Zni = ne assumption.
Table 2.1 documents the two different kinds of meaning that physicists have given quasi-
neutrality in their writing. My survey leaves out less general definitions which apply only in more
exotic settings, such as Boyd & Sanderson’s defining quasi-neutrality as “ω|Ωe|/ω2p ¿ 1” in the
context of resistive magnetohydrodynamics [85, p. 60] and collisionless magnetohydrodynamics
[85, p. 71]. My goal is not to make an all-inclusive list but to sample broadly the variation in
definitions of quasi-neutrality.
The literature has also the phrase “plasma approximation”, which seems as if it should help
clear up the muddle, because “plasma approximation” usually refers only to the mathematical
Zni = ne assumption. In practice, dishearteningly, the phrase brings its own danger of ambiguity
for two reasons. One reason is that some authors write about the plasma approximation as if it
were an exact synonym for quasi-neutrality: Lieberman & Lichtenberg do so in their book’s main
text [99, p. 40] and index [99, p. 755], Pécseli clarifies four times in Waves and Oscillations in
Plasmas that quasi-neutrality is also called the “plasma approximation” [102, pp. 251, 281, 311, &
387], and Franklin’s Plasma Phenomena in Gas Discharges calls ne = ni “the approximation of
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Author(s) Definition Reference
Lieberman & Lichtenberg “
∣∣Zni−ne∣∣¿ ne” [99, p. 40]
“ne ≈ ni” [99, p. 405]
Boyd & Sanderson “ne ≈ Zni” and “Zni ≈ ne” [85, pp. 57 & 64]
“Zni(r)= ne(r)” and “Zni = ne” [85, pp. 87 & 413]
Hutchinson “ne ≈ Zni” [92, p. 5]
“ne−ni ¿ ne” [92, p. 63]
“ni = ne” [92, p. 327]
Chen “ni ≈ ne ≈ n” [43, p. 10]
Somov “ Zi ni−nene ¿ 1” [100, p. 189]
Lifshitz & Pitaevskii “
∣∣∣ zδNi−δNeδNe ∣∣∣∼ a2eL2 ¿ 1” [84, p. 150]
“Ne = zNi” [84, p. 150]
Franklin “ne = ni” [101, p. 26]
Pécseli “ne = ni” [102, p. 251]
“ε0 → 0 [. . . ] ne ≈ ni” [102, p. 252]
Table 2.1: Quantitative definitions of quasi-neutrality.
quasi-neutrality” [101, p. 26] in chapter 2 before rechristening it “the plasma approximation” [101,
p. 58] in chapter 4.‡ The other reason is that calling the Zni = ne approximation the “plasma”
approximation wrongly suggests that plasmas themselves satisfyZni = ne exactly, which they do
not. The whole point is that plasmas are quasi-neutral, “that is, neutral enough so that one can
take ni ≈ ne ≈ n [. . . ] but not so neutral that all interesting electromagnetic forces vanish” [43, p.
10].
I have considered using “quasi-neutrality” myself to refer to only the approximate neutrality
of real-world plasmas, and using a different phrase such as “neutral approximation” to refer to the
Zni = ne assumption. In the final analysis, however, I think the gain in clarity from doing so would
be cancelled out by the loss from introducing a new term, so I follow other physicists in using
“quasi-neutral” and “quasi-neutrality” to represent both eq. (2.69) and Zni = ne, especially because
I think my uses of the words are clear enough in context. As penance I write this subsection to
warn readers of the potential ambiguity.
2.2 Charging theories
Having established the key results of the previous section, I can use them to describe the standard
theories of how a sphere charges in a plasma. The models predict the equilibrium η for an isolated
‡Franklin later arrived at another definition of quasi-neutrality, writing to me by email that “In my book, and I
mean in my book quasi-neutrality is defined as equality of normalized densities to order (lambdaD/L)**2 i.e. one does
not employ Poisson’s equation. Few textbooks even use the term but my statement is in Lieberman and Lichtenberg”
[103]. I did not find this more specific definition in Franklin’s book, and Lieberman and Lichtenberg assume it only to
immediately obtain |Zni −ne|¿ ne, their explicit quasi-neutrality criterion [99, p. 40].
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spherical grain in a plasma.
2.2.1 Allen, Boyd, & Reynolds (ABR)
ABR charging theory is a radial motion theory. It assumes the plasma ions are collisionless and
cold, so that ions initially far from the grain simply fall in straight radial lines onto the grain
through its attractive electric field. Allen, Boyd, and Reynolds’s original paper [104] adumbrates
the model but my description takes after the more recent and systematic treatment of Kennedy
and Allen [8].
The basic strategy for computing η here is to derive an ordinary differential equation (ODE)





where ρ f is the space density of free charge. In a plasma ρ f is the sum of the charge densities














where r is the distance from a spherical dust grain’s centre. The next stage is nondimensionalizing
the equation by rewriting it in terms of the dimensionless electric potential η and the dimensionless






being the electron Debye length and n0 the electron number density infinitely far from the sphere,















To make the equation meaningful in this situation, the right-hand ratios must be written in terms
of η and ξ. The Boltzmann relation makes light work of rewriting ne/n0:
ne = n0 exp(η) =⇒ nen0
= exp(η) (2.74)
Rewriting ni/n0 is more involved. One alternative expression for it comes from the inward current
I i of ions at radius r ≥ a,
I i = 4pir2enivin (2.75)













from eq. (2.30), where ηa is η|r=a, the normalized surface potential. At equilibrium, Ie must exactly
negate I i at r = a, the sphere’s surface:





Because the ions are collisionless, conservation of particles guarantees that I i is independent of r,


















To find vin I bring in the assumption that every ion has negligible kinetic energy infinitely far




































recalling that µ≡√mi/me, representing the plasma’s ion species. Substituting eqs. (2.74) and








= ξ2 exp(η)− νexp(ηa)p−η (2.84)
This final form of Poisson’s equation is entirely in terms of ξ and η, except for the unknown surface
potential ηa. However, computing η with the ODE requires two boundary conditions.
One boundary condition comes from observing that far away from the sphere, the plasma is
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quasi-neutral, meaning that the left-hand side of eq. (2.84) is far smaller than ξ2ne/n0 and ξ2ni/n0.











)∣∣∣∣¿ ξ2 exp(η) (2.85)
and for such large ξ, I take the left-hand side of Poisson’s equation to be negligible, leading to
0≈ ξ2 exp(η)− νexp(ηa)p−η (2.86)
which has the implicit solution
ξ2 ≈ νexp(ηa)p−η exp(η) (2.87)










where W0(z) is the principal branch of the Lambert W function of z [105, 106]. This constitutes







(−2ν2 exp(2ηa)/ξ4))ξ ≈ −4η(1+2η)ξ (2.89)
To choose a ξ at which to apply the boundary conditions, one must know where quasi-neutrality
holds, because the boundary conditions assume quasi-neutrality. To estimate where quasi-
neutrality obtains, I substitute the solution’s derivative into eq. (2.85), the quantitative definition










∣∣∣∣∣∣¿ ξ2 exp(η) (2.90)




∣∣∣∣¿ ξ2 exp(η) (2.91)
Imposing the strategically chosen condition that ξ> 2pνexp(1/32+ηa/2), eq. (2.88) then implies












suffices to ensure quasi-neutrality, though for brevity I replace this with the more stringent
requirement that ξÀ 2. The conjunction of this ξÀ 2 requirement and the earlier condition that
ξ> 2pνexp(1/32+ηa/2) therefore ensures quasi-neutrality.
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Figure 2.2: The ABR model’s predictions of ηa for an isolated dust grain of radius a in an H+
plasma (µ= 43) or in an Ar1+ plasma (µ= 271). Left: log-linear axes; compare Kennedy and Allen’s
figure 4 [8, p. 247]. Right: log-log axes; the sloping dashed lines plot exp(−1)µa/λD .
at ξ= ξb satisfying the conjunction; computing η and dη/dξ at ξ= ξb with eqs. (2.88) and (2.89);
then numerically integrating eq. (2.84) inwards to ξ= a/λD , the grain’s surface. The system might
seem underspecified because there is no explicit expression for ηa, which might appear to prevent
evaluation of eq. (2.84). But for a particular dust-in-plasma system with a particular ν, only one
value of ηa gives a self-consistent solution; in general, substituting an arbitraryηa into eq. (2.84)
and the quasi-neutrality condition, and then integrating the ODE inwards leads to a value of η at
r = a different to the assumed ηa: a contradiction.
Practically, this system is a boundary value problem which a shooting method can solve;
a computer can iteratively solve the system by assuming various ηa until it converges on the
correct ηa for a particular ν. I wrote a computer program to solve the ABR model in this way, and
had it compute ηa as a function of a/λD for an isolated sphere in a cold-ion plasma (figure 2.2).
Writing the program meant resolving interesting numerical stability problems, but since they are
irrelevant to the physics I banish them to appendix B.
I replicate Kennedy and Allen’s report [8] that in the model vanishingly small (a/λD → 0)
spheres have vanishingly small potentials, and that ηa converges on a finite asymptote as a/λD →
∞. I extend the former finding by observing that, for hydrogen-based plasmas and singly-ionized
argon plasmas, ηa is roughly proportional to µa/λD when the latter is small, and I extend the
latter finding by observing that
lim
a/λD→∞
ηa ≈ 0.4189− lnµ (2.94)
an expression I discovered by computing ηa for many (µ, a/λD) pairs, estimating the a/λD →∞
limit of ηa for each µ, observing a nearly straight line when I plotted these estimated limits against
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µ when µ had a logarithmic scale, and then regressing the estimated limits against lnµ. On the




ηa = (ln 2pi)−12 − lnµ (2.95)
despite having no derivation from first principles to justify it.
2.2.2 Orbital-motion limited (OML)
ABR theory models the charging of a sphere in a plasma with cold ions, leaving aside the question
of how a sphere charges in a plasma with ions of non-negligible kinetic energy. To answer the latter,
I now turn to the most popular sphere-charging model, the OML theory of Harold M. Mott-Smith
and Irving Langmuir [107]. My description of OML theory takes after those of Kennedy and Allen
[9] and Willis [108], Willis’s itself being adapted from Shukla and Mamun’s [109, pp. 37–40].
Begin with an ion with charge Ze and initial speed v∞ approaching a spherical grain from
afar. The ion’s impact parameter is b, the perpendicular distance between the sphere’s centre and
the ion’s initial bearing. Neglecting collisions, whether the sphere absorbs the ion depends on the
ion’s v∞ and b. Suppose there is an ion with some particular v∞ and b= bcrit such that the ion
just grazes the grain’s surface tangentially (figure 2.3). Suppose also that all ions with the same
v∞ but smaller b are collected and that all ions with the same v∞ but larger b escape. Then the
grain has an effective cross-section σ= pib2crit to ions with a particular v∞. If nothing else this
explains OML theory’s name: the theory assumes that the tangential motion of approaching ions
constrains the capturing cross-section the grain presents to them, so the grain’s collection current
is limited by the ions’ orbital motion.
Conservation of angular momentum holds for approaching ions because the sphere exerts a
central force by symmetry, and collisions are negligible by assumption. Equating a distant ion’s
angular momentum with the angular momentum as the same ion brushes against the sphere,
miv∞bcrit = mivaa, where va is the ion’s speed as it grazes the grain tangentially. Therefore
bcrit = vaa/v∞, implying σ=piv2aa2/v2∞.
In the absence of collisions it is also easy to find the grazing ion’s kinetic energy at infinity and
its kinetic energy as it brushes the sphere. The ion’s initial kinetic energy ismiv2∞/2 and its final




























Figure 2.3: Trajectories of ions approaching a negatively charged dust grain, all with speed v∞
at infinity, but differing impact parameters. The ion with impact parameter bcrit just grazes the
grain tangentially, whereas an ion with impact parameter b1 < bcrit is absorbed and an ion with
impact parameter b2 > bcrit escapes.
Given that the grain presents an effective cross-section ofσ(v∞) to ions at infinity with speed
v∞, it will absorb such ions at a rate of v∞ni f (v∞)σ(v∞) where f (v∞) is the probability distribution
of the ions’ v∞ values and ni is the faraway ion density. Integrating this absorption rate over all
possible v∞ values and multiplying by the ion charge Ze gives the total ion current onto the grain
I i = Ze
∫∞
0
v∞ni f (v∞)σ(v∞) dv∞ (2.99)
Far from the grain the ions presumably have a Maxwell-Boltzmann speed distribution (eq. (2.26)),





































Now I have an expression for I i all that is left is to equate it with Ie and solve that equation.
I may assume the grain charges negatively (the law of charging), and repels most approaching
electrons at equilibrium (§2.1.5). The electrons therefore, unlike the ions, approximately obey the
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At equilibrium I i + Ie = 0. Substituting in eqs. (2.102) and (2.103), and cancelling out the
































Rewriting the equation to use the dimensionless surface potential ηa, and the dimensionless









Boiled down to this core, one can solve the OML potential equation forηa. Allegedly the equation
“must be solved numerically” [110, p. 1223] but it has the solution












where W0 is again the principal branch of the Lambert W special function. Figure 2.4 plots ηa
as a function of Θ and µ for singly ionized plasmas (Z = 1). With Θ∼ 1, the grain’s equilibrium
surface potential is negative and usually 2–5 times kBTe/e in magnitude. For the canonical case
of a hydrogen-based plasma with Θ= 1, ηa =−2.504 at a sphere’s surface.
It is worth returning attention to the model’s assumption that for every possible v∞ there
exists a critical impact parameter bcrit for which an ion grazes the sphere tangentially, and that
this bcrit separates the range of impact parameters for which an ion hits the grain (0≤ b< bcrit)
from those for which an approaching ion avoids the grain (b> bcrit). This assumption, intuitive
as it may be, need not be true. For a particular v∞ there might instead be an “absorption radius”
rA > a such that any ion coming within rA of the grain’s centre is sure to be absorbed. If such an
absorption radius exists for an ion with b= b0, then if “all functions are smoothly varying”, ions
with the same v∞ but b< b0 “would strike the [grain] with finite radial velocity” [9, p. 489]. Were
b0 > bcrit , the absorption radius would make a nonsense of bcrit’s physical definition, because there
would be no ion with the relevant v∞ which could graze the grain tangentially; every ion with the
relevant v∞ would either hit the grain with some inward velocity, or miss the grain outright by
a nonzero distance. Where absorption radii existed, OML theory’s prediction for ηa (eq. (2.107))
would then only be correct if bcrit happened to be at least b0 for all absorption radii.














Figure 2.4: The normalized electric potential ηa at the surface of a sphere in a singly ionized (Z = 1)
plasma, according to the OML model. As the ion species becomes heavier (caesium here chosen as
a particularly heavy example) the sphere’s equilibrium charge becomes ever more negative.










Figure 2.5: Illustrative trajectories, in the xˆ- yˆ plane, of ions in a sphere’s attractive electric field,
the field being proportional to r−2 (left) or proportional to r−4 (right). The former case has no
absorption radius. The latter case does, highlighted as the translucent, grey region bordered by a
dotted ellipse; trajectories coming closer than the absorption radius always end on the sphere.
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figure 2.5 presents a graphical example, showing how ions with identical initial velocities follow
different trajectories around (and onto) a spherical grain, depending on their initial position and
the attractive electric field’s dependence on the distance r from the grain’s centre. When the field
is proportional to r−2 the ions follow elliptical Kepler orbits which may come arbitrarily close
to the grain without landing on it. Assuming a different field proportional to r−4 produces an
absorption radius, represented in the figure’s right panel as a translucent ellipse. Every trajectory
which comes closer to the grain’s centre than the absorption radius ends on the grain, and because
the absorption radius is larger than a, there is no grazing orbit which makes contact with the
grain with zero radial velocity.
One example gives little information about the incidence of absorption radii in practice. To
deduce whether absorption radii are a practical defect in OML theory, or are so rare that they may
be ignored, necessitates further algebra. Suppose an ion with speed v is at a distance r from the
sphere’s centre. From Pythagoras’ theorem, v2 has the decomposition
v2 = v2r +v2t (2.108)
where vr is the radial velocity component and vt is the velocity component tangential to the
imagined sphere of radius r centred on the actual sphere. The ion’s angular momentum about the
grain is then mivtr, and conservation of this momentum implies
miv∞b=mivtr (2.109)





























along all of that ion’s trajectory, which is possible only if the right-hand side is non-negative for all










































Hence if φ(r) shrinks more rapidly than r−2, ions which move slowly far from the grain cannot
end up grazing the grain; at small v∞ absorption radii greater than a exist.
Inconveniently it is likely that φ(r) does shrink more rapidly. Substituting in the φ(r) and φa







which is never satisfied for sufficiently large r because there exp(r/λD) grows faster than r. One
could argue that using the DH model to invalidate the OML model is invalid because the two
models make different assumptions in the first place. However, the pessimistic conclusion that
OML theory is always afflicted with absorption radii re-emerges in more rigorous treatments
[111, 9] which do not assume φ(r) is of DH form. They find that when distant ions have a Maxwell-
Boltzmann velocity distribution and Θ ≤ 1, OML theory is internally inconsistent because it
assumes no absorption radius exists while its other assumptions guarantee an absorption radius
exists [111, 9].
Nonetheless, the more sophisticated self-consistent computations of R. V. Kennedy and J. E.
Allen give φa estimates similar to the OML estimates of φa as long as a/λD ¿Θ, and they recover
the OML φa as the a/λD → 0 limit of their results [9, p. 499]. Martin Lampe likewise finds that
limit and that if a/λD ¿Θ/0.03 the distorting effect of absorption radii on OML theory is minor
[112]. For the purpose of finding φa for small spheres, OML theory is therefore a reasonable choice
despite its self-inconsistency.
2.2.3 Orbital motion (OM)
The self-consistent computations just mentioned [111, 9] use the orbital motion theory of charging,
which generalizes OML theory by describing “ion motion at all distances from the [sphere’s]
surface” [9, p. 491]. By modelling what happens in the space between the sphere’s surface and
infinity, OM theory has the power to account for absorption radii and to generate expressions for ηa
and the ion density as a function of r [113, 114]. Inevitably this greater power comes hand-in-hand
with a greater cost. The algebra and calculus of the OM model are more involved and less tractable
than those of the OML model, and the OM model does not produce any closed-form expressions for
η(r), nor even ηa.
Because of this complexity and intractability, OM theory might be called a Sunday-best theory:
for everyday dusty-plasma physics it goes unused, left hanging in the wardrobe of models, taken
out only now and then to rigorously check the sloppier but more convenient workaday models.
This dissertation upholds that tradition by forgoing elaboration of the OM model’s definition and
solution. The sphere-in-plasma sytems to which the current dissertation devotes the most analysis
are small spheres in warm plasmas (0< a/λD .Θ), and for those systems OML theory is adequate
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and OM theory is overkill.
2.2.4 Extensions to OML theory
For systems which fit neither OML theory nor ABR theory, a physicist may resort to OM theory,
but that is often unnecessary. An attractive alternative is to extend OML theory to accommodate
these systems, since even extended OML theories can be easier to handle than OM theory.
Modified OML (MOML)
With ABR theory on hand to model spheres in cold-ion plasmas, and OML theory able to model
small spheres in warm-ion plasmas, the obvious case left uncovered is that of large spheres in
warm-ion plasmas. In this light it is no surprise that a modified OML theory has recently been
developed to handle this case [115, 108, 116], based on the work of Stangeby [117], who in turn
used a generalization of the Bohm model (§2.1.7).
MOML theory’s innovation is to apply OML theory not to the sphere’s surface directly, but
to the spherical boundary between the pre-sheath and the sheath around the spherical grain.
Making this change ameliorates the original OML model’s absorption radius problem, because for
large a/λD most absorption radii occur within the sheath, so applying the OML assumptions only
at and beyond the sheath edge cuts out most of the inaccuracies induced by absorption radii [108].
Applying this insight means substituting the sheath-edge potential φs for φa in the OML
model’s formula for I i. Physically, this amounts to the assumption that as a/λD →∞, every ion
which enters the sheath eventually lands on the sphere. (This limit is therefore also known as the
“thin sheath” limit [108, pp. 50, 67–70, 73, 76, & passim].) Retaining the original formula for Ie









which differs from the original OML equilibrium equation (eq. (2.106)) in having the normalized
sheath-edge potential ηs in place of ηa on the left-hand side. (I have also taken Z = 1 here to
streamline the derivation.) Regrettably the new equation, unlike the original, is not closed,
because of the new unknown ηs. To obtain ηa it is necessary to simultaneously add a new equation
relating ηs to ηa.
The MOML theory produces that second equation from two more assumptions which asymp-
totically hold as a/λD →∞. Beginning with general expressions for the electron and ion currents







I i = 4pia2eni(a)〈vi〉(a) (2.119)
respectively, the sphere has its equilibrium charge when these currents cancel to zero. Alge-
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With the existing large-sphere assumption that the sphere collects every ion which enters the
sheath,





at equilibrium, where r = r0 is the sheath’s edge as before. The next assumption is that screening
from the sheath means that quasi-neutrality obtains at the sheath’s edge, so the ion and electron
densities are approximately equal there:
ni(r0)≈ n0 exp(ηs) (2.122)
Combining eqs. (2.121) and (2.122),














The final MOML assumption is that in the large-sphere limit, the surfaces of the sphere and
its sheath are locally virtually planar, so Bohm’s result (§2.1.7) that ions enter the sheath with
velocity cs is applicable here. Thus 〈vi〉(r0)≈ cs and















Bohm’s derivation implies c2s = kBTe/mi, in which case
ηs ≈ ηa+ ln µp
2pi
(2.126)
However, Bohm’s derivation assumes away the ions’ thermal motion, making it a cold-ion theory.
It is therefore inappropriate to substitute that derivation’s value of c2s into MOML theory, because
MOML theory is intended for warm-ion plasmas. To avoid this problem, MOML theory uses a






where γ is the heat capacity ratio, also known as the adiabatic index [116, 118]. Typical values for














Figure 2.6: Comparison of the OML (dashed curve) and MOML (solid curves) predictions of ηa for
a sphere in a hydrogenic (µ= 43) and singly ionized (Z = 1) plasma, given two possible values for
the heat capacity ratio γ.
and “1D adiabatic flow” respectively [115, p. 2]. To maintain generality I do not choose a specific
number but proceed with a generic γ. The ηs formula is then



































For realistic parameter values (Θ. 10, µ& 40, and 1≤ γ≤ 3) this MOML solution consistently
gives a more negative ηa estimate than the original OML solution (fig. 2.6 illustrates this for
hydrogenic plasmas). γ has some impact on the ηa prediction, but not much, and its influence is
negligible for extreme Θ values (Θ¿ 1 or ΘÀ 1).
Shifted OML (SOML)
A completely different extension of OML theory is SOML theory, the shifted-OML theory [116].
SOML theory generalizes OML theory by invoking a shifted (or “drifting”) Maxwell-Boltzmann ve-
locity distribution for ions far from the sphere. The shifted distribution represents the distant ions’
equilibrium velocity distribution, and it is the original Maxwell-Boltzmann velocity distribution
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The shifted distribution allows the theory to model the charging of small spheres in a flowing
plasma. In the special case where the speed of flow is zero, SOML theory reduces to OML theory.
Because the SOML model is otherwise the same as the OML model, and §2.2.2 walks through
a derivation of the OML model, I omit a comprehensive treatment of SOML theory. The important
result is that the SOML model expresses the singly-charged ion current onto a sphere as































and u is the plasma’s flow speed divided by
√
2kBTi/mi [119, 116]. (Including a factor of 2 under





s2(u) = 1 (2.136)
the SOML ion current (eq. (2.132)) reduces to the OML ion current (eq. (2.102)) with Z = 1 in the
limit of zero flow speed.
Equating the SOML I i with Ie (which is the same as the OML Ie on the assumption that the

























which reduces to the OML equilibrium ηa (eq. (2.107)) with Z = 1 in the u→ 0 limit. Indeed, even
far from that limit the SOML solution qualitatively resembles the OML solution: the relationship














Figure 2.7: SOML theory’s predictions of ηa for a sphere in a hydrogenic (µ= 43) and singly ionized
(Z = 1) plasma with various flow speeds. u = 0 corresponds to the special case of no flow, where
SOML theory reduces to OML theory.
Shifted, modified OML (SMOML)
One can simultaneously make the SOML generalization (allowing arbitrary flow speed) and
MOML modification (taking the large-sphere limit) to OML theory to obtain SMOML theory,
which predicts ηa for large spheres in flowing plasmas. With the heavy lifting already done in
the two previous subsections, deducing the SMOML equilibrium equation is as simple as taking
eq. (2.137), the SOML equilibrium equation, replacing ηa on its left-hand side with ηs, and then
































which encompasses the MOML, SOML, and plain OML solutions as special cases, as one should
expect. Replacing s1(u) and s2(u) with 1 gives the MOML solution; replacing (1+ γΘ) with
µ2/(2pi) gives the SOML solution; and executing both replacements gives the OML solution for
singly-charged-ion plasmas (Z = 1).
I have not plotted a comparison of this solution against the solutions of the other models in
the OML family, because the dimensions of the SMOML parameter space (Θ, µ, γ and u) are too
many. Disappointed readers who feel they have yet to hear enough about the SMOML model may
be heartened to know that it plays a starring role in the next chapter, which extends the model in
yet another direction.
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2.3 Past sphere-charging simulations
The models set out in the previous section, complicated as they may be to solve, are all relatively
easy to define. Each consists of a few equations which necessarily abstract away most features of
the plasma. This raises the concern that these theories are inadequate representations of reality
which risk giving spurious estimates of ηa and any other quantities of interest.
An obvious way to tackle this concern is to build a higher-fidelity model of a plasma which
captures more of the real physics than a handful of variables and equations. Maximum fidelity
comes from simulating the motion of individual plasma particles around an absorbing sphere, and
a few plasma physicists have exploited the ever-increasing processing power of computers to do
just that.
The first of those physicists appears to be Giovanni Lapenta, who compared [120, p. 1444] his
equilibrium charge results to what he called “OML” theory, though his actual benchmark must
have been SOML theory (because he simulated flowing plasmas, and OML theory sensu stricto
describes only stationary plasmas). Unfortunately, Lapenta’s simulation results were too noisy to
be a demanding test of SOML theory; his results were consistent with the theory, but that does
not mean much because he attached large error bars to those results.
More successful was Ian H. Hutchinson, who in 2002 introduced his “specialized-coordinate
electrostatic particle and thermals in cell” computer program, or SCEPTIC, which used the
particle-in-cell (PIC) method§ to simulate the behaviour of individual ions in a flowing plasma,
with vanishing Debye length, around an absorbing sphere [123, p. 1954]. Rather than relying
solely on blunt, a priori equations to deduce a plasma’s macroscopic properties, the program
computed those properties from the specific behaviour of the individual ions. In this way SCEPTIC
relaxed assumptions made by simple charging theories, like OML theory’s assumption that no
absorption radii exist anywhere. This is not to say that SCEPTIC did away with every familiar
simplifying assumption. While it simulated the motion of individual ions, SCEPTIC did not
simulate individual electrons; it modelled them instead as a continuous medium obeying the
Boltzmann relation.
Over the next few years Hutchinson extended SCEPTIC and his results to flowing plasmas
with non-negligible Debye length [125, 124], and he and his students have cultivated a research
programme which uses SCEPTIC and successors to SCEPTIC to study absorbing spheres in
plasmas in increasing depth [126, 127, 128, 129]. Some of the results from this programme are
directly comparable to the predictions of the SOML model. Figure 2.8 reproduces Hutchinson’s
graphical comparison of SCEPTIC’s ηa estimates to predictions from SOML theory, and it makes
plain that SCEPTIC and the SOML model broadly agree under most conditions for a≤λD [124, p.
75].
Hutchinson reckoned that SCEPTIC’s estimates had an “uncertainty of perhaps 2% judged by
§I do not discuss the PIC method here because it is not the subject of this section, and because an ample literature
about the method already exists, including the original report on the technique [121], Birdsall and Langdon’s venerable
textbook treatment [122], and Christopher Willis’s dissertation chapter about SCEPTIC’s use of the PIC method [108,
pp. 52–64]. The ultimate documentation of that last is the SCEPTIC source code itself, made available by Hutchinson
at https://github.com/ihutch/sceptic.
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Figure 2.8: Comparison of normalized, surface electric-potential estimates from SCEPTIC (indi-
vidual points) and from SOML theory (dashed curves), reproduced from [124, fig. 2]. Hutchinson’s
λDe and Ti quantities have units of a and Te respectively. In my notation, the graph plots ηa
against
p
2Θ/Zu (or, equivalently, the flow speed divided by cs) for different λD /a and Θ.
the scatter” [124, p. 74], which translates to an absolute uncertainty of about 0.05 since the ηa
estimates lie between −1.8 and −2.7. One might therefore assume that the SOML model’s fit to
SCEPTIC’s estimates is basically perfect, since all of the SCEPTIC estimates were within 0.05 of
the SOML predictions. However, inspecting the plot closely suggests that Hutchinson mistakenly
conflated random statistical error with systematic differences between the simulation results and
the model’s predictions, interpreting them both as random “scatter” and “uncertainty” [124, p. 74].
SCEPTIC’s deviations from the SOML predictions, although small, are visibly mostly sys-
tematic. With Θ = 0.1, λD ≥ 10a, and u < 1/2, for example, SCEPTIC’s results are consistently
less negative than the SOML predictions by about 0.03, and while that deviation is small it is
always positive, suggesting that the deviation is not a random one of fluctuating sign, but a
systematic disagreement with SOML predictions. To interpret the deviation as mere “scatter” is to
overestimate the random error in SCEPTIC’s results and underestimate the systematic difference.
In an important respect this is encouraging news: Hutchinson’s overestimation of his results’
noisiness implies that those results are even better than he recognized. It is only because the
random error is so small (a percent or less, from my inspection of the point-to-point variation of the
noisiest data series, the unfilled maize-coloured stars) that one can discern the small systematic
differences between simulation and theory. As such, although those differences are genuine, they
are mostly subtle enough to avoid overshadowing the broad agreement between SCEPTIC and
SOML theory, and this substantial agreement lends mutual credibility to both.
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The main exception to this conclusion was noted by Hutchinson himself: “at low velocity
and temperature, when λDe ∼ 1, the potential is dropping, indicating a gradual breakdown of
the OML assumptions” [124, p. 75]. Specifically, with Θ = 0.1, λD = a, and minuscule flow
(u≈ 0.07), SCEPTIC gave an ηa estimate about 0.12 less than the SOML prediction. Hutchinson’s
interpretation of this discrepancy is very plausible given that, as mentioned in §2.2.2, OML theory,
and hence SOML theory, can be expected to fail when a/λD ÀΘ.
Christopher Willis, focusing on the special case of a stationary plasma, ran further SCEPTIC
simulations over wider ranges of Θ and a/λD values, obtaining similar results [108, pp. 63–
73]. Willis’s plot quantifying discrepancies between SCEPTIC and OML theory shows that for
sufficiently large a/λD , SCEPTIC always gave an ηa more negative than the OML value, but that
this effect shrank greatly at higher Θ [108, fig. 4.2]. When choosing Θ = 10, Willis found that
SCEPTIC’s ηa was only about 4% more negative than OML’s prediction even when a/λD = 100; by
contrast, with Θ= 0.1, SCEPTIC’s ηa was 65%–70% more negative with a/λD = 100.
Willis also found that, regardless of temperature, SCEPTIC’s ηa moved towards the OML
prediction with declining a/λD [108, p. 66]. SCEPTIC’s ηa actually became less negative than
the OML prediction for a/λD ≤ 0.1 and Θ ≤ 1, which may be partly due to a low-Θ self-heating
instability in SCEPTIC which Willis noticed [108, pp. 59 & 64]. A further sequence of plots
in Willis’s dissertation gives an idea of how SCEPTIC’s ηa estimates vary when a/λD , Θ and µ
change simultaneously [108, pp. 70–73]. As long as Θ was large enough (& 0.1) to avoid numerical
instability, then for all µ SCEPTIC’s ηa tended towards the OML value as a/λD → 0.01, and tended
towards a finite, more negative asymptote as a/λD → 100.
Summarizing his findings, Willis found that OML theory predicted ηa well for a/λD up to
1.25Θ0.4 [108, p. 69], and he concluded from a plot of results for flowing plasmas that “SOML
adequately describes the floating potential of small grains” [108, p. 94]. Along with Hutchinson’s
results, where SCEPTIC agreed with SOML theory given a/λD .Θ, these PIC-derived results
amplify the theoretical demonstrations (q.v. §2.2.2) that OML-based models are valid as long as
a/λD is small.
2.4 Conclusion
This chapter reviews the most popular theories of the charging of dust in plasmas, as well as the
more fundamental lemmas on which those theories build. It is informative to have a summary of
how dusty-plasma physicists quantitatively think about dust charging, and to collect in one place
the theories I draw on throughout the rest of this dissertation. Although plasma-physics textbooks
contain many of the results in this chapter, they do not have all of them, and the textbooks often
present or derive results in a needlessly clipped fashion which elides flaws or steps of reasoning, a
pitfall I have tried to fill in by providing more comprehensive derivations.
Several theories in this chapter — ABR, OML, OM, MOML, SOML, and SMOML — predict
the equilibrium value of ηa for an absorbing, equipotential sphere in a plasma. SOML theory is
of particular interest here because, in chapter 5, I present results from simulations I have run
of small spheres charging in flowing plasmas with warm ions, and SOML theory is the simplest
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theory applicable to such spheres. To the extent that SOML theory is valid, I can therefore rely
on it as a benchmark against which to check ηa results from my trial simulations. Reassuringly,
existing simulations of small spheres in flowing plasmas have come close to matching the ηa
predictions of SOML theory, giving independent evidence for the validity of SOML theory in the




of an equipotential sphere’s charge in
flowing, collisionless plasma∗
P. I think that I can remember a Latin proverb about that.
Natura non facit saltus. Nature makes no jumps.
M. Yes, but it’s only a half-truth. Nature does make
jumps; but then all magnitudes which are connected with
each other make jumps at the same time.
Wilhelm Ostwald and Elizabeth C. Ramsay (1906),
Conversations on Chemistry:
First Steps in Chemistry, p. 202
The charging models reviewed so far predict an equipotential sphere’s ηa, and hence its net
charge qe, at equilibrium. A notable simplifying assumption of these models is that the sphere’s
net charge is continuous and changes continuously. Under this assumptionq converges smoothly
and monotonically to its unique equilibrium value q0.
But this is unrealistic, because in reality the sphere’s charge, and the electron and ion currents,
are discrete. The currents are made up of individual electrons and ions landing on a collecting
sphere one at a time, and because those electrons and ions arrive at random intervals, the sphere’s
q may be pushed away from q0 by a chance fluctuation in the currents, and one is not guaranteed
to observe q as q0 even if the plasma is at thermodynamic equilibrium and q was recently q0.
A natural way to address q’s discreteness is to consciously put it at the heart of a charging
model. In this chapter I do exactly that, building stochastic models of sphere charging step by
step. The models predict not only q’s equilibrium average, but the probability distribution of
q at equilibrium. This allows a more precise comparison of the model’s results to results from
simulation or experiment. Deriving probability distributions instead of a single average also
avoids the continuous models’ conceptual problem of giving non-integer point predictions for the
equilibrium q.





Figure 3.1: Illustration of a one-step process, where circles denote states, arrows denote transitions
between states, and arrow labels give transition probabilities per unit time [135, p. 134].
The idea of concocting and solving stochastic models for the charging of dust grains in plasmas
is not new, and several authors have solved special cases of the sphere-in-plasma system [130,
131, 132, 133, 134]. The models they solved, however, had two major limitations: they assumed a
stationary plasma, and the models depended on the OML theory of the currents onto a sphere,
thereby assuming spheres small relative to the Debye length.
My work in this chapter goes beyond the earlier work by eliminating those limitations. I use
the SOML and SMOML generalizations of OML theory to allow for plasma flow and circumvent
OML theory’s small-sphere requirement. Ultimately I obtain two sets of results which, between
them, speak to spheres of all sizes, excepting spheres so tiny that their average charge is of order
e. A further advantage of my work is that it produces formulae for q’s equilibrium probability
distribution which are exact up to a normalizing constant.
3.1 Constructing the stochastic models
I retain the usual modelling assumption that the electron current Ie and ion current I i charac-
terize the time evolution of a sphere’s q, and that Ie and I i are, for a given sphere in a given
plasma, functions of q and q alone. Modelled in this way, fluctuations in q are a random process
parametrized exclusively by q, and the charging process is a Markov process: the state variable q
jumps between different values over time, with transition probabilities dependent solely on q’s
current value.
For a plasma with only one ion species, a singly-charged ion species, q changes only in
increments of ±1, and q’s fluctuations are a particularly tractable kind of Markov process known
as a one-step process [135, p. 134]. As figure 3.1 illustrates, a one-step process is characterized
by a state variable, in this case the charge state q, and two sets of rate coefficients rq and gq,
where rq denotes the probability per unit time of a shift from state q to q−1 and gq denotes the
probability per unit time of a shift from state q to q+1 [135, p. 134].
For a collecting sphere in a singly ionized plasma the rate coefficients correspond to the electron-
collection rate Ie/(−e) and ion-collection rate I i/e. Defining a neutral sphere’s electron-collection
















This expression neglects the effect of the plasma’s flow, because in practice the flow speed is usually
much slower than the electron thermal speed and so the flow has minimal impact on the electron
current.
The choice of expression for I i, meanwhile, depends on the collecting sphere’s radius a relative
to λD , the Debye length. SOML theory defines a formula for I i but, as §2.2.2 and §2.3 explain, the
OML and SOML models are valid only at certain a/λD . Throughout this chapter I therefore define
small spheres as spheres with a/λD small enough for SOML theory to apply, and define large
spheres as spheres with a/λD so large that the SMOML model is more appropriate. To represent
these definitions as a crisp quantitative expression which separates small spheres from large, I
use Willis’s criterion for the failure of OML theory, a/λD & 1.25Θ0.4 [108, p. 69]. Spheres satisfying
the inequality are large; spheres violating the inequality are small.
For small spheres the SOML equations (2.132), (2.133) and (2.134) give I i, while for large














where η∗ is ηa, if the sphere is small, or the sheath-edge potential ηs if the sphere is large. This
bifurcates the stochastic model into a stochastic model for small spheres and another stochastic
model for large ones. u, s1(u), and s2(u) retain their definitions from the previous chapter: u is the
plasma’s flow speed divided by
√
2kBTi/mi, and eqs. (2.133) and (2.134) define s1(u) and s2(u).
For both models the rate coefficients are
















Except for η∗, every variable and function on eq. (3.5)’s right-hand side is non-negative; because of
that, if η∗ is positive it may make gq negative, which would not be meaningful because gq is a rate
coefficient. To preempt this potential problem, I supplement the models with the requirements
that η∗ ≤ 0 and q≤ 0 (which the fundamental charging law implies are not onerous restrictions).
To close the equations defining the stochastic models, I must define ηa in terms of q. Assuming













is a dimensionless characteristic parameter which proves key to the results that follow, with many
of the approximations to come relying on its being large (ΩÀ 1 or ΩÀ 1/Θ& 1).
Ω has close connections to standard plasma parameters. It is a complement to the Coulomb
coupling parameter ΓC for a singly-ionized simple plasma; writing the average distance between
plasma electrons as r¯, Ω= (a/r¯)/ΓC. An even more similar plasma parameter is the Debye number
ND , sometimes called just the “plasma parameter” [136, p. 40]. ND is the average number of




From eqs. (2.42) and (3.7),
Ω= 4piaε0kBTe
e2n0







underscoring that Ω directly represents the sphere’s relative size and the plasma’s Debye number.








































The large-sphere gq is then













where I drop gq ’s q subscript to emphasize the independence from q for large spheres.
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I now have a complete stochastic model — eqs. (3.11) and (3.13) — for small spheres, and a
complete stochastic model — eqs. (3.11) and (3.16) — for large spheres. The next step is solving
them for q’s probability distribution fq. Normally one would solve each model’s master equation
[135, passim], but these models’ master equations are not exactly solvable. For an exact solution I
use a more direct approach.
3.2 Exact equilibrium charge distribution
At equilibrium detailed balance holds [135, p. 142]. That is, in an infinitely large ensemble of
sphere-in-plasma systems at equilibrium, just as many should be going from charge state q to
q−1 as are going from charge state q−1 to q (on average). As such
rq fq = gq−1 fq−1 (3.17)
which is a recurrence relation that has the equilibrium fq as its solution.















































































where (x)+n is the rising factorial (or “Pochhammer symbol”), defined as
(x)+n ≡ x(x+1)(x+2) · · · (x+n−1) (3.23)
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)q exp(− q(q+1)2Ω )
(1+αΩ)+−q
(3.24)
where f0 is determined by the normalization condition
0∑
q=−∞
fq = 1 (3.25)
which is not analytically solvable. However, eq. (3.24) permits numerical calculation of q’s
probability distribution; one can compute
∑
fq/ f0 for those q where fq/ f0 is non-negligible, and set
eq. (3.24)’s f0 to that sum’s reciprocal.
As one may rewrite (x)+n as a ratio of gamma functions (unless x or x+n is a negative integer),
eq. (3.24) constitutes an analytic definition of fq in terms of elementary functions and the gamma
function, lacking only f0’s value:




















where g∗ ≡ g/ℵ is a more convenient form of g. The implied product of exponentials is solvable by
inspection:






The normalization condition does not appear to be analytically solvable for this distribution, either.
3.3 The sphere’s modal equilibrium charge and the stochastic
models’ validity
Deriving a closed form expression for fq ’s mode is conceptually straightforward. Calling the mode
M, fq−1/ fq ≤ 1 for q <M, and fq−1/ fq ≥ 1 for q >M. Therefore, because fq−1/ fq is monotonic for
small and large spheres, the mode M is located where fM−1/ fM ≈ 1. (I may safely refer to “the”
mode because fq is unimodal in the sense of Medgyessy [138], a proof of which I defer to appendix
C to preserve this chapter’s readability.)
















For large Ω (i.e. sufficiently large Tea), M’s dependence on the Lambert W term is weak and M’s
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dependence on Ω goes approximately as O (Ω).
Equation (3.29) leads to an obvious precondition for the stochastic model’s validity. As the
model assumes the sphere never has a positive charge, a positive value of M indicates that the
model has broken down and become self-inconsistent. Therefore M ≤ 0 is a necessary condition for
model validity.















By exploiting W(x)’s definition, monotonicity and positivity for positive arguments, one can rewrite








This sets a lower bound on Ω, below which the inequality is unsatisfied and the model fails. This
is unsurprising because the model assumes the sphere is not very tiny, which implies a substantial








Evidently, in the cold-ion limit (Θ→ 0), the inequality reduces to 1/Ω. 0 and is never satisfied,
indicating model failure. This is also unsurprising, as a vanishing Θ requires either an infinite Te
(and hence an infinite ℵ and Ie) or a zero Ti (and hence an infinite ion current whenever ηa < 0).
Inversely, for vanishing Te (Θ→+∞), the inequality’s right-hand side tends to −∞, in which case
the inequality is again never fulfilled and the model fails.
The inequality also shows that flow affects the model’s validity. Because Θ > 0 and s1(u)
increases with u (figure 3.2), eq. (3.32)’s right-hand side becomes negative for large u, and the




Θ−Θs1(u)< 0 ⇒ s1(u)> µp
Θ
(3.33)





43, which is always more than s1(u) for u< 48.
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Figure 3.2: The auxiliary functions s1(u) and s2(u), and their ratio, as functions of u, the
plasma drift velocity normalized by (2kBTi/mi)1/2. The black dashed curves are the second-order
Maclaurin expansion of s1(u)/s2(u) (cf. eq. (3.35)).



















Θ> 2Θ, so flow’s effect (to second order) is to increase the right-hand side, loosening
the validity constraint. The second-order effect can also compensate for a low Θ; as Θ shrinks,
µ
p
Θ gets greater relative to the negative O (Θ) terms, enhancing flow’s beneficial effect on the
model’s validity.
Deriving M for large spheres is trivial. Setting eq. (3.27)’s left-hand side to 1 entails
M ≈Ω ln g∗ (3.37)
The proportionality to Ω dovetails with eq. (3.29)’s approximate O (Ω) dependence for large Ω.













To get insight from this knotty expression I consider limiting cases. For example, I can expand








Neglecting higher order terms, this inequality is always true, since the LHS is always less thanp
2pi, and
p
2pi<µ. With a large sphere and cold ions the stochastic model is always self-consistent,
regardless of flow.
























is clearly an even tighter bound on Θ than eq. (3.41). This tighter condition soon reduces to Θ.µ2









when γ ≥ 1/(2pi), which is always true because γ is between 1 and 3 [115]. Even when µ2 is as
small as realistically possible (mp/me = 1836) and γ as large as realistically possible (3), Θ must
be at least 97 to violate even this conservative validity condition.
Thus the large-sphere model always satisfies the M ≤ 0 validity requirement when at least one




































































The right-hand side is smallest when µ is smallest and γ and Θ are largest. Realistically, µ≥ 43,











As with the small-sphere model, assuming ions are not much hotter than electrons, flow only
forces the large-sphere model to break down at exceptional speeds (u& 49).
3.4 Approximate Gaussian solutions to the models’ master equa-
tions
Although the stochastic models’ master equations have no exact, analytic solution, I can follow
Matsoukas, Russell, & Smith [139, 131, 132] in finding approximate solutions by approximating




= rq+1 fq+1(t)+ gq−1 fq−1(t)− (rq+ gq) fq(t) (3.52)
This one-step master equation is approximated well by the following Fokker-Planck equation when





(gq− rq) fq(t)+ 12
∂2
∂q2
(rq+ gq) fq(t) (3.53)
For this chapter’s models, the FP approximation’s conditions are satisfied when q’s equilibrium
average is large. Unless the sphere is so tiny that q ∼ 1, q is almost always relatively close to
M, and hence the FP approximation is valid when M is large. M is of order Ω for small spheres
satisfying ΩÀ 1 and of order Ω ln g∗ for large spheres. Thus the FP approximation is a good one
for small spheres when ΩÀ 1, and for large spheres when ΩÀ−1/ln g∗.
At equilibrium, eq. (3.53)’s left-hand side is nil. This banishes fq(t)’s time dependence, so I
write the equilibrium probability distribution as fq as before. Integrating both sides with respect
to q,
s=−(gq− rq) fq+ 12
d
dq
(rq+ gq) fq (3.54)
where s is a constant of integration corresponding to the relative probability current between
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charge states [140, p. 72]. At equilibrium this current is a constant, and for this system must
be zero because q is bounded [140, p. 98]. Applying the boundary condition s = 0 and then the
product rule,
0= (rq− gq) fq+ 12
(






















The integral is insoluble for both models, but approximate solutions are possible by linearizing
y(q) about a q where most of fq ’s probability density is concentrated. I could use the modeM but
the algebra is tidier if I use the value q0 satisfying y(q0)= 0. (q0 is the continuous analogue of M,
being where fq is maximized, from y(q)’s definition.) Then
y(q)≈ y(q0)+ (q− q0)y′(q0)= (q− q0)y′(q0) (3.59)















where y′0 ≡ y′(q0) for brevity. This is a Gaussian probability distribution with mean q0 and


































This has the solution



















which is of similar form to eq. (3.29), the expression for M, and again of order Ω for large Ω. For a
Gaussian distribution the mean equals the mode, so it makes sense that q0 ≈M algebraically.











which has the solution
q0 =Ω ln 2g
∗
2+1/Ω (3.66)
similar to the large-sphere formula for M (eq. (3.37)).
Still simpler expressions for q0 arise when the derivatives in eq. (3.62) are small compared to
gq0 and rq0 , which occurs when 1/Ω¿Θ. 1. In that regime eq. (3.62) reduces to













for small spheres (becoming close to eq. (3.29) for very large Ω) and
q0 ≈Ω ln g∗ (3.69)
for large spheres, which matches M (eq. (3.37)) and makes the asymptotic O (Ω) dependence very
explicit. Eq. (3.67) amounts to equating I i and Ie, so eq. (3.68) implies the same normalized
electric potential as eq. (2.137), the SOML equation, which comes from explicitly taking I i = Ie.
The more exact q0 given by eq. (3.64) implies a more negative electric potential.

















Solving for y′0 for small spheres is tedious but feasible. Substituting in rq and gq, and applying



























Figure 3.3: The variance σ2 of fq for a small sphere in a hydrogenic plasma with kBTe = 1 eV and
a= 10 nm, calculated numerically from fq (solid lines) and from eq. (3.73) (dashed lines).
















for 1/Ω¿ Θ, so σ2 ∝ Ω ∝ Tea in this regime, consistent with Matsoukas & Russell’s finding




While the dependence of σ2 on Ω tends to O (Ω), the dependence on u is more complicated.
Figure 3.3 shows how σ2 nonlinearly increases with u, and how eq. (3.73) slightly underestimates
σ2. Gentle flows (u¿ 1) have a minimal effect on σ2, but as the flow speed exceeds the ion thermal







the model breaks down as M becomes positive and the sphere’s chance of
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Θ = 10−3
Figure 3.4: Contour plots of fq ’s skewness for a small sphere in a hydrogenic plasma with 1 eV
electrons. Top: Θ= 1. Bottom: Θ= 10−3.
which aligns with the asymptotic Ω dependence for small spheres. Notice that for large spheres σ2











Using the more exact q0 has the sole effect of making σ2 slightly greater than Ω; it reveals no
dependence on µ, Θ, or u. I therefore reach the interesting conclusion that for a given large
sphere, the mean charge is sensitive to the values of the plasma parameters µ, Θ, u, and γ, but
the charge’s variance is not. The variance depends on only Tea.
3.5 Skewness of the exact charge distribution
The Gaussian approximation to fq roughly matches fq ’s mean and variance, but ignores fq ’s
higher-order moments. This may be problematic if fq has appreciable skew, which is likely if
it deviates a lot from a Gaussian distribution. The Gaussian approximation hinges on several
assumptions, namely that the charging process is virtually continuous, with rq and gq being
smooth and only weakly dependent on q (so I may represent the master equation as a Fokker-
Planck equation), and that fq ’s probability mass is concentrated around its mode (to justify the
linearization embodied in eq. (3.59)). These assumptions never hold perfectly, so I expect a little
non-Gaussianness and so a little skew. However, the skewness may be negligible for realistic
parameter values.
I explore this possibility for small spheres first. To assess fq ’s skewness I compute it nu-
merically, for a hydrogenic plasma with 1 eV electrons, as a function of u and the sphere radius
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Figure 3.5: fq ’s skewness as a function of µ for a small sphere in a stationary plasma with 1 eV
electrons and a= 10 nm.
a (fig. 3.4). To calculate fq ’s skewness for each chosen set of parameter values, I evaluate fq
numerically from eq. (3.26) or eq. (3.28), and hence calculate fq ’s first three moments directly
from the standard mathematical definitions of a probability distribution’s first three moments.
The numerical calculations reveal that the skewness is less with heavier ions (fig. 3.5), so the
hydrogenic plasma results in figure 3.4 are a worst-case scenario.
Figure 3.4 shows decreasing skewness with increasing radius and flow speed. With equal ion
and electron temperatures (Θ= 1) skewness is consistently small, except in the limit of negligible
sphere radius, but in that limit the model becomes invalid anyway because Ω¿ 1. With cooler
ions, skewness is greater and less affected by flow.
All in all, figures 3.4 and 3.5 document that for small spheres fq is most skewed when u, a, µ,
and Θ are smallest. Playing adversary to the model by picking very small values for those four
parameters, a 10 nm sphere in a stationary hydrogenic plasma with 1 eV electrons andΘ= 0.001
has an fq distribution with a skewness of −0.206. (This corresponds to the bottom left corner of
the lower plot in figure 3.4.) This is a non-negligible but modest degree of skew, and the Gaussian
approximation holds up well (figure 3.6). That it does so even for these inconvenient parameter
values suggests that the Gaussian approximation is robust.
The large-sphere model’s fq is still less skewed for realistic parameter values. For large
spheres the skewness depends on the four parameters Ω, Θ, u and γ, but figure 3.7’s left panel
illustrates that the increase in skewness with γ is scarcely visible over the range 1≤ γ≤ 3, and
that, as in the small-sphere model, the skewness decreases to negligibility as µ grows.
Unlike the small-sphere model, the large-sphere model’s skewness decreases with Θ (except
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Figure 3.6: fq (solid line) and its Gaussian approximation (dashed line) for a small sphere in a
hydrogenic plasma with a= 10 nm, u= 0, Θ= 0.001, and 1 eV electrons.
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u
Figure 3.7: Contour plots of fq ’s skewness for a large sphere in a plasma. Left: skewness as
a function of γ and µ in plasmas with u = 25, 1 eV electrons and ions, and a = 50 nm. Right:
skewness as a function of a and u in hydrogenic plasmas with γ= 3 and 1 eV electrons and ions.
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when Ω∼ 1, u is huge, and Θ is already very small). This fits the finding above that for cold ions
the small-sphere model breaks down, while the large-sphere model improves its self-consistency.
The foregoing means that fq ’s skewness is highest for large spheres when γ, Θ and u are high,
and when Ω (or Tea) is low. The right panel in figure 3.7 presents numerical calculations of fq ’s
skewness where Θ and γ take on their highest realistic values (1 and 3 respectively). Even in
this most pessimistic case, apprecible skewness is only a risk whenu is enormous or the sphere’s
radius tends towards the nanometre scale, and is merely a symptom of the large-sphere model
failing as its validity conditions are progressively violated. When those conditions are instead
satisfied, the skewness of the predicted charge distribution is negligible, and the large-sphere
model’s Gaussian approximation appears to be even more robust than the small-sphere model’s.
3.6 Conclusion
I have derived equilibrium probability distributions of an equipotential sphere’s charge in a
flowing, collisionless plasma, using stochastic models based on the SOML and SMOML charging
theories. These distributions are expressible in closed form in terms of exponential and gamma
functions. The modal charge M is proportional to Tea for large spheres, and remains approximately
proportional to Tea for small spheres with large Ω.
When a sphere is large enough (and the ions are no hotter than the electrons, which is usually
true) Gaussian distributions approximate the exact distributions well, affirming Matsoukas et
al.’s demonstration that sphere charge “fluctuations are Gaussian, regardless of the detailed form
of the charging currents” if ΩÀ 1 [132, p. 630]. In that regime the Gaussian approximation is
sound and the Gaussian distribution’s mean is near M for both small and large spheres. For small
spheres, the Gaussian distribution’s variance σ2 increases with the normalized flow velocity u,
with the dependence on u strongest for u≈ 1. For large spheres σ2 has no relationship to u, only
to Ω (which relationship effectively becomes an equality when ΩÀ 1).
My results in this chapter give me theories which predict not only the mean charge on a
sphere in a plasma, but also the higher-order moments of the probability distribution of the
sphere’s charge at equilibrium. Having these more predictive theories means that when I present
results from computer simulations of sphere charging in chapter 5, I will be able to make tighter
comparisons between those simulation results and theory.
There are many directions in which this chapter’s results might be extended. For example,
the models here assume a sphere with an equipotential surface, but that assumption is imperfect
for non-conducting spheres, while conducting spheres would polarize in the face of approaching
electrons and ions and so eq. (3.6) could become a poor approximation. In effect my models here
assume spheres which are conducting yet not polarizable. Physically this is a contradiction in
terms, but it simplifies the derivations and has a substantial effect only on nanoscopic spheres
(a. 10 nm) in plasmas with cool electrons (kBTe . 1 eV) [132]. It might nonetheless be useful
to incorporate electrical polarization into the models. The models might also be generalizable
to magnetized plasmas, collisional plasmas, sphere-in-plasma systems out of equilibrium, non-
spherical dust grains, plasmas with non-Maxwellian electron-velocity distributions, spheres in a
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sheath, and spheres that emit electrons (whether by photoelectric, thermionic, or field emission).
As my models stand, however, they should be applicable to a broad range of close-to-spherical
grains in typical flowing plasmas.
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Chapter 4
Design of a treecode simulator of a
spherical grain in plasma
L. J. Henderson liked to remind his more attentive
students that “it’s a good thing to know what you are
doing.”
Robert K. Merton (1975),
“Thematic Analysis in Science: Notes on Holton’s Concept”
Systems built without requirements cannot fail;
they merely offer surprises
Robert Morris (date unknown)
In section 2.3 I compared published results from sphere-charging simulations to predictions
from sphere-charging theories, and found that the simulations tended to agree with the theories
in the parameter regime where they ought to agree. That conclusion, though encouraging, did not
decisively prove the validity of the theories and simulations. The simulations incorporated only
some of the microscopic detail of an actual plasma, and the theories dispensed with it entirely. A
sceptic could use this fact to argue that the simulations and theories agreed only because they
suffered common systematic biases arising from the details they both omitted.
To preempt that critique one could maximize the faithfulness of the simulations by program-
ming them to calculate the motion of every single plasma particle in the simulated plasma. A
simulation which successfully approximated the behaviour of every electron and every ion in a
plasma would necessarily produce results like those of a real plasma. The rest of this chapter
outlines the design of a computer program I wrote to run such simulations.
4.1 The sphere-in-plasma system simulated
My program, pot, simulates a lone collecting sphere in a spherical or cubic region of wholly ionized
plasma, with the user able to choose the size of both the collecting sphere and the simulation region.
The plasma consists solely of dN/2e electrons and bN/2c ions of one pre-defined species, where N is
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a user-supplied argument to pot. The program simulates the plasma by approximately solving for
the trajectory of every particle through the particle’s full six-dimensional ( x, y, z,vx,vy,vz) phase
space. pot models the electrons and ions as classical, non-relativistic point charges of constant
mass which interact with each other through their electric fields. Changes in the net electric field
due to the charges’ movement propagate instantly throughout the simulation domain; pot does
not calculate retarded fields or potentials.
As the preceding paragraph implies, there are no neutral particles (except the collecting
sphere, if it is uncharged) in pot simulations, and hence no collisions between plasma particles
and neutral particles. The only collisions which take place are the Coulomb collisions engendered
by the charged particles’ interactions through their electric fields. pot is therefore a collisional
simulation, but it does not impose the collisions artificially on the particles in the simulation; the
collisions it simulates are those which would naturally obtain because of Coulomb forces.
The user determines the values of the plasma parameters. pot accepts Te and Ti as command-
line arguments. Z, mi, and me may also be adjusted by changing compile-time constants inpot’s
source code. ni and ne cannot be set directly, but their values are implied by the user’s choice of N
and the simulation domain’s size.
To save processing time, pot assumes away the time-varying magnetic field generated by
the particles’ motion but allows the user to impose an arbitrary space- and time-independent
magnetic field B on the plasma. Each simulated particle experiences the usual Lorentz force of
qe(E+ v×B) from the user-imposed B and the time-varying electric field E from the system’s
charge distribution. The E field from a charge in the simulation is analogous to, but not quite the
same as, the usual Coulomb (or vacuum) field. Given an electron, ion, or sphere with charge Q,




where ² is a short softening distance, set by the user, to prevent E from becoming arbitrarily large
if particles happen to approach each other very closely. The simulator uses this expression for the
sphere’s electric field as well as the plasma particles’, thereby assuming no polarization of the
charge on the sphere.
Each simulation begins with electrons and ions randomly uniformly distributed throughout
the domain with velocities randomly sampled from a drifting Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution.
The user may specify the velocity distribution’s flow speed in the xˆ direction (there is no flow in the
yˆ or zˆ directions). The sphere begins with no charge and initially collects no charge, because the
simulation starts with a short settling time during which the plasma particles travel through the
sphere as if it were not there. This settling time ensures the plasma relaxes fully to equilibrium.
Once the settling period elapses the sphere rapidly acquires charge by absorbing electrons and ions
which collide with it, or which are within the sphere’s volume when the settling period finishes.
pot reinjects every absorbed electron and ion at a random point on the simulation domain’s
boundary, assigning those particles new, randomly chosen velocities. pot also reinjects particles
with new, random velocities if they travel past the simulation region’s boundary. (Alternatively,
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pot can be recompiled to bounce departing particles back into the simulation domain, but I did
not use that mode of operation when running my final simulations.)
Although I always intendedpot to sample particles’ initial positions uniformly in space,pot’s
original particle-initializing code had a bug: where it should have sampled particles’ initial
distances from the centre by taking cube roots of uniformly distributed variates, it took square
roots. The bug’s practical effect was that simulations began with a lower particle density near the
domain edge, and thus out of equilibrium. This effect was the motivation for my using an initial
settling time to let the plasma restore equilibrium.
I have fixed the bug by rewriting the relevant code to use the correct cube-root transformation,
but because I diagnosed the bug only after running the simulations I present in §5, those simula-
tions, except where I write otherwise, began with equilibrating oscillations. I lacked the processor
time to repeat every simulation, and the bug affected only the initial states of the simulated
plasmas, not the final equilibria of interest, so I have not re-run all of the §5 simulations with the
corrected version of pot.
4.2 pot as a parallel program
pot uses the Message Passing Interface (MPI) to divide each simulation’s computational work
across multiple processes. The specific MPI implementation I used to develop the program was
Open MPI 1.6, but pot is not tied to that MPI implementation, and the program is readily
recompileable on platforms with different MPI libraries. I have repeatedly compiled and run the
program on Imperial College’s CX1 computer cluster, which employs version 3.1 of Intel’s MPI
library, without having to change the code to suit the different library. Inquisitive readers hoping
to discover whether pot works on any other systems can download the program’s source code from
its Github site, https://github.com/drewthomas/pot, and see for themselves.
Each process in a pot run generates its (pseudo)random numbers with a WELL512 pseudo-
random number generator [141, 142], and each process uses its own seed for the generator. By
default the seed is 64 bytes read from /dev/urandom (a special file provided by many Unix-like
operating systems which produces an arbitrarily long sequence of pseudorandom bytes) before the
simulation starts, but if it fails to read /dev/urandom the process falls back on using its MPI rank
(an integer process ID) as the seed and warns the user.
4.3 Overview of my simulator, pot, and its core algorithms
Like a lot of computer programs, pot is a conglomerate of interlocking parts which handle
different tasks. pot could not operate without linking several algorithms together to compute
approximations to the motion of the simulated plasma’s particles.
Each of the algorithms addresses a distinct aspect of that physical problem. The treecode
algorithm of Barnes and Hut [143] approximately computes the E field experienced by each of N




runtime necessary for an exact compu-
tation, which makes it feasible to run large-N particle-by-particle plasma simulations on current
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Figure 4.1: An example of estimating the net field at a charge (here, the uppermost one) in a
2-dimensional box of charges. Left: modelling interactions with nearby charges individually with
full precision. Right: grouping distant particles into clusters to approximate their total field as the
fields from the clusters’ centres of charge. Summing the short-range particle fields and long-range
cluster fields gives, roughly, the net field at the uppermost particle.
commodity computer hardware. Particle-motion integrator algorithms use E-field estimates to
extrapolate the particles’ future positions and velocities from their current positions and veloci-
ties — pot implements several integrators which have different advantages and disadvantages.
Together the treecode algorithm and a particle-motion integrator tell pot how to work out the
particles’ motion through the simulation domain, but both algorithms are silent on the question of
how to reintroduce particles if they leave the domain. A third algorithm, namely the reinjection
algorithm [125] Hutchinson implemented in SCEPTIC, answers that question by defining how
to randomly sample a particle’s new position and velocity when reinjecting the particle into the
simulation region. Because these algorithms are so vital to pot, and because it can be inconvenient
to locate lucid, precise specifications of these algorithms, I give self-contained descriptions of these
algorithms as implemented in pot.
4.3.1 Barnes and Hut’s treecode algorithm
If one has a system of N particles which interact through their fields, the time taken to compute
the total field at each particle is of order N2. Computing the field at one particle requires iteration
over the other N−1 particles, and doing that for each of N particles introduces a factor of N, for a
computation time proportional to (N−1)N ≡N2−N, which has order N2. With runtime quadratic
in N, one needs an uneconomical amount of computing time to simulate large-N systems.
A physicist can avoid this formidable runtime cost by computing approximate estimates of
the net field in lieu of exact values. The treecode algorithm is a method for carrying out this
approximate calculation, trading off accuracy to gain speed.
To motivate and illustrate the treecode algorithm, consider a box of charged point particles.
Someone wanting to approximate the net field at a particle would have to sum the individual
fields from the particle’s close neighbours with high precision; because those fields may be large,
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Figure 4.2: Partitioning the simulation domain into a hierarchy of cells. Left: dividing the entire
domain into 4 cells. Right: the final decomposition of the domain into cells, sub-cells, and a
sub-sub-cell, so that each contiguous region contains at most one particle.
even a small relative error could translate into a big, spurious effect on the particle’s velocity. So
the nearby-neighbour fields would be a poor candidate for approximation, and it would be wise to
treat them exactly as direct particle-particle interactions (fig. 4.1, left). On the other hand, the
fields from distant charges would tend to be smaller, and would indeed average out to near zero
in a plasma because of screening and quasi-neutrality. Therefore those long-range fields could
safely be approximated, and an intuitive way to do so is to group distant particles into disjoint
clusters, compute the clusters’ centres of charge, and calculate the fields from those charge centres
(fig. 4.1, right). As there are fewer clusters than particles, the clustering reduces the number of
interactions to treat, accelerating the simulation.
This is a worthwhile line of thinking but to fructify it two issues must be squared away. The
first is defining an automated and fast method of detecting and defining clusters. I recognize the
clusters in figure 4.1 by sight and define them by hand, but that tactic is slow and not available
to most computers. The second issue is the fact that which charges constitute distant ones is
position-dependent. In the top left corner of a square simulation, it would probably be safe to treat
the charges in the bottom right corner as a distant cluster. However, in the bottom right corner
the situation is reversed: the charges in the bottom right corner are no longer “distant” and have
to be treated in finer detail. This means that as a simulation estimates the field at each particle
in turn, it has to repeatedly redefine the clusters because each particle is in a different place —
but if the simulation spends too long redefining clusters it nullifies the efficiency gain from using
clusters in the first place.
The treecode algorithm addresses the two issues by formally defining distant clusters and
specifying how to partially pre-compute these clusters so that they needn’t be rederived wholesale
for every particle. The algorithm begins by checking whether the simulation domain as a whole
contains multiple particles. If so, the algorithm divides the domain into 2D cells by splitting it
(typically in half) along each of its D dimensions (fig. 4.2, left). The algorithm then checks which
of these cells contain multiple particles. Cells with no particles or one particle are left as they
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Figure 4.3: The cell-based decomposition of the simulation domain as a tree.
are, and cells with multiple particles are themselves divided into 2D new, smaller cells. Each
of the new cells is checked to see whether it too contains multiple particles — each such cell is
divided into 2D yet smaller cells. This check-and-divide process goes on with each round of newer,
tinier cells, until every contiguous region of the simulation domain contains at most one particle,
at which point further divisions are otiose (fig. 4.2, right). The resulting hierarchy of cells has a
natural representation as a tree (fig. 4.3), whence the treecode method’s name.
Having decomposed the domain into a tree of nested cells, the simulator visits every cell of






when the denominator is nonzero, and Q j and r j the charge and position respectively of particle j.
Once the simulation program builds the tree of cells, it refers to the tree to rapidly define
clusters for calculating fields at each particle. To illustrate that process, I now re-estimate the
field at the uppermost particle shown in figure 4.1. This time I define the clusters using the tree
in the way the treecode method stipulates, rather than defining clusters by eye.
I begin with the centres of charge of the largest cells (fig. 4.4, top left). Taking the top left
cell first, I calculate two quantities: d, the distance between the particle and the cell’s centre of
charge, and l, the cell’s size (fig. 4.4, top right). As the cell contains multiple particles, I apply an
“opening angle criterion”, which decides whether the cell is far enough away that I can disregard
the precise charge distribution within it by modelling its contents as the cell’s total charge located
at its charge centre. This criterion is simply whether l/d < θ, where θ > 0 is a fixed “opening angle”
parameter. θ sets how enthusiastically the treecode algorithm approximates cells by their total
charges. With a small θ a treecode defines more, smaller clusters that better represent individual
charges, and with a large θ a treecode is more ruthless about bundling charges into fewer, larger
clusters to cut runtime. The choice of θ determines how the algorithm trades off accuracy against
speed.
For simplicity I define θ = 1 here. Given that θ value, the top left cell plainly fails to satisfy
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Figure 4.4: Estimating the field at the uppermost particle according to the treecode algorithm.
Left, top: the four highest-level cells, and their charge centres (dark grey circles with dotted
borders). Right, top: testing whether the top left cell satisfies the opening angle criterion l/d < θ.
Left, middle: the top left cell fails the l/d < θ test, so I evaluate the fields from the individual
particles in its sub-cells. Right, middle: applying the l/d < θ test to the top right cell, which passes.
Left, bottom: applying the l/d < θ test to the bottom left cell, which fails. Right, bottom: the final
set of fields evaluated by the algorithm.
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l/d < θ, so the cell fails the opening angle criterion — it is too close to safely approximate as a
cluster.∗ Therefore I turn to the cell’s four sub-cells. Unlike their parent cell, the sub-cells each
have only one particle, so they cannot be approximated as clusters; I have to take them as they
come, adding up the individual particle fields (fig. 4.4, middle left).
This exhausts the top left cell, so I move on to the top right cell. This too contains multiple
particles and so I again apply the l/d < θ criterion (fig. 4.4, middle right). The top right cell has
l < d and so satisfies the criterion. Because it satisfies the criterion I approximate the entire
cell as its total charge, located at the cell’s charge centre, without regard for the cell’s individual
particles. Moving on to the bottom left cell (fig. 4.4, bottom left), it fails the l/d < θ criterion, and
so I consider its four sub-cells. Each of these is either empty and therefore contributes nothing
(the top right sub-cell) or has just one particle (in which case I add that particle’s individual field
contribution). This completes my handling of the bottom left cell. Finally, the bottom right cell is
far enough away to satisfy the l/d < θ criterion, and so I only add the field from its total charge
and am done with it. At this point I have handled the entirety of the simulation domain, and the
job of deciding which fields to calculate is complete (fig. 4.4, bottom right).
Stepping through a concrete example demonstrates how the treecode algorithm solves the first
problem mentioned above of having a consistent, automated means of defining clusters. What
may remain non-obvious is how it solves the other problem of minimizing the time spent defining
clusters. I alluded above to the treecode accomplishing this by partially pre-computing the clusters
used to approximate the field at a particle. I can now be more specific: a treecode pre-computes
the hierarchical cell tree, and reuses this tree as it estimates fields on each particle. For any given
particle, the algorithm builds clusters by depth-first traversal† of the tree, choosing different nodes
based on the properties of the cells they represent. The number of cells visited to estimate the field
at a particle is typically of order log N, implying a time of order N log N to estimate the field at all
N particles [143]. Building the tree also usually requires O (N log N) time, but since tree-building
time is amortized over all N particles [143] it does not affect the total runtime’s asymptotic N
dependence.
My example illustrates that the treecode algorithm is simple enough for a (very patient)
person to understand and execute it. In spite of that, the algorithm was not invented until the
mid-1980s, when the computational astrophysicists Josh Barnes and Piet Hut developed it to
simulate interacting galaxies with an efficient but easy-to-understand algorithm [143]. Barnes
and Hut did not originate the innovation of using trees to hierarchically cluster particles in
gravitational simulations; Andrew Appel had done that a few years earlier as an undergraduate
∗The eagle-eyed reader might glimpse a potential flaw here. If a particle is in one corner of a cell, with the cell’s
centre of charge in the opposite corner, the distance d between them may be bigger than l. Under these circumstances,
if θ is too great, the treecode may apply the centre-of-charge approximation in spite of the charge centre including the
particle’s own charge! This would lead to a spurious self-interaction. Mercifully, in practice, when θ. 1.2 this effect
appears to be negligible [144, p. 725].
†The term “depth-first traversal” originates in computer science, and refers to visiting every node of the tree by
descending down the tree’s hierarchy as far as possible before proceeding sideways through nodes at the same level.
An example depth-first traversal of the tree in fig. 4.3 begins 5, 6, 7, 8, 1, 9, 21, 22, 23, 24, 10, 11, 12, 2. Compare
breadth-first traversal, which refers to visiting every node in order of their level of the tree: the root node, then the root
nodes’ immediate descendants, then those nodes’ immediate descendants, and so on. Visiting the nodes of fig. 4.3’s tree
in ascending order of their numbering would be a breadth-first traversal.
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student [145, 146]. Unfortunately, Appel’s method of updating the tree across simulation steps
required complex algorithmic footwork, making his method harder to implement and analyze in
terms of errors [143, p. 446].
The unadorned treecode algorithm as I describe it here has many variations. One alteration,
which Barnes and Hut identified in their original paper, is to represent clusters not only by their
monopole moments (total charge and charge centre) but by their higher-order moments: dipole
moments, quadropole moments, and so on [143, p. 448]. This improves the approximation of a
cell’s particles as a cluster without imposing onerous extra runtime costs.
Embracing that improvement, pot’s implementation of the treecode algorithm offers the
compile-time option of using cells’ dipole moments to compute particle-cluster interactions. When
that option is chosen, pot recursively calculates each cell’s electric dipole moment p as well as its
total charge and centre of charge. The recursive p calculation exploits the theorem that a charge
distribution’s dipole moment, evaluated about one point, is trivially reevaluable about another
point. Given point charges labelled by an index j, with charges Q j and positions r j, the charges’

































a practical formula for quickly calculating a cell’s p from the cell’s total charge and sub-cells’ p
moments.

















R− p+ 3R · p|R|2 R
)
(4.5)
to dipole order, a result less easily found in electromagnetism textbooks. Both the positionR and
dipole moment p must be taken relative to the same point; as their origin pot uses the cluster’s
centre of charge. Notice that unlike eq. (4.1), eq. (4.5) does not use the softening length ². Softening
the field from a cluster is unnecessary, because a cluster’s field is evaluated only at particles far
from the cluster’s centre of charge, where there is no risk of a negligible R implying an arbitrarily
large E field. The same applies when pot computes clusters’ E fields without dipole moments; it
does a calculation equivalent to eq. (4.5) with p= 0.
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4.3.2 Particle-motion integrators
















pot must solve this equation for each particle’s r(t) and v(t). In the N-body plasmas pot simulates
it is utterly impossible to solve eq. (4.6) analytically, so pot cannot deduce any particle’s exact
r(t) or v(t) over a continuous range of t. Instead, as is common in computational physics when
solving equations of motion like eq. (4.6), pot aims to estimate r(t) and v(t) only at specific t
values separated by a short, pre-defined time step ∆t. The algorithms pot uses to accomplish this,
known as “integrators” because they integrate eq. (4.6), define methods for estimating r (t0+∆t)
and v(t0+∆t) from r (t0), v(t0), and the right-hand side of eq. (4.6). Executing these algorithms
iteratively gives r (t0+2∆t) and v(t0+2∆t), r (t0+3∆t) and v(t0+3∆t), and so on, and hence
eventually an approximation of a particle’s trajectory through phase space over time.
For that approximation to be adequate, ∆t must be short enough for the integrator to follow the
changes in the particle’s motion as they occur, a constraint which is tighter for electrons than ions,
because electrons in a plasma are faster and lighter than ions. Because of the electrons’ greater
speed, a typical electron’s r changes on shorter time scales than a typical ion’s, and because of
electrons’ relative lightness, a typical electron’s v changes on shorter time scales than a typical
ion’s. pot exploits this fact by using a longer de facto time step to integrate the ions’ motion than
it uses for the electron motion. The program updates the electrons’ r and v on every time step, but
updates the ions’ only every
√
Temi/(Time) time steps (rounding down the square root to ensure
it is an integer), so the ion motion is integrated with an effective time step of bµ/pΘc∆t.
The requirement that pot tracks changes in the particles’ motion is not the only factor enforcing
an upper bound on ∆t. The quality of the integrator also has an effect; one integrator might
have difficulty with a particular ∆t that another integrator can employ without trouble. For this
reason, among others, it is useful to have several integrators available for pot to use. The program
implements three integrators, any of which may be chosen at compile time: the velocity Verlet
integrator, the Euler-Richardson integrator, and the Boris integrator.
Velocity Verlet integrator
A popular integrator is the leapfrog integrator, but it has the disadvantage of not giving a particle’s
position and velocity at the same t. It instead gives v(t0+∆t/2) and r(t0+∆t), which means the
integrator never precisely locates a particle in phase space at time t; it instead switches rapidly
between locating the particle in the velocity subspace and then in the position subspace, which
switching gives the integrator its name [149, p. 451].
The velocity Verlet (VV) integrator is a variant of the leapfrog integrator modified to give
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where F is the Lorentz force on the particle. Notice that F must be evaluated twice, once at the
particle’s initial time and position, and then again after the time step and the particle’s move to
its next position. This means that the treecode algorithm has to run twice on each time step to
supply the VV integrator with the necessary input.
In the form of eqs. (4.7)–(4.9), the VV integrator has a wonderful combination of features:
it is time-reversible, energy-conserving, accurate to second order, and explicit [150]. But those
equations are no good for simulating a magnetized plasma: in a magnetic field F is velocity-
dependent, eq. (4.9) then defines v(t0+∆t) in terms of itself, and the VV algorithm ceases to be
explicit. One can restore the algorithm’s explicit character by evaluating F in eq. (4.9) using
v(t0+∆t/2) instead of v(t0+∆t), and pot takes this approach. But this crude fix exacts the
punishing toll of destroying the integrator’s time-reversibility, ability to conserve energy, and
second-order accuracy [150]. After implementing it in pot, I found that with B 6= 0 the modified
integrator, which worked adequately in the absence of a magnetic field, broke down: the simulated
electrons moved in spirals with exponentially growing Larmor radii and field-perpendicular speeds.
The time constant of the exponential growth increased as B’s magnitude shrank, so the instability
became more subtle with weaker B, but there was nothing to suggest that the instability would
disappear for any finite B. It remained detectable even when the electron-Larmor-orbit period
was as long as 2000∆t.
Euler-Richardson integrator
Seeking a ready-made integrator compatible with nonzero B, I discovered the Euler-Richardson
(ER) integrator, the integrator one obtains by applying Richardson extrapolation to the basic Euler
method [151]. A second-order Runge-Kutta method [152, p. 82], the ER integrator incorporates
velocity-dependent forces without needing modification and without losing its stability [151]. An
ER calculation has four stages:
r(t0+∆t/2)= r(t0)+ ∆t2 v(t0) (4.10)
v(t0+∆t/2)= v(t0)+ ∆t2
F(r(t0) ,v(t0) , t0)
m
(4.11)
r(t0+∆t)= r(t0)+ (∆t)v(t0+∆t/2) (4.12)
v(t0+∆t)= v(t0)+ (∆t)F(r(t0+∆t/2) ,v(t0+∆t/2) , t0+∆t/2)m (4.13)
With this integrator pot remained stable when B was nonzero (and even when B was multiple
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tesla in magnitude) as long as ∆t was sufficiently short.
Boris integrator
“Due to its excellent long term accuracy”, the Boris integrator “is the de facto standard” for solving
for the motion of charged particles in magnetized plasmas [153, p. 084503-1]. I implemented
it according to the concise specification of Patacchini and Hutchinson [154] rather than that in
Boris’s original paper [155]:














r(t0+∆t)= r(t0+∆t/2)+ ∆t2 v(t0+∆t) (4.16)









and ωL ≡ qe|B|/m is the Larmor angular frequency, the angular frequency at which the particle
would orbit a magnetic field line in the absence of E. Geometrically speaking, R∆φ rotates its
operand vector about B through an angle of 2 arctan(ωL∆t/2).
As this integrator’s algebraic description is more convoluted than the others’, I translate it
into a physical description. Equations (4.14), (4.15), and (4.16) represent a “Drift”, a “Kick”, and a
second “Drift” operation respectively, where a “Drift” updates the particle’s position according to
a half-step of free (i.e. constant velocity) motion, and a “Kick” accelerates the particle’s velocity
in response to E and B [154, p. 2605]. The “Kick” itself has three parts: the first is a half-step of
acceleration by E, the second is a full step of Larmor orbit around B, and the third is another
half-step of acceleration by E.
A shrewd feature of this algorithm is that it computes E (and B) only once, in the middle of
a time step. Because computing E costs a relatively large amount of runtime, this means that
the Boris integrator saves a lot of time relative to the VV and ER integrators, both of which must
compute E twice. Better still, the Boris integrator maintains second-order accuracy in spite of
computing E only once [154], because it uses E’s mid-time-step value rather than E (t0).
Computing E and B only at the middle of a time step makes possible another artful aspect of
the Boris algorithm, its time reversibility. The Boris algorithm is time-reversible because its steps
are individually time-reversible, and those steps are arranged so as to be symmetric in time about
t= t0+ (∆t/2). The “Drift”-“Kick”-“Drift” sequence is the same whether run forwards or backwards;
the central “Kick” step is the same whether run fowards or backwards (either way, it carries out
an E-B-E sequence of accelerations); and, as mentioned, the E and B fields are evaluated halfway
through a time step, not at the step’s start or finish. Courtesy of its time reversibility, the Boris
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integrator avoids generating unbounded error in a particle’s energy over arbitrarily many time
steps, as long as ωL∆t¿pi [154, 153].
4.3.3 Hutchinson’s reinjection algorithm
When a particle in a pot simulation is collected by the sphere, or breaches the simulation’s
outer boundary, pot (by default) reinjects the particle into the simulation domain to begin a new
trajectory and conserve the plasma’s particle number. To set a particle on a new trajectory, pot
must sample a new r and a new v for the particle from appropriate probability distributions.
Naively one might expect that to be a trivial process: select a point on the simulation’s
boundary uniformly at random, then sample the three velocity components independently from
Gaussian distributions to produce a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution. But implementing this naive
sampling method reveals that it doesn’t work: the equilibrium velocity distribution it produces
for a plasma species in the domain is nearly Maxwell-Boltzmann, but not quite (the velocity
components’ distributions appear slightly more leptokurtic), and that equilibrium distribution has
a temperature about a third lower than the injection distributions’ temperature.
The naive reinjection method fails to take into account the geometry of the simulation domain.
Any small, smooth, contiguous region of the simulation’s boundary faces in a particular direction,
and because of this anisotropy the velocity distribution of particles entering the domain through
that region differs from (the inbound part of) a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution. A reinjection
method must account for that effect, as well as the distortion in the velocity distribution from any
electric potential beyond the simulation domain.
When designing SCEPTIC, Hutchinson had to solve this problem for a spherical domain, and
in pot I implemented his solution from his published description of it [125, §3.2]. Hutchinson’s
exposition is not comprehensive, so as well as paraphrasing it I fill some of its gaps for the
convenience of anyone wishing to understand how I implemented the method for pot. (My
discussion may also be useful for understanding SCEPTIC, though there is no guarantee of this
because pot’s implementation of Hutchinson’s general method differs from SCEPTIC’s.) To ease
comparison of my discussion with Hutchinson’s, I mimic Hutchinson’s notation in the rest of this
subsection by writing a particle’s velocity at infinity asu, the plasma’s flow velocity at infinity as
U , their speeds as u and U respectively, and the cosine of the angle between u and U as c. This
notation clashes with the notation in the rest of this dissertation, but I judge that preferable to
replacing Hutchinson’s notation with my own (especially as I use Hutchinson’s notation in the
relevant sections of pot’s source code).
Making the assumptions that outside the domain φ(r) is spherically symmetric, ions move
collisionlessly, and φ(r) obeys the OML validity condition, Hutchinson writes a formula for the
flux into the spherical simulation domain “in the velocity element du from a distant solid angle
element” [125, p. 1482]. With the only anisotropy in the distant velocity distribution being that
introduced by flow, that differential flux may be written in terms of u, U , and c.
From his expression for the differential flux, Hutchinson deduces the cumulative distribution
functions (CDFs) of the probability distributions of c and u for a particle entering the simulation
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domain [125, p. 1483]. c’s CDF depends only on c, u, and U, and once u has been sampled it
is trivial to generate c variates by inverse transform sampling.‡ u’s CDF is more complicated,
depending also on χb ≡ qeφ(rb)/(kBT), Hutchinson’s notation for the normalized electric potential
at the simulation boundary r = rb. Nonetheless, that CDF too may be inverted numerically by
interpolation (as SCEPTIC does) or by Newton-Raphson iteration (as pot does), and it is feasible
to generate u variates by inverse transform sampling.
The first stage in reinjecting a particle is therefore to sample u and then c. The next is to
sample a value for the particle’s distant impact parameterb. Under Hutchinson’s assumptions, a
particle which enters the simulation domain with a given u and c must have had a b between 0
and bmax = rb
√




Having sampled u and b, Hutchinson’s algorithm then defines a partial solution to the problem
of deducing where the particle enters the domain: calculating “the angleα in the plane of impact
between the position of impact [where the particle reaches the simulation’s boundary] and the




















with χ(rb/r) denoting the normalized electric potential profile qeφ(r)/(kBT) [125, p. 1484]. Solving
this integral requires knowledge of χ(rb/r) for 0 ≤ rb/r ≤ 1, which describes the normalized
potential’s spatial variation outside the simulation domain. Because, by definition, the simulation
does not extend that far out, it is not possible to calculate χ(rb/r) directly from the simulation’s
microscopic state; one must instead impose an assumption about how χ varies in the distant
plasma outside the simulation. pot uses the electron-only version of the Debye-Hückel potential
profile (q.v. eqs. (2.44) & (2.46)), and evaluates the integral with an adaptive Simpson’s§ rule.
SCEPTIC uses a more elaborate version of the Debye-Hückel profile which incorporates the
depletion of ions caused by the sphere’s ion absorption, and evaluates the integral with the
trapezium rule [125, p. 1481 & 1484].
These calculations do not precisely specify where on the simulation boundary a particle should
be reinjected, nor the particle’s reinjection velocity. c defines (the cosine of) the angle between U
and u, and α the angle between u and the position vector where the particle enters the domain, but
they are only relative angles which leave the absolute orientation of the reinjection position and
velocity vectors unspecified. To decide the absolute orientation, an implementation of Hutchinson’s
algorithm must “[c]hoose the ignorable angles of the position and impact parameter from 0 to 2pi”,
in Hutchinson’s words, thereby “specif[ying] the reinjection at infinity” [125, p. 1484]. Hutchinson’s
paper does not give a concrete procedure to accomplish this, so I give mine.
‡The main subtlety here is that programming Hutchinson’s formula for c’s CDF directly into a program fails if U = 0,
because the program then tries to divide zero by zero. But if U = 0 it is easy to deduce — whether from the spherical
symmetry that obtains without flow, or by applying l’Hôpital’s rule to the CDF — that c has a uniform distribution over
[−1,1], its range of possible values.
§Actually earlier invented by Bonaventura Cavalieri and published by James Gregory [156], according to the
historian of mathematics Herman H. Goldstine [157, p. 77].
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To generate a random u variate consistent with the already generated u and c, set u to the
vector (0,0,u) in Cartesian coordinates, rotate it about yˆ through (pi/2)−arccos c radians, then
rotate the result about xˆ through a uniformly randomly chosen angle between 0 and 2 pi radians.
Setting u to (0,0,u) gives u the necessary magnitude; the first rotation forces u to lie on the
conical locus of position vectors at an angle of arccos c from xˆ, xˆ being the plasma’s flow direction
in pot; and the second rotation then selects a random position vector on that conical locus.
With u now fully specified it becomes possible to sample a reinjection position r for the particle
and hence its reinjection velocity v. To sample r pot recycles the stratagem of treating u as
if parallel to zˆ and then applying a rotation. On the pretence that u and zˆ are parallel, pot
generates a random r in spherical coordinates as the vector of length rb, zenith angle α and a
uniformly randomly chosen azimuthal angleψ. Of course in general u is not parallel to zˆ, so pot
deduces the rotation which transforms a vector from zˆ to uˆ, then applies that rotation to the newly
generated r variate — this produces the same result as if pot had directly sampled r from the
conical locus of position vectors at an angle α from u. pot applies rudimentary vector algebra
and trigonometry to compute the appropriate rotation. Because a rotation’s axis is perpendicular
to the pre-rotation and post-rotation position vectors, the necessary rotation axis is u× zˆ. The
rotation’s angle about that axis is arccos((u · zˆ)/u), which follows from the angle’s cosine being
the ratio of u’s zˆ component to u’s length. In short, pot obtains r by sampling ψ∼U(0,2pi) and
rotating the position vector with spherical coordinates (rb,ψ,α) about the characteristic vector
ζ≡ u× zˆarccos (uˆ · zˆ)/|u× zˆ|.
Finally pot computes the velocity v with which the particle must enter the domain if it
enters at r and has distant velocity u. Mimicking Hutchinson’s normalization by havingu and v
represent velocities normalized by
√
2kBT/m, conservation of energy gives |v|2 directly as u2−χb,
the square root of which is the particle’s reinjection speed v. Breaking v into its components in
spherical coordinates,





by Pythagoras’ theorem, where vφ and vθ are v’s azimuthal and zenith components respectively.
Angular momentum conservation means ub = vtrb, so v2t = (ub/rb)2, determining vt and vr.
Momentarily reinstituting the pretence that u∝ zˆ, angular momentum conservation also implies
that vφ = 0, because if u∝ zˆ the particle has no angular momentum in the zˆ direction. pot





ub/rb respectively, before rotating v about the characteristic vector ζ to account for the fact that u
is generally not parallel to zˆ.
4.4 Prerequisites for valid simulation results
pot affords a lot of flexibility in its parameters, and it is perfectly possible to run the program
with parameter values that produce physically unrealistic results. An obvious example would be
running pot with a ∆t far longer than any of the characteristic time scales of the sphere-in-plasma
system. Such a simulation’s output could be realistic only by sheer luck.
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Prerequisite for validity of pot results Requirement
resolution of particle motion ∆t¿ a/vthe
∆t¿λD /vthe =ω−1pe
∆t¿ 2pime/(Be)
accurate inter-particle force estimation θ. 1
²¿ r¯
². Z2e2/(6piε0kBT)
weakly coupled, ideal plasma ΓC À 1
ND ¿ 1
realistic sphere charging ²¿ a¿ L/2
τc À ν−1pe
(a¿ L/2 or λD ¿ L/2)
Table 4.1: Quantitative requirements for the physical realism and validity of pot simulations. (The
parenthetical criterion applies only if pot is compiled without Hutchinson’s reinjection algorithm.)
Table 4.1 summarizes that constraint and the other constraints which pot simulations must
satisfy if those simulations are to be physically realistic. The rest of this section describes those
constraints less tersely and explains their physical bases.
§4.3.2 has already mentioned the most basic constraint, the constraint that ∆t is short enough
for the integrator to follow the particles’ motion through phase space. This ∆t constraint is set
by the electrons alone because they move and accelerate more abruptly than ions, so it suffices
to require that ∆t is shorter than the time scales over which electrons move and accelerate. The






which is the oscillation frequency of a cold plasma region with a surfeit of electrons [158].
Realism therefore requires ∆t¿ ν−1pe . Joining this constraint are ∆t constraints based on the
distances over which there are substantial differences in φ, because these are the distances over
which electrons (and ions) accelerate. For the relatively simple and symmetric sphere-in-plasma
systems pot simulates, the main sustained variation in φ is that around the sphere due to the
sphere’s charge. Assuming the sphere’sφ decays roughly as a Debye-Hückel function (q.v. §2.1.6),
the two distances over which the sphere’s φ may vary are a and λD . To ensure that electrons are
unlikely to traverse those distances in a shorter time than ∆t, pot should run with ∆t¿ a/vthe
and ∆t¿λD /vthe, where vthe is the electron thermal speed.












= (2piνpe)−1 =ω−1pe < ν−1pe (4.21)
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where ωpe is the angular electron-oscillation frequency, which is νpe rescaled into units of rad·s−1
instead of s−1 (or hertz). λD /vthe being less than ν−1pe , the ∆t¿ ν−1pe constraint is always satisfied if
the ∆t¿λD /vthe constraint is satisfied, so table 4.1 demands only the latter constraint.
If pot runs a simulation with a static magnetic field, there is one more ∆t bound. ∆t should
be much shorter than the time a particle takes to execute a Larmor orbit around a magnetic
field line. The Larmor orbital period of a particle with charge Q is 2pim/ (B|Q|) in a magnetic
field of magnitude B, so the typical electron’s orbit period again decides the upper bound on ∆t:
2pime/(Be). The bound’s B→ 0 limiting behaviour is as one should expect — the bound tends to
infinity, becoming no constraint at all.
After the hurdles which ∆t must clear are the hurdles that risk thwarting the calculation of
forces and fields. Firstly, θ must be small enough for the treecode algorithm to produce reasonable
E estimates. The algorithm’s inventors proposed [143] using any θ ∼ 1, and observed that they
obtained accurate results with θ = 1, leading me to formalize the θ bound as θ. 1.
Secondly, pot’s softening distance ² must satisfy two constraints. The first is that the average
distance r¯ between nearest-neighbour electrons is much longer than ². Otherwise, particles in a
simulation would spend a lot of their time travelling in a significantly softened potential, which
could distort the macroscopic properties of the simulated plasma. The second ² constraint comes
from the need to accurately simulate large-angle collisions between mutually repelling particles.
Small-angle collisions are less of a worry; if two electrons would have deflected each other by 8◦ in
real life but deflect each other by 7◦ in a simulation, that is unlikely to be a meaningful problem.
But if two particles undergo a nearly head-on collision in a simulation, they might well pass by
(or through) each other if ² is too large, turning a nearly total deflection into a deflection with a
spuriously small angle. This would be a much more serious failure than slightly underestimating
a small-angle collision.
Failure to model large-angle collisions can occur if the particles have enough kinetic energy
to overcome the softened potential barrier between them. Consider a pair of particles, each with







In the worst-case scenario where the two particles are on course to collide head-on, the particles
pass through each other if their total kinetic energy is more than U(0). On average both particles
have a kinetic energy of (3/2)kBT each, so in a head-on collision the net kinetic energy is typically














The worst-case scenario of a head-on collision happens relatively infrequently, so eq. (4.24) is
more stringent than is necessary in general. Weakening the much-less-than relation accordingly
produces the constraint that ². Z2e2/(6piε0kBT), the relevant T being the larger of Te and Ti, and
the relevant q being Z because the magnitude of an ion’s charge is always at least the magnitude
of an electron’s charge.
The constraints reviewed so far are those pot must satisfy to simulate the plasma particles’
motion sensibly. A further desideratum of pot simulations is that the particles simulated do, in
fact, represent a plasma: a quasi-neutral ionized gas which exhibits collective behaviours. To be
gaseous, the collection of particles must have an average kinetic energy at least as large as the
average electrostatic potential energy, and to behave collectively the particles must be “weakly
coupled” — there must be a high enough density of charged particles for them to exhibit behaviours
like Debye screening [136, pp. 34 & 40]. The Coulomb coupling parameter ΓC encapsulates the









D n0 À 1 (4.26)
where ND is the Debye number or “plasma parameter” [136, p. 40], which is the average number
of electrons in a “Debye sphere”, a sphere of unperturbed plasma of radiusλD [2, p. 8]. For either
species in a singly ionized plasma, r¯ = 3√3/(4pin0) and ND = (λD /r¯)3 [2, p. 8]. Combining these facts












and thus the ΓC ¿ 1 and ND À 1 criteria, despite their distinct physical justifications, prove
essentially equivalent in practice.
The final set of constraints pot must satisfy a priori are those relating to the collecting sphere
and its charging. To prevent softening from noticeably distorting plasma particles’ trajectories near
the sphere, ² should be much less than a, and, to guarantee a thick layer of plasma between the
sphere’s surface and the domain’s boundary, a itself should be much less than L/2, the half-length
or radius of the simulation domain.
Redirecting attention from length scales to a time scale, the collecting sphere’s charging time
τc should be appreciably longer than the electron oscillation periodν−1pe , lending plasma electrons
time to react to the sphere’s charging as it takes place. This minimizes the risk of a hysteresis
effect where, as soon as the simulation begins, the sphere’s charging drives the bulk plasma out
of equilibrium faster than the plasma electrons can restore equilibrium, which could lead to the
sphere converging to a different ηa to that predicted by models which assume equilibrium of the
bulk plasma.
One extra constraint applies if pot is compiled to use the naive reinjection method of reinjecting
particles uniformly randomly on the simulation boundary with a Maxwell-Boltzmann velocity
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distribution, instead of using Hutchinson’s reinjection algorithm. The naive method does not
account for a nonzero φ at the simulation boundary, so the naive method requires that at least
one of a and λD is much less than L/2 to make the sphere’s electric potential negligible at the
boundary, whether because of the Coulombic term in the potential decaying on a scale of a, or
because of the plasma screening out the potential over several Debye lengths.
To the extent that Hutchinson’s reinjection algorithm is correct to assume a Debye-Hückel-like
φ(r) outside the simulation domain,pot simulations using Hutchinson’s algorithm are not bound
by the constraint that max(a,λD) ¿ L/2. If φ(r) is approximately a DH function beyond the
simulation domain, Hutchinson’s reinjection method accounts for φ(r) by design, and φ need not
be negligible at the simulation boundary for the algorithm to give approximately correct results.
I believe this exempts the simulations I present in the next chapter from the max(a,λD) ¿
L/2 requirement, but to reassure readers doubtful of that surmise, I add that those simulations
all had a¿ L/2 and hence a tiny normalized boundary potentialχb regardless of their λD . A tiny
χb renders moot the question of how χ varies with r outside a simulation domain, because any
reasonable assumption about that variation would have at most a small absolute error, limiting
the error introduced by Hutchinson’s reinjection algorithm.
4.5 Conclusion
During my doctoral studies I have written pot, a program to simulate a (small) region of plasma
centred on a collecting sphere. This chapter is an overview of the sphere-in-plasma systems pot
can simulate, the constraints pot’s parameters must satisfy for pot to simulate a sphere in a
plasma properly, and the algorithms pot uses in its simulations. There is more to pot than those
algorithms; their implementations occupy only a quarter of pot’s 5,600 lines of C code. This
chapter prioritizes the algorithms regardless, because the other three quarters of the code are
relatively mundane and easy to interpret, being mostly comments, definitions of data structures,
initialization code, graphics-related code, code linking one algorithm to a second, or input/output-
related code. Gleaning insight by inspecting those parts of pot is a less arduous task than trying
to understand the algorithmic code by inspection, so I do not dissect those parts here.
There are two further reasons to focus on the algorithms when summarizing the program.
Firstly, they are the most relevant aspects of pot from a physicist’s perspective, defining the
physical behaviour of the plasma represented in the program’s memory. Secondly, my discus-
sion of the algorithms’ implementations marks a starting point for improving the program. A
future programmer could take advantage of pot’s modular design by replacing pot’s current
implementations of the core algorithms with superior ones.
pot’s version of the treecode algorithm, for instance, could use a different opening angle
criterion, which might improve the fidelity of the algorithm’s results (albeit by incurring a higher
runtime). pot’s implementation of the VV integrator accounts for magnetic fields with an ad hoc
modification which does not work, a modification I experimented with because the usual formulae
defining the VV integrator (eqs. (4.7)–(4.9)) give only an implicit integration method if B 6= 0.
However, for the special case pot simulates, where B is constant over time and space, one could
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rearrange eq. (4.9) into an explicit expression for v(t0+∆t), producing a true, explicit VV integrator
that accommodates nonzero B. Implementing that form of VV integrator might give better results
when B is nonzero than my modified-ad-hoc version. As for pot’s implementation of the Boris
integrator, it could be made to run slightly faster by applying the small-angle approximation to
evaluate arctan(ωL∆t/2) in ∆φ’s definition. The integrator could even be replaced by Patacchini
and Hutchinson’s newer “cyclotronic” integrator [154].
By dint of the limited time frame of my PhD, I have not been able to justify implementing and
testing these changes myself, because pot functions adequately as it stands. The next chapter
summarizes the evidence verifying that pot works, before moving on to the novel results that have






Got the whole thing down by numbers,
All those numbers
Give me guidance
Genesis (1974), “Counting out Time”
5.1 Tests of physical correctness
It is not enough to have a computer program to simulate a plasma; one has to have some grounds
for trusting its output. To check that pot had no glaring faults and was producing sensible results,
I tested pot by having it simulate tractable test systems where I could compare its results against
analytic solutions.
I began with two-body systems, the most basic. I had pot simulate an electron orbiting an
extremely heavy ion, and electrons scattering around an extremely heavy ion. Afterwards I
progressed to having pot simulate many-body systems: a pure gas of non-interacting masses, a
collecting sphere surrounded by a gas of particles which interacted only with the sphere, and a
pure proton-electron plasma without a collecting sphere.
5.1.1 Circular Kepler orbits
In my first scenario an electron orbited a virtually stationary positive ion in a simulation domain
with a radius R of 2×10−4 m. I repeatedly had pot simulate this system for two billion time steps,
changing the integrator and the time-step duration ∆t across runs to assess how the choice of
integrator and ∆t affected the quality of pot’s results.
Every run had the same initial conditions. Both particles began with identical x and y









1591 m·s−1) being that corresponding to a circular orbit. To give the combined electron-
ion system zero net linear momentum I set the ion’s initial velocity to the electron’s initial velocity
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so that it was
essentially stationary during the electron’s orbits.
The ideal (mi/me →∞) version of this system has a two-dimensional phase space: the ion is
forever stationary, and the electron always stays in the same orbit and the same orbital plane, so
the only two degrees of freedom are the electron-ion distance r and the electron’s position in its





(1+ eK cos(θe−θ0)) (5.1)
where µ/h2 sets the orbital radius, eK is the eccentricity, and θ0 is a constant phase factor [159,
pp. 28–29]. I fitted this solution to the electron trajectories pot generated to see whether eK
was negligible and µ/h2 was 104 m−1, as the system’s initial conditions should’ve dictated. I also
inspected plots of 1/r against θe to see whether the result was a flat line, as it should be when
eK = 0.
Figure 5.1 exhibits a sample of the plots I examined, and table 5.1 collects the statistical
curve-fitting results. (There were some statistical subtleties to account for in the curve fitting, on
which consult appendix D.) The integrators worked about equally well for ∆t≤ 10 ps, as shown
by the integrators having statistically equivalent estimates of µ/h2 and eK when ∆t = 4 ps or
∆t= 10 ps (table 5.1). For the longer ∆t values of 40 ps and 100 ps, the VV and Boris integrators
performed very similarly, and both produced more faithful trajectories than the ER integrator.
At the longest ∆t of 400 ps, the VV integrator clearly dominated the other two integrators, and
the Boris integrator outperformed the ER integrator (although the Boris and ER integrators’ eK
values were statistically equal because of the ER eK ’s large standard error).
In general, the choice of integrator was unimportant when the time step was small (∆t≤ 10 ps)
but at longer time steps the ER integrator was the worst and the VV integrator ultimately the
best. Most importantly, whatever the integrator, the electron’s deviation from its analytic solution
was tiny, and statistically indistinguishable from zero, at the shortest time step employed (4 ps).
As for the ion, the simulations’ exaggerated mi/me ratio of 1015 implies that the ion should
have been virtually immobile, a prediction easy to check: plotting the ion’s simulated trajectories
in the yˆ-zˆ plane directly illustrates how far the ion spuriously drifted from its origin (fig. 5.2). It
suffices to check the simulated ion’s trajectories in the yˆ-zˆ plane because the ion never moved to a
detectable extent in the xˆ direction.
The ion trajectory was nearly the same for all three integrators when ∆t was sufficiently short,
but the ER integrator’s performance degenerated more with longer ∆t. In the worst case (ER with
∆t= 100 ps — curiously, the drift in y and z was negligible for every integrator with ∆t= 400 ps,
perhaps because of the proportional reduction in the number of steps making up the 8 ms test
period) the ion drifted by 495 picometres during 8 ms of in-simulation time, or a normalized drift
of 2.4×10−10 electron orbital radii per electron orbital period, a reassuringly small rate of drift.
Shrinking the time step slowed the ion’s drift. For ∆t= 10 ps the ion drifted 192 pm in 8 ms
with both integrators, for a normalized drift of 9.5×10−10 orbital radii per period. This is more
than acceptable for the purpose of simulating a plasma, and it is encouraging that even with the
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Figure 5.1: Electron positions during circular-Kepler-orbit pot test runs, plotted every 106 time
steps for the first 109 time steps. The electron’s orbital phase θe is on every horizontal axis. Black
curves are fits of eq. (5.1); horizontal dashed lines represent the ideal solution 1/r = 104. Notice




µ/h2−104) (m−1) eK (10−6) θ0 (radians)
VV 4 −0.00059 ± 0.00087 0.097 ± 0.11 −1.3±1.4
VV 10 0.00413 ± 0.00091 1.30 ± 0.13 1.806±0.094
VV 40 0.0047 ± 0.0011 5.65 ± 0.17 2.227±0.027
VV 100 0.0104 ± 0.0021 20.04 ± 0.46 −2.861±0.013
VV 400 2.43 ± 0.16 205 ± 17 2.70±0.11
ER 4 −0.00007 ± 0.00091 0.21 ± 0.13 3.14±0.57
ER 10 0.00393 ± 0.00088 1.35 ± 0.12 1.61±0.10
ER 40 −0.1008 ± 0.0023 5.54 ± 0.29 2.25±0.51
ER 100 −2.001 ± 0.052 235.4 ± 7.3 −2.217±0.021
ER 400 −724 ± 11 1576 ± 1700 −0.6±1.0
Boris 4 −0.00148 ± 0.00087 0.06 ± 0.12 −2.2±2.1
Boris 10 0.00437 ± 0.00089 1.36 ± 0.12 1.64±0.96
Boris 40 0.0049 ± 0.0011 5.45 ± 0.18 2.264±0.027
Boris 100 0.0113 ± 0.0022 19.9 ± 0.45 −2.879±0.014
Boris 400 4.26 ± 0.21 1066 ± 40 1.056±0.019
Table 5.1: Fits of eq. (5.1) to the results of circular-Kepler-orbit pot tests of different particle-motion
integrators and different ∆t.













































Figure 5.2: Ion trajectories in circular-Kepler-orbit pot tests, recorded every 106 time steps over a
period of 8 ms of in-simulation time. Dotted lines: ∆t= 100 ps. Dashed lines: ∆t= 40 ps. Solid
lines: ∆t= 10 ps.
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Figure 5.3: The relationship between v20b and θs/2 in the Rutherford-scattering pot tests of
different integrators. The straight grey line represents eq. (5.3).
number of time steps multiplied by 10 (by virtue of making ∆t 10× smaller) the drift rate fell by
more than half. At the lowest ∆t value I used, 4 ps, the drift was nearly below the resolution of
pot’s output, being only ≈ 10 pm in both directions, regardless of the choice of integrator, for an
overall drift of about 14 pm in 8 ms.
There was no sign of a systematic error in the ion and electron trajectories which would persist
in the ∆t→ 0 ps limit. pot simulates both the electron and the ion well when the time step is
short enough, and pot passes the circular-Kepler-orbit test.
5.1.2 Rutherford scattering
Another two-body process characterized by a single equation is Rutherford scattering. Rutherford
developed a model to relate the scattering angle θs and impact parameter b of an alpha particle








where m is the alpha particle’s mass, v0 is the alpha particle’s speed infinitely far from the gold
nucleus, and Z is the gold nucleus’s charge state [160, pp. 43–44].
Under classical physics, the mechanics are no different for an electron scattering around an















where Z is the ion’s charge state. I implemented this classical electron-scattering system as
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ion in the middle of the simulation
domain; fire electrons, one at a time, at randomly chosen speeds from the edge of the domain past
the ion; and estimate each electron’s v0, b, and θs from the simulated trajectory. Insofar as pot
accurately simulated the passage of a charged particle from infinity past another charged particle,
each simulated electron’s v20b and θs would have been related in the way eq. (5.3) describes. Figure
5.3 tests whether this was so by plotting θs/2 against v20b for Rutherford scattering simulated by
the three different integrators with ∆t= 4 ps and a simulation domain radius R of 40 mm.
Evidently the electron tended to be scattered less in the simulation than the Rutherford
equation would have dictated: some of the θs values emerging from the simulation were too small.
Probing more deeply, the relative error in the simulations’ θs values was always negligible for the
electrons with the largest v20b, and consistently small for electrons with the smallest v
2
0b — only
for middling v20b did pot materially underestimate the scattering, and even there θs’s absolute
error was small.
These facts, and the asymmetry of the error in θs, point to the error arising from the finite
size of pot’s simulation domain, rather than a defect in the program’s simulation algorithms.
pot computed θs as the angle between the electron’s bearing when pot initially fired it, and the
electron’s bearing after the electron passed the ion and returned to the simulation’s boundary.
As for v0 and b, pot estimated them as the electron’s speed and impact parameter upon initial
launch. These were not quite the same as the θs, v0, and b in the Rutherford equation, because
the Rutherford equation assumes that a scattered particle follows an infinitely long trajectory
around the scattering particle, with θs, v0 and b defined in terms of that infinite trajectory. pot,
unable to simulate an infinitely long trajectory, simulated only the finite trajectory the electron
traced in the simulation domain, which meant that pot observed less scattering than that implied
by the corresponding infinite trajectory, and so systematically underestimated θs.
This observation explains why pot underestimated θs for certain electrons. High-speed
electrons launched with b≈R traversed only a small fraction of the domain before encountering
the simulation boundary, leaving those electrons essentially unscattered and causing pot to vastly
(in relative terms) underestimate those electrons’ scattering angles.
A ready test of this explanation is to re-plot θs/2 against v20b, excluding the minority of electrons
with b≈R. I do so in figure 5.4, demonstrating that for the remaining electrons the relationship
between v20b and θs/2 is almost exactly as predicted for all three integrators, a striking confirmation
that pot’s deviation from the Rutherford equation is a finite-size effect, not a symptom of a defect
in the code. Were it not for the simulation being finite in size, there would be minimal systematic
error in pot’s Rutherford scattering results. pot passes the scattering test.
5.1.3 Gases of non-interacting electrons and protons
After finishing the fundamental two-body tests, I set pot the task of simulating many-body systems
more akin to the sphere-in-plasma systems for which it was designed. The first many-body system
I simulated was the simplest: a gas of electrons and protons which did not interact with each other.
I simulated two versions of this system, one without a central collecting sphere, then one with a
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Figure 5.4: The relationship between v20b and θs/2 for electrons with b< (4/5)R. The straight grey
line represents eq. (5.3).
collecting sphere which produced an electric field in proportion to its collected charge.
To assess whether pot modelled these systems in a reasonable fashion, I checked that the
particles’ average energy and momentum was approximately conserved during each simulation,
and that the equilibrium velocity distributions of the electrons and of the protons were the
Maxwell-Boltzmann distributions predicted by theory.
For these test simulations I decided on a standard set of values for pot’s parameters, which
table 5.2 lists. Holding the parameters constant across the simulations meant that I could
eliminate changes in the parameters as reasons why the simulations might give different results.
I also kept the particle-motion integrator and reinjection algorithm constant for the simulations
by using the Boris integrator and Hutchinson’s SCEPTIC reinjection algorithm for all of them.
(Keeping to one integrator also reduced the number of simulations I had to run, as I no longer had
to re-run every simulation twice with the VV and ER integrators.)
Gas of non-interacting masses without a collecting sphere
I try not to dwell on this test case because it is a relatively lenient one. In a gas of non-interacting
electrons and protons without a collecting sphere, the particles coast through the simulation
domain in straight lines at constant velocity, and even a low-quality particle-motion integrator
can solve for the particles’ motion. This scenario is less a test of the integrator and treecode
implementation, and more a test of whether pot can run at all when N is large, and of the particle
reinjection algorithm.
Conventionally, the first test of a many-particle simulation is whether it suffers from drifts
in the total energy as it runs. In this simulation the particles’ potential energy was always nil
because none of the particles produced an electric field or potential. Less trivially, the particles’
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description flag name default value
plasma particle count -N N 1.5×105
time step -d ∆t 10−12 s
electron temperature -E Te 220 K
ion temperature -I Ti 220 K
softening distance -s ² 2×10−8 m
flow/drift speed -x 0 m·s−1
simulation radius -m R 4×10−4 m
sphere radius -a a 2.5×10−6 m
settling time -e 5×10−7 s
opening angle parameter θ 1
ion-to-electron mass ratio mi/me 1836.15
multipole expansion order monopole
ion charge state Z +1
Table 5.2: pot’s default parameter values. The user may supply the first 9 to pot at run-time with
the listed command-line flags, but adjusting the last 4 necessitates recompiling the program.













































Figure 5.5: Mean kinetic energy of electrons (left) and protons (right) during a pot run without a
collecting sphere and without electric fields.
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mean kinetic energy was consistently around (3/2)kBT at equilibrium, with T the fixed background
temperature of 220 K for both species. There was no upward or downward drift over millions
of time steps (figure 5.5). For both electrons and protons there was an initial dip and rebound
in the mean kinetic energy of about 0.05kBT, but that was a manifestation of the initialization
bug which §4.1 described. The gas began with a non-uniform number density throughout space,
triggering the immediate, transient dip and rebound in kinetic energy which was part of the gas’s
relaxation to equilibrium. (The same phenomenon is visible in the more sophisticated simulations
to come later in this chapter.)
I also checked for drifts in linear momentum or angular momentum. Plotting each component
of the momenta for both species in figure 5.6, there is no obvious tendency for any component to
systematically shift away from zero during the simulation. (The grey median-smoothed curves in
the electron plots are consistently noisier for the first microsecond of in-simulation time, but that
is because I programmed pot to over-sample the macroscopic variables early in the simulation,
and because running medians have more noise near the start and end of a time series.)
As an aside, the Maxwell-Boltzmann velocity distribution implies that vx, vy, and vz have
Gaussian distributions with a variance of kBT/m (eq. (2.21)). This further implies that the
standard deviation of any linear-momentum component is
√
mkBT, and the standard deviation of
the sample mean of a species’ linear-momentum component, after normalization by
√
mkBT, is
(N/2)−1/2. With N = 1.5×105, the sample mean’s standard deviation here should be 0.004, which
indeed matches the spread of the fluctuations in 〈px〉, 〈py〉, and 〈pz〉 in figure 5.6.
Finally, I come to the velocity and speed distributions for both species at equilibrium. In
figure 5.7 are histograms of vx, vy, vz, and v for both species at the end of the simulation. The
histograms adhere to the theoretically predicted distributions, superimposed as black, dashed
curves. A (far) sterner test of correctness is to apply a formal statistical test of Gaussianness to
each velocity-component distribution for both species. Doing so, all six distributions pass the test
with flying colours: an Anderson-Darling test gives a p-value of over 0.5 for every distribution.
In the absence of any sign of problems, I bring forward a less mundane many-body system.
Gas of non-interacting particles around a collecting sphere
Elaborating on the last subsection’s system, I ran another simulation, adding a collecting sphere at
its centre. The sphere began with a charge of zero, but after the initial settling period the sphere
acquired charge by collecting those electrons and protons which collided with it. Once charged
the sphere produced a Coulombic electric field, and the electrons and protons accelerated in that
field according to the softened Lorentz force law, though the electrons and protons continued not
to interact with each other. One would therefore expect the sphere to induce charge separation
around itself, but there would be no screening characteristic of a plasma because the electrons
and protons had no electric fields of their own in this simulation.
As before I first check the mean particle energies. Because the electrons and protons could now
have nonzero potential energy because of the sphere’s potential, I plot the mean potential energies
beside the mean kinetic energies (fig. 5.8). Both species’ kinetic energies again consistently
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Figure 5.6: Mean linear-momentum and angular-momentum components of electrons and protons
during a pot run without a collecting sphere and without electric fields. Horizontal axes represent
in-simulation time in µs. Thick grey lines on the electron plots are running medians to smooth the
data and unmask any underlying momentum drifts.
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Figure 5.7: Histograms of electrons’ and protons’ speed and velocity components at equilibrium
in a pot test run without a collecting sphere and without any electric fields. Thick, black dashed
curves represent the theoretical equilibrium distributions.
averaged about (3/2)kBT. After t≈ 2 µs, when the sphere was fully charged, there was no sign of a
drift. During the settling time both species’ PE (potential energy) was nil, the sphere having no
charge with which to generate an electric potential, but once that period ended the electrons had
positive PE and the protons had negative PE, an outcome anticipated by the fundamental law of
charging: the sphere charged negatively, repelling electrons and attracting ions. The combined
mean of the electrons’ and protons’ potential energies was always close to zero (fig. 5.8, bottom
right), but became slightly negative as the sphere charged. After the sphere charged the combined
mean PE averaged −3.5×10−4kBT; taken as a whole, the plasma was slightly attracted to the
central sphere.
The cause of the plasma’s net attraction was the protons having a smaller average distance
from the sphere than the electrons, making the protons’ negative PE slightly higher in magnitude
than the electrons’ positive PE. Having saved the simulation’s microscopic state at the simulation’s
end, I read out the particles’ final positions and calculate their relative number density as a
function of distance r from the sphere (fig. 5.9, left). Plotting density separately for the electrons
and protons indicates that near the sphere were relatively many protons and relatively few
electrons, with more electrons and fewer protons far away. (The specific functions plotted are
weighted kernel density estimates of r for both species. I used an Epanechnikov kernel and gave
each datum a weight of r−2 to transform the unweighted r-space density to a real-space density.
The necessarily non-negligible width of the kernel explains the unphysical nonzero density at r
values which are slightly less than a or slightly beyond R.)
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Figure 5.8: Mean kinetic and potential energies of electrons and protons during apot run with a
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Figure 5.9: Left: electron and proton number densities, normalized to have integrals of unity, as a
function of r at the end of a pot run with a collecting sphere but no interactions among electrons
and protons; the nonzero densities at r < a and r >R are artifacts of the kernel density estimator.
Right: normalized electron counts, with Poissonian standard error bars, as a function of η across
50 r bins at the end of the same pot run, with a Boltzmann relation fitted as the thick black curve.
pot also recorded φ(r) at 50 equally spaced radii from the simulation edge inwards at the end
of the simulation. Combined with the particle position data this allows one to judge the Boltzmann
relation’s correspondence to the simulation results. I counted electrons in 49 r bins∗ centred on
the r values where pot sampled φ(r), rescaled those counts by R2/r2, and plotted the rescaled
counts against the normalized electric potential η at each bin’s location (fig. 5.9, right). Fitting a
Boltzmann relation to the binned results, the two do seem to be statistically consistent — about
two-thirds of the data are within a standard error of the Boltzmann relation curve, almost all of the
points are within two standard errors of the curve, and the data do not seem to be systematically
above or below the curve — though the degree of noise makes this result suggestive, not decisive.
Proceeding to the question of momentum conservation, figure 5.10 plots time series of linear
momentum and angular momentum. The dispersion of the momentum components is reassuringly
similar to their dispersion for the previous test scenario, the non-interacting gas without a
collecting sphere, as is the lack of evidence for steady drifts upward or downward.
Checking the velocity distributions for both species is also reassuring (fig. 5.11). Carrying out
Anderson-Darling tests on the six velocity-component distributions, five of the six distributions
unambiguously pass (giving p-values of at least 0.17), though the proton vy distribution now
obtains a p-value of 0.022, and the test rejects the hypothesis that the protons’ vy has a Gaussian
distribution.
The rejection is almost certainly a statistical coincidence rather than meaningful evidence
∗There was no 50th bin because it would have had to extend past the simulation boundary to maintain equal bin
widths.
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Figure 5.10: Mean linear-momentum and angular-momentum components of electrons and protons
during a pot run with a collecting sphere but no interactions among electrons and protons.
Horizontal axes represent in-simulation time in µs. Thick grey lines on the electron plots are
running medians to smooth the data and reveal any underlying momentum drifts.
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Figure 5.11: Histograms of electrons’ and protons’ speed and velocity components at equilibrium
in a pot test run with a collecting sphere but no interactions among electrons and protons. Thick,
black dashed curves represent the theoretical equilibrium distributions.




































Figure 5.12: In a pot test run with a collecting sphere but no interactions among electrons and
protons, the CDF of the standardized vy among the protons at the run’s end (left) and the sphere’s
charge state q over time (right).
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of a faulty reinjection method or integrator. Macroscopically this system should have spherical
symmetry, so it would be quite odd for a fault to manifest exclusively in the protons’ vy distribution.
Furthermore, there is the statistical issue of multiple testing. A statistical test with a rejection level
of 0.05 has a 5% chance of spuriously rejecting its input. Thus far I have tested 12 distributions
for Gaussianness, 6 from this simulation and 6 from the previous one, and assuming statistical
independence of the tests, the probability of at least one spurious rejection of Gaussianness is
1−0.9512 ≈ 46% — hardly unlikely. Finally, I plotted the cumulative distribution function of the
standardized vy values and overlaid a Gaussian CDF (fig. 5.12, left). No systematic difference
between the CDFs was apparent at this scale.
Including a collecting sphere in this simulation meant that the system had the sphere’s charge
state q as a dependent variable. I compare q’s time evolution in the simulation to the time
evolution implied by the OML expressions for the electron and proton currents onto the sphere (fig.
5.12, right). Keeping in mind that q not only converges to its equilibrium value but also fluctuates
at equilibrium, I also apply the small-sphere stochastic model of §3 to predict q’s equilibrium
standard deviation σ, the expected scale of q’s equilibrium fluctuations. Superimposing a grey
1-σ band around the predicted mean in figure 5.12’s q plot, q’s fluctuations not only match the
continuous OML-theory curve, but are mostly within the 1-σ band. I therefore have a tripartite
consonance between the results of existing theory (the OML model), my own theory (my stochastic
model), and my simulation results (from pot).
5.1.4 Pure plasma
The next test system was a pure proton-electron plasma, which was the same as the non-interacting
gas system without a collecting sphere, but with the particles now producing electric fields and
hence interacting with each other. I continued to use pot’s default parameter values (table 5.2)
and the Boris integrator, but because these simulations were far more processor-intensive than
the earlier test simulations I ran them for less in-simulation time.
With the plasma particles exerting forces on each other, the time series of average kinetic
and potential energies were more dramatic (fig. 5.13). Over the first 0.4 µs the mean proton and
electron PEs leapt away from zero and then oscillated back towards equilibrium, accompanied by
oscillations in the kinetic energies. Looking more closely, the electrons’ PE raced away from zero
in about 3 ns, then underwent an oscillatory decay to an energy≈−0.19kBT over the next 10–15
ns (fig. 5.14, left). It then decayed in an oscillatory fashion towards zero, but over a period ∼ 500
ns (fig. 5.14, right). The proton PE did the same but with their mean PE’s sign reversed.
These oscillations are a florid expression of §4.1’s initialization bug. In the previous sub-
sections’ runs, the plasmas’ non-equilibrium initial conditions caused a single dip and rebound
at the beginning of the simulation, but in the current simulation, where the plasma particles
could interact with each other, the initial non-equilibrium conditions triggered longer, Langmuir
oscillations in the kinetic and potential energies of both electrons and ions.
To check that the initial conditions caused the oscillations, I re-ran this simulation anew after
fixing the non-equilibrium initialization bug. Comparing the new results (thin black curves) to
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Figure 5.13: Mean kinetic and potential energies of electrons and protons during a pot run with a
pure plasma (no collecting sphere).
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Figure 5.14: Early time evolution of mean electron potential energy in a pure-plasma pot run.
the old (thick grey curves) in fig. 5.15 confirms that the bug fix eradicated the start-of-simulation
oscillations.
Turning my attention to the pure-plasma simulation’s momentum time series (fig. 5.16), I
see they lack obvious trends, consistent with approximate conservation of momentum over time.
The electrons’ and protons’ velocity distributions are also consistent with theoretical expectation
(fig. 5.17), and the six velocity-component distributions all pass Anderson-Darling Gaussianness
tests with p-values between 0.12 and 0.52, except for the electron vz distribution, which passes
narrowly with a p-value of 0.051. That is almost certainly a false near-positive which is an artifact
of multiple testing and statistical noise; the CDF of the standardized vz differs from a Gaussian
CDF only at its uppermost extreme, among the dozen electrons with the highest vz.
5.1.5 Conclusion
To ensure that pot produced physically sensible results, I used it to simulate several test systems
for which I could use known physics as a benchmark. I checked that pot gave a very good
approximation to the nearly circular Kepler orbit of an electron around an extremely heavy ion,
and that pot’s simulation of electrons scattering around a heavy ion approximately conformed to
Rutherford’s scattering equation.
Addressing macroscopic systems, I then ran pot to simulate macroscopic gases (proton and
electron masses which did not interact with each other) with and without a collecting sphere, and
a pure plasma without a collecting sphere. Simulating these many-body systems, pot produced
116
Figure 5.15: Mean kinetic and potential energies of electrons and protons during two pot runs with
pure plasmas (no collecting spheres). The first run (thick grey curves) began with a non-uniform
spatial plasma distribution; the second (thin black curves) began with a uniform distribution.
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Figure 5.16: Mean linear-momentum and angular-momentum components of electrons and pro-
tons during a pot run with interactions among electrons and protons but no collecting sphere.
Horizontal axes represent in-simulation time in µs. Thick grey lines on the electron plots are
running medians to smooth the data and reveal any underlying momentum drifts.
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Figure 5.17: Histograms of electrons’ and protons’ speed and velocity components at equilibrium
in a pot test run with interactions among electrons and protons but no collecting sphere. Thick,
black dashed curves represent the theoretical equilibrium distributions.
the expected velocity distributions for the particle species, with the particles’ average linear and
angular momenta stable over time as desired. In the gas-like system with a collecting sphere,
the sphere charged in accordance with OML theory, pushing the electron and proton densities to
equilibrium spatial distributions consistent with physical expectations (electrons repelled from
the sphere in rough agreement with the Boltzmann relation, and ions attracted). All three test
systems converged to equilibrium, ending with stable momentum and energy, and with electron-
and ion-velocity distributions conforming to the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution anticipated by
theory.
These test runs also indicate how long pot took to run. All of these runs ran on Imperial
College’s CX1 computing cluster across 16 cores. On that platform, pot needed 44–46 hours to
simulate 6 µs of plasma time evolution for the two runs without particle-particle interactions.
For the original pure-plasma simulation which began out of equilibrium, pot took 124.5 hours to
simulate 2 µs of plasma time evolution, and for the newer pure-plasma simulation which started
at equilibrium, pot took 99.6 hours to simulate 1.5 µs of time evolution. Predictably, pot ran far
faster (8 or 9 times faster) when it did not compute particle-particle interactions than when it did.
5.2 Comparing sphere-charging results to SOML theory
After pot solved the test cases I arrayed against it, I used it to simulate the first system of













































Figure 5.18: pot’s median equilibrium ηa as a function of flow speed with Θ= 1 (closed circles)
and Θ= 0.1 (open circles), compared against SOML-theory predictions (solid curve, representing
Θ= 1, and dashed curve, representing Θ= 0.1). The panels plot the same data, differing only in
the normalization of the drift speed. Some runs with the same drift speed differed in a/λD or ∆t.
§4.1). This in itself is something of a test case, because SOML theory is available to predict
the value of ηa, the relevant dependent variable of the system, and so I can use SOML theory
as a benchmark for pot. At the same time, pot’s results are a check on SOML theory and the
assumptions the theory makes. In contrast to the most basic, two-body test systems of the previous
section, a disagreement between pot and theory here would not necessarily be a reproach to pot —
discrepancies might be attributable to a violation of SOML theory’s assumptions, or to an attempt
to apply SOML theory where it is invalid.
As noted in §2.2.2 and §2.3, a significant validity condition for the OML and SOML models
is that a/λD is small. The precise meaning of “small” is Θ-dependent, but for Θ& 0.1 a sufficient
definition of small a/λD is that a/λD is less than Θ. I ensured that the pot simulations reported
in this section were run with parameters satisfying the a/λD <Θ criterion.† I experimented with
several different a and Te across different runs, which caused a/λD to vary between 0.032 and
0.049 among runs, but as Θ was 0.1 or 1 for each run, a/λD was always unambiguously below Θ.
Figure 5.18 directly compares pot’s ηa results to SOML theory’s predictions. Every simulation
was of a spherical domain of radius R = 4×10−4 m containing 75,000 protons and 75,000 electrons,
but there was some heterogeneity in the parameters besides that. I experimented with adjusting
∆t between runs, as well as a and Te, and in some simulations inter-particle interactions were
turned off (meaning that the protons and electrons moved in the collecting sphere’s field but did
†In pot runs where electrons and ions interact only with the sphere, not with each other, this is more rigour than is
necessary, because the a/λD <Θ criterion becomes irrelevant; those simulations’ particles do not engage in collective
behaviours, and the Debye length is not a characteristic length scale of those systems. For all that, it was more






















































Figure 5.19: The ratio of pot’s ηa estimates to ηSOML, the corresponding SOML ηa predictions.
not exert forces on each other). To estimate ηa from the simulations I ran them all to equilibrium,
pot periodically recording the sphere’s q, and took the median value of e2q/ (4piε0kBTea) from the
equilibrium period (i.e. from t = 5 µs onwards, because the simulations had all equilibrated by
then). My main concern was the zero-flow case, but as the plots show I ran further simulations
with flow speeds of cs, 2cs, and 4cs, where cs was the Bohm speed.
The plots also show that despite the heterogeneity of the different runs’ parameters, the
equilibrium ηa in each run was within 20% of that SOML predicted. To better quantify the
closeness between simulation and theory, fig. 5.19 displays the ratio of each simulation’s ηa to
ηSOML, the corresponding value predicted by SOML. The plot makes obvious that though pot
consistently gave results within 20% of the theoretical predictions, pot systematically exaggerated
ηa’s magnitude by 5%–10%.
A too-long ∆t explains a good part of the systematic error. The right panel of fig. 5.19 replots
ηa
/
ηSOML as a function of ∆t and reveals that the error tended to become worse at longer ∆t.
As long as ∆t was at most 1 ps, however, pot’s simulation results were within 6% of the SOML
predictions, with the systematic error being perhaps 4% (and the choice of 0.5 ps versus 1 ps did
not make an obvious difference). This was a dismaying finding. I had expected, and hoped, that a
∆t of 2 ps or 4 ps was short enough, not least because those values satisfied the∆t constraints in
table 4.1, with the arguable exception of the ∆t¿ a/vthe requirement: ∆t/ (a/vthe) was as high as
0.104, in the simulation with ∆t= 4 ps.
Confining attention to the runs with ∆t≤ 1 ps, the picture improves considerably (fig. 5.20;
cf. fig. 5.18). It remained the case that pot exaggerated ηa a little, but the exaggeration was less
and the results reflected the general trend of the SOML-theory curves. The eight data points from
simulations with Θ= 1, no flow, and ∆t≤ 1 ps give an idea of the systematic and random error in



































Figure 5.20: pot’s median equilibrium ηa (circles) as a function of flow speed compared against
SOML-theory predictions (solid curve forΘ= 1, dashed curve for Θ= 0.1), as in fig. 5.18, but only
for the subset of runs with ∆t≤ 1 ps.
runs’ ηa medians are −2.56 and 0.070 respectively. In the absence of flow, (S)OML theory predicts
ηa =−2.50 in a proton-electron plasma when Θ= 1, implying that pot’s systematic and random
errors are about 2% and 3% respectively for such short time steps.
As a last note, the fact that SOML theory should approximately match these charging results
suggests a second way to estimate ηa from the results, a way which could be more statistically
efficient than taking ηa’s equilibrium median. The alternative method is to fit a SOML charging
curve directly to the q time series, and infer ηa from the equilibrium q implied by the curve’s
parameters. To explore this possibility, I wrote the computer program chafitsoml, which fits
a SOML charging curve to a complete q time series from a pot run — including the initial,
non-equilibrium charging period — by maximum likelihood. chafitsoml solves the nonlinear
likelihood-maximization problem by gradient descent, computing the likelihoods by assuming that
electron collection and ion collection are Poisson processes with time-dependent mean collection
rates given by the SOML model. The parameter estimates on which chafitsoml converges then
imply a specific equilibrium q, multiplying which by e2/(4piε0akBTe) gives an equilibrium ηa
estimate.
After each run finished I estimated ηa with this second method. Figure 5.21 compares the ηa
values it gave to each run’s median equilibrium ηa. The two methods of estimating ηa give very
similar results, with a product-moment correlation of 0.992 (whether including all data or only the
subset with ∆t≤ 1 ps), and mean absolute differences of 0.033 (all runs) and 0.030 (the runs with
∆t≤ 1 ps).
Part of the difference between the two methods is systematic: the fitted-SOML-curve ηa










































Figure 5.21: Comparing two means of estimating ηa from the same pot runs: median equilibrium
ηa versus ηa obtained by fitting SOML charging curves. The left panel plots results from all of
the runs already analyzed in this section, the right panel only those with∆t≤ 1 ps. Dashed lines
represent equality of the two estimates.
most of the points in fig. 5.21 lying below the dashed equality line. In the entire data set the
fitted-SOML-curve estimates are greater by 0.024 on average; in the subset with ∆t≤ 1 ps they
remain greater by 0.026.
It follows that the fitted-SOML-curve ηa estimates might match the SOML model’s predictions
better than the earlier median equilibrium estimates. Fig. 5.22 explores this possibility by plotting
ηa as a function of flow speed, this time using the ηa values from fitting SOML charging curves.
The match does in fact improve: one of the Θ = 0.1 data points is now exactly on the SOML
prediction curve, and another sits above the curve rather than below it. I conclude that when
simulating an unmagnetized plasma with pot, one tends to get better ηa estimates by fitting a
SOML charging curve than by estimating ηa directly from q and Tea alone.
5.3 Comparing sphere-charging results to my stochastic model
Keeping to the statistical theme, I take the opportunity to compare the results of my unmagnetized
plasma simulations to the small-sphere stochastic model I developed in chapter 3. Hypothetically
this is as effortless as running pot, periodically recording the sphere’s q during the run’s equi-
librium period, counting out a frequency table of q’s values, and comparing it to eq. (3.24), the
small-sphere fq.
This elegant approach, however, is frustrated by the statistical hindrance illustrated in fig.
5.23. At equilibrium, higher-than-average q values tend to be followed by q values which are








































Figure 5.22: Fitted-SOML-curve ηa estimates from pot (circles) as a function of flow speed,
compared against SOML-theory predictions (solid curve for Θ= 1, dashed curve for Θ= 0.1), as in
fig. 5.18, but only for the subset of runs with ∆t≤ 1 ps.

























































Figure 5.23: A q time series from a pot run, near and at equilibrium (left), and q’s autocorrelation
function from t= 2 µs to the end of the simulation (right). Circles filled with grey in the left panel
pinpoint values of q at 220-sample intervals; on average such samples are far enough apart to be
uncorrelated.
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lower-than-average q values: q is autocorrelated. Because pot samples q at fine intervals in in-
simulation time (at most 200 time steps between measurements) there is a positive autocorrelation
not only between adjacent q measurements but between q measurements taken dozens of samples
apart. In the specific case plotted in figure 5.23, one must take q values about 220 samples apart
(i.e. about 44 ns apart in in-simulation time) for the autocorrelation to vanish.
The persistent autocorrelation in q depresses the effective sample size of a q time series.
My record of the run in fig. 5.23 includes q’s value at 9287 different times during the run, 3589
of them at t ≥ 2 µs. But dividing 3589 by 220 gives a rough, effective sample size of only 16.
The equilibrium time series of 3589 q values has about as much statistical information as 16
uncorrelated q values.
Such (effectively) small samples are too puny to justify comparing their distribution to a
reference distribution; only grievous deviations from reference distributions would be detectable.
Furthermore, such a comparison would be partially redundant, because the previous section has
already documented one important deviation between the equilibrium q values pot produces and
theoretical predictions: on average, spheres in pot simulations over-charge by several percent. In
general the means of an observed q distribution systematically differ a little from the theoretical
distribution.
Because it is superfluous to compare the observed means to those from my small-sphere
stochastic model, and impractical to compare the observed q distribution as a whole to that from
my model, I elect to compare the observed variance in q in each run to the variance my model
predicts. Effective sample sizes on the order of 16 are enough to compare a low-order moment of
two probability distributions, and my model predicts that whenq’s equilibrium value is large, q’s
probability distribution is very nearly Gaussian, so that the mean and variance are the only two
moments of real importance.
Table 5.3 compares the observed variances from unmagnetized pot runs with ∆t ≤ 1 ps to
predictions from my small-sphere stochastic model. For each run, I calculated k, the minimum
autocorrelation lag at which q’s autocorrelation was negative. k gave the spacing needed between
measurements of q to minimize the correlations between measurements (cf. the circled q values
taken 220 samples apart in fig. 5.23; for that run k = 220 was the shortest lag for which q’s
autocorrelation function crossed zero). Going backwards from the end of the time series, I sampled
every kth q value from the time series until reaching a start-of-equilibrium cutoff of 5 µs. This
produced a small subsample of uncorrelated equilibrium q estimates. Table 5.3’s “effec.” column
lists the size Nq of the runs’ uncorrelated subsamples. The observed variance of a run’s q
subsample was then the sample variance‡ of that subsample, and to obtain a standard error (SE) I
multiplied the variance by
p
2/(Nq−1).
The model also predicts the observed variance’s SE; multiplying the model’s prediction of the
variance by
p
2/(Nq−1) gives the expected SE. Because the model’s expected variance generally
‡The sample variance is a downwardly biased estimator in the presence of autocorrelation, but a proper correction
for the bias would require knowledge of the population autocorrelation function, so I have made no bias corrections to
the variances in table 5.3. Unless the autocorrelation is literally perfect, the relative bias is small at sufficiently large
sample sizes, and I deem it unlikely to change the conclusions of my analysis.
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ID sample size variance σ2 of q goodness-of-fit check
original effec. observed from model cumulative results
value SE value SE z X2 p-value
57 38004 11 9 4 17 8 −1.09 1.20 0.27
58 34874 12 13 6 17 7 −0.53 1.48 0.48
59 38004 18 12 4 17 6 −0.74 2.03 0.57
68 10002 26 9 2 18 5 −1.80 5.28 0.26
69 10002 5 26 18 20 14 0.45 5.48 0.36
70 10002 7 46 27 22 13 1.96 9.31 0.16
71 9949 7 23 13 24 14 −0.06 9.31 0.23
72 9502 8 16 9 30 16 −0.88 10.08 0.26
73 10149 16 20 7 26 9 −0.59 10.44 0.32
74 19003 18 27 9 26 9 0.19 10.47 0.40
75 19003 10 25 12 28 13 −0.24 10.53 0.48
76 19003 9 27 13 30 15 −0.21 10.57 0.57
77 5011 15 22 8 26 10 −0.37 10.71 0.64
78 2089 12 14 6 31 13 −1.27 12.31 0.58
79 6501 17 31 11 31 11 0.01 12.31 0.66
Table 5.3: q’s variance, and the variance’s standard error (SE), at equilibrium during unmagnetized
pot runs with ∆t≤ 1 ps, compared to the variance (and the variance’s SE) predicted by the small-
sphere stochastic model. The SE from the model is the model’s estimate of the SE of theobserved
σ2; it is not an error attached to the model’s prediction of σ2.
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disagreed with the observed variance, the two estimates of the variance’s SE also disagreed.
For the purpose of checking the model’s fit to the observations, it is more appropriate to use
the SEs given by the model rather than SEs derived from the observed variances. As a systematic
goodness-of-fit test of the model, I subtract for each run the model’s predicted variance from
the observed variance, dividing the difference by the model-derived SE to convert the model-
observation discrepancy into a z-score. If the model fits the data, the z-scores are independently
distributed with a mean of 0 and a variance of 1, and the sum of the z-scores’ squares comes from
a distribution extremely similar to a χ2 distribution, with the number of degrees of freedom being
the number of z-scores added together. The last two columns of table 5.3 list X2, the cumulative
sum of squares of the z-scores, and the p-value returned by a χ2 test of each X2.
At the bottom of the table, the X2 from all 15 runs is 12.31, which is at the 34th percentile of a
χ215 distribution. The omnibus goodness-of-fit test, using the observed variance from all runs, then
has a p-value of 0.66, and the test fails to reject the small-sphere stochastic model as a model of
q’s equilibrium variance.
5.4 Equilibrium ηa as a function of magnetic field
My final set of data is the result of investigating how magnetizing a plasma affects the equilibrium
ηa of a small sphere in the plasma. I ran pot repeatedly, changing none of the parameters between
runs except for the xˆ component of the static, homogeneous B field permeating the plasma; B’s yˆ
and zˆ components were always zero, making B=Bxˆ. The simulations all included particle-particle
interactions, and used the default parameters (table 5.2), a spherical domain, and the Boris
particle-motion integrator.
Patacchini, Hutchinson, and Lapenta (PHL) have already simulated the charging of a sphere
in a magnetized, non-flowing plasma using SCEPTIC [161]. They characterized the plasma’s





















PHL gloss βe as “the ratio of the probe radius over a mean electron gyroradius”, giving the
unhelpfully misleading impression that βe ’s definition is a/〈rLe〉 [161, p. 062111-2]. This is not the
same as 〈a/rLe〉 and as such PHL’s verbal description is inconsistent with their algebra; I have
used their algebraic definitions.
PHL plotted the values of ηa (“φ f ” in their notation) they elicited from SCEPTIC for several
βi between 0 and 0.4 [161, fig. 11]. They also used their findings to check Tsytovich et al.’s
simple model of sphere charging in a magnetized plasma [162]. That model made the simplifying
assumption that with βi ¿ 1 and βe À 1, one could treat the ions as unmagnetized (as if βi = 0)
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Figure 5.24: ηa as a function of βi, as estimated by: Patacchini, Hutchinson, and Lapenta
(diamonds) using SCEPTIC [161, p. 062111-8]; median equilibrium value in pot runs (circles);
fitting OML curves to pot run output (crosses); and from the assumption that ions remain
unmagnetized (solid curve) [162].
and the electrons as fully magnetized [161]. To test that model, PHL’s figure included not only the
SCEPTIC results but also the ηa implied by Tsytovich et al.’s assumptions.
I ran some of my pot simulations with B selected to match PHL’s βi values, allowing me to
compare my results for proton-electron plasmas to their results. I redraw PHL’s figure, adding my
own pot-derived ηa results, in the left panel of figure 5.24. As before I extracted ηa estimates from
pot’s raw output in two ways, firstly by taking the median of the ηa values at equilibrium, and
then by fitting a maximum-likelihood OML charging curve to the data. With βi > 0, fitting OML
curves is physically dubious because OML theory does not include the effect of magnetization, but
I include the OML-curve-based estimates anyway to observe their deviation from the more robust
median estimates.
My first inference is that pot upheld PHL’s conclusion that Tsytovich et al.’s unmagnetized-ion
“approximation breaks down at a very small magnetic field” [161, p. 062111-7]. The unmagnetized-
ion model predicted steadily increasing ηa with βi but pot revealed no consistent trend in ηa
for βi ≤ 0.4. One cannot explain the lack of a trend by accusing pot of being insensitive to βi ’s
effect on ηa, because, as fig. 5.24’s right panel proves, pot’s ηa estimates became appreciably more
negative at high βi. Statistical noise in pot’s ηa estimates may have masked a small positive
trend in ηa at low βi, but any such hidden increase could be at most ≈ 0.1, much less than the
increase predicted by the unmagnetized-ion model.
At the same time, over the range of βi values probed by both pot and SCEPTIC, pot returned
consistently more negative ηa estimates. This could have been the same systematic bias as emerged
from the SOML pot simulations, but differences between thepot runs and PHL’s SCEPTIC runs
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may explain their disagreement instead. PHL ran SCEPTIC to simulate collisionless plasmas, but
the pot runs simulated plasmas in which electrons and ions could undergo Coulomb collisions.
The difference in collisionality could explain the systematic difference between the pot results and
the SCEPTIC results, or at least why the systematic difference here was larger (0.176, or 7%, on
average) than the systematic difference of 2% found in §5.2 between pot results and SOML theory.
It is possible that the collisionality in the pot simulations, though not zero, was too low to
explain even a 7% difference. In a singly ionized plasma with Θ= 1, electrons and ions share the








where lnΛ, the “Coulomb logarithm”, is approximately ln 9ND [2, p. 12]. Substituting in,
λc ≈ 12 NDln9ND
λD (5.7)
In every magnetized pot run λD was 61 µm and ND was 269, for a mean free path ≈ 2.5×104 µm.
This was much longer than the simulation domain radius of 400 µm; on average a plasma particle
would have had to travel 63 domain radii to experience a large-angle (> 90◦) collision [2, p. 11].
Such infrequent collisions might not have influenced ηa to a noticeable extent.
There remains another potentially important difference between pot and SCEPTIC. pot
simulated individual electrons moving through the simulation, but SCEPTIC did not; it merely
assumed the electrons were spatially distributed according to the Boltzmann relation. But that
assumption is, in general, false in the vicinity of a collecting sphere, because the Boltzmann relation
only models variation in ne caused by variation in φ, not the decrease in ne from absorption by
a surface. In absolute terms the error this causes is small, because near a collecting sphere at
equilibrium both exp(η) and ne/n0 are small, so their difference is small, but it may be enough to
explain why SCEPTIC’s ηa estimates are a few percent smaller in magnitude than pot’s.
My last observation is that theηa estimates obtained by fitting OML charging curves topot’s
output did not differ systematically from the equilibrium medians. This is somewhat surprising
because I had expected the violation of OML theory’s βi = 0 assumption to corrupt any attempt to
fit OML charging curves for the pot runs where βi was non-negligible. Apparently OML charging
curves were flexible enough to mimic the charging curves produced in these simulations, despite
their debatable physical relevance.
5.5 Conclusion
As I developed pot I subjected it to several physical tests with known answers to check that it gave
cogent results. pot proved to approximate well the orbit and scattering of individual electrons
around a very heavy ion, and reproduced the expected velocity distributions and macroscopic
behaviours of gases and plasmas.
Next, I ran pot simulations of small spheres charging in plasmas (with and without inter-
particle interactions) flowing at speeds of up to 4cs. Comparing the results against the SOML
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model, I found that pot reliably gave ηa estimates within 20% of the SOML predictions, which
estimates I improved by running pot with sufficiently short ∆t and by developing a special-purpose
statistical fitting technique for extracting ηa estimates from pot’s raw output. pot systematically
exaggerated ηa’s negativity by 5%–10%, but cutting ∆t brought the systematic and random errors
in pot’s ηa estimates down to 2% and 3% respectively. Estimating ηa by the special-purpose
technique of fitting SOML charging curves to pot’s output halved the systematic error again.
Finally, I used pot to simulate small spheres charging in plasmas which did not flow, but
had a static, uniform magnetic field. To the best of my knowledge these pot runs were the first
ever simulations of a sphere charging in a magnetized plasma which were fully microscopic
and which estimated electric fields without interpolating them from fixed grid points. Their
results independently confirm Patacchini, Hutchinson, and Lapenta’s conclusion [161] that an
unmagnetized-ion model of sphere charging in magnetized plasma breaks down even at low
magnetization — and unlike PHL, I reach that conclusion on the basis of simulations which
did not assume that plasma electrons were spatially distributed according to the Boltzmann




not explored in PHL’s earlier work,
documenting that ηa became significantly more negative at large βi, despite the lack of a clear




‘If you do not know where you are going, all roads will
lead you there.’ So goes a modern saying. [. . . ] We may
have some idea of the direction in which we wish to go,
but the final destination is bound to be affected by the
nature of the journey.
Alec Nove (1983),
The Economics of Feasible Socialism, Part 4, p. 154
6.1 Summary
This dissertation documents the mathematical and computational work I have done during my
PhD to model the charging of spherical dust grains in plasmas. Had I written about my work
without setting it in physical context, what I wrote might have been intelligible only to myself
and my supervisor. To mitigate that risk, chapter 1 began this dissertation not by plunging
immediately into a discussion of my work, but by giving a tour of real-life examples of dust in
plasmas. Having furnished the reader with the practical context behind my work, chapter 1
defined the central physical variables characterizing dust in plasmas. Those definitions set the
scene for the subsequent chapters, which explored the physics of dust in plasmas in an assortment
of ways.
Chapter 2 described and re-derived pre-existing models of dust in plasmas, alongside a few
original findings, such as my discovery that the normalized surface potential ηa in the ABR model
tends to 0.4189− lnµ in the a/λD →∞ limit.
Chapter 3 defined and solved my stochastic models of the equilibrium fluctuations of the
charge on a spherical grain in a flowing, collisionless plasma. I obtained exact formulae for the
equilibrium probability distributions of the charges on such grains, then used the Fokker-Planck
approximation to derive Gaussian approximations to those distributions for spherical grains with
sufficiently large Ω≡ 4piε0kBTea/e2. At such large Ω the mean and variance of the equilibrium
distributions was of order Ω (and for grains with arbitrarily large a/λD the variance converged on
Ω itself). I further found that faster plasma flow increases the variance of the charge on small
grains, but does not affect the variance of large grains’ charges.
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Moving from my mathematical modelling to my computational modelling, chapter 4 presented
the design of pot, a computer program I wrote to run fully microscopic simulations of a sphere
charging in a flowing plasma in a time-independent, homogeneous magnetic field. Chapter 5 then
analyzed the results of my test runs of pot, finding that pot’s simulations produced physically
realistic output, before progressing to the results of fully fledged simulations of spheres charging
in proton-electron plasmas.
The first of these were simulations of sphere charging in unmagnetized plasmas with different
flow speeds. In line with SOML theory, pot recorded that ηa depended strongly on flow speed
when Θ was low (0.1) but not when Θ was higher (1). pot’s ηa results aligned well with SOML
theory. When run with a sufficiently short time step, pot-derived ηa estimates had a random
error of about 3% and differed systematically from the SOML predictions by 1%–2%, depending on
which method I used to estimate ηa from pot’s output; estimating ηa directly by computing its
median value during equilibrium periods of pot runs gave slightly more negative estimates than
maximum-likelihood fitting of SOML charging curves to pot output.
Pitting pot against my small-sphere stochastic model, I discovered that the stochastic model’s
predictions of the variance in the sphere’s charge state q at equilibrium were statistically consistent
with q’s equilibrium fluctuations in pot runs. The statistical equivalence of these two very different
methods of estimating q’s variance is another sign of the methods’ soundness.
I also ran pot simulations of spheres charging in non-flowing, magnetized plasmas to inves-
tigate how ηa varied with βi, the dimensionless parameter characterizing a plasma’s degree of
magnetization. These were, as far as I know, the first simulations of this system which were fully





no dependence of ηa on βi was apparent, although a weak dependence
may have been masked by the statistical noise in the pot-derived ηa estimates. pot’s illustration
that ηa scarcely depended on βi for βi ≤ 0.4 refuted the unmagnetized-ion theory’s prediction
that ηa would rise from −2.5 to −2.1 as βi increased from zero to 0.4. pot thereby independently
confirmed Patacchini, Hutchinson, and Lapenta’s earlier simulation-founded conclusion [161] that
the unmagnetized-ion theory was substantially incorrect.pot’s refutation of the theory was more
decisive than that of Patacchini et al. because pot’s simulations, unlike Patacchini et al.’s, did not
invoke the implausible assumption that plasma electrons everywhere obey the Boltzmann relation.
I went beyond Patacchini et al. in another respect, as well: simulating spheres in plasmas with a
wider range of βi values than they used. pot showed that in more vigorously magnetized plasmas
βi ’s influence on ηa became obvious, ηa decreasing from −2.7 to −3.4 as βi grew from 0.4 to ≈ 2.5.
6.2 What is to be done?
My work is just one incremental contribution to the research programme of modelling the charging
of dust in plasmas, and future efforts could build on that contribution by reworking or extending it
to model a wider range of dust-in-plasma systems. In the course of this text I have intermittently
mentioned possible directions in which one could extend my work, but for convenience I draw
them together in this section, with some extra ideas, before I finish.
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I am still curious about some theoretical questions pertaining to the ABR model. Numerically
solving the model for ηa, I discovered that the model’s ηa estimates had predictable asymptotic
behaviour in both the a/λD → 0 and a/λD →∞ limits. Unfortunately I was unable to rigorously
deduce closed-form expressions for the asymptotic limits, simple as the limits seemed to be
(proportional to µa/λD for minuscule spheres, and approaching 0.4189− lnµ for infinitely large
spheres). As a consequence, whether there are proofs of the asymptotic limits is an open question,
albeit an enticingly soluble-looking one.
An assumption pervading the physics (both my own and others’) presented in this dissertation
is that dust grains in plasmas are spherical. In reality this is never perfectly true, although it
is often a fair approximation, and unpublished work generalizing the OML model to spheroidal
dust grains suggests that modest deviations from sphericity have little effect on ηa [163]. Be
that as it may, some forms of real-world dust, like narrow flakes, needle-shaped grains, and
grains with highly non-convex shapes, are liable to have an equilibrium ηa very different to that
predicted by existing charging theories which assume sphericity. Generalizing those theories to
far-from-spherical dust grains would be useful. Modifying pot to simulate a non-spherical collector
in a plasma would likewise be useful, though pot’s collision detector would have to be rewritten to
work efficiently with highly non-spherical shapes, and to maintain physical realism pot would
have to allow for the dust grain’s Coulomb potential ceasing to be spherically symmetric.
The stochastic models I assembled in §3 are fairly general, accounting for a spherical dust
grain’s radius and a plasma’s Te, Ti, µ, γ, and flow speed, but the models simultaneously make
characteristic assumptions about the sphere and plasma which may not hold. The models assume
that the plasma is singly ionized, unmagnetized and collisionless, and that the sphere in the
plasma has attained equilibrium, is in the bulk plasma where the ion- and electron-velocity
distributions are shifted Maxwellian distributions, and does not engage in secondary charging
processes like photoelectric, thermionic, or field emission. These assumptions may limit the
models’ applicability. As an example, astrophysical dust grains and dust grains in tokamaks are
often in non-negligible magnetic fields, fields the stochastic models assume away. Another example
is the models’ disregard of field-enhanced, thermal electron emission, the secondary (dis)charging
process where electrons on a dust grain are hot enough to quantum-mechanically tunnel off the
grain, pushed along by the electric field of other electrons. Field-enhanced, thermal electron
emission would have a negligible effect in many dust-in-plasma systems but is likely to affect
the charge of dust grains and molten droplets in hot tokamaks. It would be instructive to bring
phenomena such as these into the models and quantify their effect on the models’ predictions.
pot draws on less burdensome assumptions; as is, Coulomb collisions happen automatically
between simulated particles as they would in reality, and pot offers the option of magnetizing
simulated plasmas. With trivial modifications pot could also include multiple (and multiply
ionized) species of ion, and simulated collisions of plasma particles with neutral particles. None
of this, of course, means that pot is perfect in its current state. Testing revealed minor bugs in
pot’s initialization of plasmas. pot initialized plasmas with non-uniform spatial distributions
of particles, and refused to initialize simulations with any particles within a of the simulation
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domain’s centre, even when the simulated plasmas had no collecting spheres. I fixed these lapses
but other, more subtle bugs have surely infiltrated the code.
Setting aside patent bugs, there are the relatively easy-to-implement ideas for improving
pot I gave in §4.5. Replacing the existing ad-hoc modification in pot’s VV integrator with new
code designed to incorporate B properly might make the VV integrator a useable integrator for
simulating magnetized plasmas. The Boris algorithm implementation would run more quickly
by applying a small-angle approximation to its evaluation of arctan(ωL∆t/2), and one could
implement Patacchini and Hutchinson’s cyclotronic integrator [154] in pot, which would offer
users a fourth option when selecting an integrator, an option which could prove superior to the
integrators pot offers already.
A prospect offering more considerable performance gains is re-configuring pot to use macro-
particles. Macro-particles are simulated particles with more mass than the real-world particles
they represent. Using them is a popular technique in computational physics, because if one scales
up the simulated particles’ other relevant physical characteristics by the same proportion as
their mass, one can sometimes preserve the system’s basic physics while having the simulated
particles stand in for many more real-world particles. For example, one could recompile pot to
use macro-protons with masses of 10mp and charges of 10e, and macro-electrons with masses of
10me and charges of −10e, to try representing a proton-electron plasma of 1,500,000 particles
with only 150,000 simulated particles. I regret that I did not have time to investigate whether
macro-particles were suitable for my pot simulations of proton-electron plasmas.
Like all computational physicists, I did not have the processing time and power to ride my
code through as much of its parameter space as I would have liked. Running pot with 150,000
particles for long enough to generate adequate charging results took 2–6 days if particle-particle
interactions were turned off, and about two months if those interactions were turned on (even
with the treecode algorithm calculating those interactions inexactly).
My default set of pot parameters (table 5.2) led to reasonable output in days or weeks, but
those parameter values are very unlikely to be optimal for studies, like those in §5, of small
spheres charging in plasmas. I suspect, but cannot prove, that raising a to 3 µm or more while
keeping it far below λD would improve the statistical properties of pot’s output by increasing q’s
equilibrium average and shrinking q’s coefficient of variation (which determines the relative noise
in q and hence ηa estimates). Further pot experiments to ascertain better values of a and the
other parameters would be instructive. With better pot parameters one could run pot for shorter
periods without degrading the quality of its output, and explore more of its parameter space.
Sections 5.2 and 5.4 record how ηa varied with the flow speed and the plasma magnetization.
However, in my simulation experiments I altered only one of those two variables at a time, because
pot ran too slowly for me to explore the entire two-dimensional joint parameter space of flow speed
and magnetization. That means I do not know how flow and βi interact to influence ηa.
Another informative slice of data could come from programming pot to record where plasma
particles land on the collecting sphere. Runningpot with that addition would enable an analysis
of ion and electron flux densities onto different parts of the sphere as a function of angle and
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plasma flow speed. With a high enough particle count it would be possible to try correlating
spatial variation in flux densities around the sphere to the angular variation in quantities such
as the particles’ angular and radial velocity components. Less ambitiously, one could measure
flux densities as a function of angle and observe how that function changed with the plasma flow
speed, magnetization, and ion-to-electron temperature ratio.
A last comment. Several people have asked me to outline a laboratory experiment which could
test my theoretical and computational results. I have hesitated to do so, as I do not claim to be an
experimental physicist, and recognize that it is easy to propose a too-clever-by-half experimental
design which is unviable in practice. Granting that, I do have an idea for an experiment which, so
far as I can tell, could be done but has not been. I propose suspending spherical dust in a plasma
by placing the dust in a small vessel through which plasma flows upwards. An experimenter
would hold the dust in place by tuning the plasma’s flow speed to match the upward ion-drag force
on the dust to the force of gravity.
My experimental design does not share the usual flaw of plasma-dust-charging experiments,
where the dust stays in place by floating in the electric field of the sheath in front of a wall
or electrode. The dust’s suspension in the sheath’s field in those experiments makes them
incomparable to my models, because my models assume there is no substantial, exogenous electric
field near the plasma-collecting sphere. The only macroscopic asymmetries my models permit are
a uniform B and plasma flow.
A short calculation indicates that the plasma in my experiment would not need to flow quickly
to suspend the dust, a comforting sign that the experiment might be practical. Writing the
plasma’s (ions’) upward flow speed as vd and the ions’ thermal speed as vthi, the upward force of
ions colliding with the grain is of order nipia2vthimivd under the simplifying assumptions that
vd ¿ vthi and that I may neglect the effect of the dust grains’ and ions’ electric charges [164, 165].
(The latter assumption implies that my calculation is a conservative one, overestimating the
necessary vd because it leaves out the upward-force-enhancing effect of the negatively charged
dust pulling the ions’ trajectories sideways.) Gravity’s force is md g, where md is the spherical
dust grain’s mass and g the usual rate of gravitational acceleration near Earth’s surface. The flow




















where ρd is the dust grain’s (mass) density. Substituting in the order-of-magnitude estimates
g∼ 10 m·s−2, a∼ 10−6 m, ρd ∼ 103 kg·m−3, ni ∼ 1020 m−3, kBTi ∼ 0.1 eV ∼ 10−20 J, and mi ∼ 10−27
kg gives a gravity-cancelling vd ∼ 32 m·s−1, a flow speed consistent with my starting assumption
that vd ¿ vthi and a flow speed realizable in the laboratory. I doubt I will be the person to realize
it, but the floor is open to anybody with the space, the time, and the requisite experimental skills.
Theory and computation are not the only two frontiers of dusty-plasma physics.
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This reference appendix tabulates the meanings of uppercase abbreviations and algebraic symbols
featured in the main text. It omits currency and unit symbols, such as “$” for US dollars and “K”
for Kelvin, as well as purely mathematical symbols like Roman letter “d”s to indicate derivatives.
The symbol table lists symbols in alphabetical order, in both senses. The Hebrew “ℵ” comes
first, followed by symbols beginning with a Greek letter, followed by symbols beginning with a
Latin letter. A five-pointed star (“?”) marks Ian Hutchinson’s notation from his description of
SCEPTIC’s reinjection algorithm [125], and notation directly inspired by Hutchinson’s.
Abbreviation Full word or phrase
ABR Allen, Boyd, and Reynolds
BR Boltzmann relation





IBM International Business Machines Corporation
ITER Latin noun “iter”, meaning “the way” (lit. “passage”)
LHS left-hand side
LLA linear Laplacian approximation
MOML modified orbital-motion-limited
MPI Message Passing Interface
NASA National Aeronautics and Space Administration








SCEPTIC specialized-coordinate electrostatic particle and thermals in cell
SE standard error
SMOML shifted, modified orbital-motion-limited
SOML shifted orbital-motion-limited
USSR Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
UV ultraviolet
VV velocity Verlet
WELL512 well equidistributed long-period linear (generator) of degree 512
Symbol Quantity represented
ℵ §2.2.4: dummy variable for defining the error function
ℵ §3: neutral sphere’s electron-collection rate (4pia2n0√kBTe/(2pime))
α §3: flow-adjusted ion-to-electron temperature ratio (Θs1(u)/s2(u))
α ? §4.3.3: angle between u and particle’s entry point into simulation domain
βe plasma electron magnetization
(〈a/rLe〉 = aeB/√pikBTeme/2)
βi plasma ion magnetization
(〈a/rLi〉 = aZeB/√pikBTimi/2)
ΓC plasma’s Coulomb coupling parameter (e2/(4piε0 r¯kBTe), if Te =Ti and Z = 1)
γ heat capacity ratio, a.k.a. adiabatic index
∆t time step
∆φ characteristic vector of rotation about B
δ offset/shift of point about which to compute electric dipole moment
² softening parameter
ε0 electric constant, a.k.a. permittivity of free space (8.85×10−12 F·m−1)
ζ normalized distance (x/λD)
ζ characteristic vector of rotation
(|uˆ× zˆ|arccos(uˆ · zˆ))
η normalized electric potential eφ/(kBTe)
η∗ ηa for small spheres; ηs for large spheres
ηa normalized electric potential at grain’s surface
ηs normalized electric potential at sheath edge
ηSOML SOML prediction of equilibrium, normalized electric potential
η(ζ) normalized electric potential at normalized distance ζ
η(ξ) normalized electric potential at normalized radius ξ
η(r) normalized electric potential at radius r
η(x) normalized electric potential at distance x
θ §2: zenith angle in spherical coordinates
θ §4 & §5: treecode algorithm’s opening angle parameter
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θ0 constant phase factor of electron’s Kepler orbit
θe phase (polar angle) of electron’s Kepler orbit
θs Rutherford scattering angle
Θ ion-to-electron temperature ratio in plasma (Ti/Te)
Λ operand of Coulomb logarithm (≈ 9ND)
λc mean free path of plasma particles (16pin0λ4D / lnΛ when Ti =Te and Z = 1)
λD passim: (electron) Debye length (characteristic screening length in a plasma)
λDe §2.3: electron Debye length divided by a (Ian Hutchinson’s notation [124])




µ/h2 §5.1.1: Kepler orbital radius


















ξ normalized radius (r/λD)
ξ0 normalized sheath-edge location (r0/λD)
ξb normalized radius at which to apply quasi-neutral, ABR boundary condition
ρd (mass) density of dust grain
ρ f net (free) space-charge density
σ §2.2.2: cross-section grain presents to ions (with v∞ dependence left implicit)
σ §3 & §5: standard deviation of q’s equilibrium probability distribution
σ2 §3 & §5: variance of q’s equilibrium probability distribution
σ(v∞) §2.2.2: effective cross-section grain presents to ions with speed v∞ at infinity
τc collecting sphere’s characteristic charging time in plasma
τd oscillation decay time
τs time scale of quadratic trend
φ electric potential
φa electric potential at grain’s surface
φs electric potential at sheath edge
φ(R) electric potential from charge cluster at R
φ(r) electric potential at r
φ(r) electric potential at radius r
φ(x) electric potential at distance x
χ ? §4: normalized electric potential
χ2 §5.3: chi-squared statistic




χ(rb/r) ? normalized electric potential at radius r
ψ azimuthal angle in spherical coordinates




ωL angular Larmor frequency (qeB/m)
ωp undamped, angular frequency of plasma oscillation of particle species
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ωpe undamped, angular frequency of electron plasma oscillation
ωpi undamped, angular frequency of ion plasma oscillation
A body’s surface area
a grain radius
aU dust albedo for UV light
aV dust albedo for visible light
B magnetic field, a.k.a. magnetic flux density
B magnitude of magnetic field
b impact parameter
b0 impact parameter of ions with finite radial speed when striking sphere
b1 impact parameter of absorbed ion in OML theory
b2 impact parameter of scattered ion in OML theory
bcrit critical impact parameter of grazing ion in OML theory
bmax ? maximum initial impact parameter of particle entering simulation domain
C normalization constant for probability density function
C1 arbitrary constant in an ODE’s general solution
C2 arbitrary constant in an ODE’s general solution
c ? cosine of angle between u and U




D number of spatial dimensions of simulation domain
d distance between particle and treecode cell’s centre of charge
E electric field
E total energy of a physical state
E (r) electric field at r
E (r(t), t) electric field at time t and position r
E (R) electric field from charge cluster at R
e elementary charge (1.602×10−19 C)
eK Kepler orbit’s eccentricity
F Lorentz force on particle
F(r(t) , t) Lorentz force on particle at time t and position r(t)
f (r) ansatz/placeholder function in DH derivation
f (v) probability density function of particle species’ velocities





probability density function of particle species’ velocity component
fq q’s probability mass function
g §3: gq for large spheres
g §6.2: gravitational acceleration near Earth’s surface
(
9.8 m·s−2)
g∗ normalized ion-collection rate for large spheres (g/ℵ)
gq ion-collection rate (probability per unit time of transition from q to q+1)
I particle species’ electrical current onto a body in plasma
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Ie collected electron current onto a body in plasma
Ie(q) collected electron current onto a body in plasma as a function of body’s q
I i collected ion current onto a body in plasma
I i(q) collected ion current onto a body in plasma as a function of body’s q
K(v) kinetic energy as a function of v
k minimum autocorrelation lag for which q has negative autocorrelation
kB Boltzmann’s constant (1.38×10−23 J·K−1)
L plasma simulation’s size
l treecode cell’s size
M sphere’s modal charge state
m particle mass
md dust grain mass
me electron mass (9.11×10−31 kg)
mi ion mass
mp proton mass (1.67×10−27 kg)
N total number of plasma particles




Nq size of pot run’s subsample of uncorrelated q values
n particle species’ number density
n(φ(r)) particle species’ number density where electric potential equals φ(r)
n(r) particle species’ number density at r
n0 reference number density (usually of electrons, hence ne where φ= 0)
ne electron number density
ne(q) electron number density at body’s surface as function of body’s q
ni ion number density
ni(q) ion number density at body’s surface as function of body’s q
ni(ζ) ion number density at normalized distance ζ
ni(ξ) ion number density at normalized radius ξ
P(r) particle species’ pressure at r
p electric dipole moment of treecode cell
p(s) electric dipole moment about s of treecode cell
p extremity probability of observed test statistic under null hypothesis
〈px〉 xˆ component of particle species’ mean linear momentum
〈py〉 yˆ component of particle species’ mean linear momentum
〈pz〉 zˆ component of particle species’ mean linear momentum
Q body’s net charge in coulombs
Q j charge of jth plasma particle
q charge state (net charge in units of +e) of a body or plasma particle
q∗ example value of q
q0 body’s equilibrium charge state
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q1 greater postulated equilibrium q
q2 lesser postulated equilibrium q
R position relative to treecode cell’s centre of charge
R∆φ rotation operator with characteristic vector ∆φ
R spherical simulation domain’s radius
r position
r(t) position at time t
r radius, or radial distance




r0 sheath edge location
rA absorption radius for ions approaching grain
rb ? spherical simulation domain’s radius
r j position of jth plasma particle
rq electron-collection rate (probability per unit time of transition from q to q−1)
s §4: point about which electric dipole moment computed
s′ alternative choice of point about which to compute electric dipole moment
s §3: relative probability current between charge states












T particle species’ temperature
Te electron temperature in plasma
Ti ion temperature in plasma
T(r) particle species’ temperature at r
U ? plasma’s flow/drift velocity infinitely far from simulation domain
U ? plasma’s flow/drift speed infinitely far from simulation domain
〈U〉A amplitude of oscillation of potential energy
〈U〉(t) mean potential energy as a function of time t
U(r) joint potential energy of two particles separated by a distance r
u ? particle’s velocity infinitely far from simulation domain
u §2 & §3: normalized plasma flow/drift speed
( |vd|/√2kBTi/mi)
u ? §4.3.3: particle’s speed infinitely far from simulation domain
v velocity
vd plasma flow/drift velocity
v(t) velocity at time t
v speed
v0 §2.1.7: ion speed at sheath edge
v0 §5.1.2: alpha particle’s speed infinitely far from gold nucleus
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v∞ ion’s speed infinitely far from grain
vθ zenith velocity component
vφ azimuthal velocity component
va speed of ion grazing sphere’s surface
vd plasma flow/drift speed
vin radially inward velocity component of particles approaching body
vin,e radially inward velocity component of electrons approaching body
vin,i radially inward velocity component of ions approaching body
vr radial velocity component
vt tangential velocity component








vx velocity’s xˆ component
vy velocity’s yˆ component
vz velocity’s zˆ component
v(r) velocity at r
W0(z) principal branch of Lambert W special function of z




xˆ basis vector in Cartesian coordinates
x §2: distance
x §4: spatial Cartesian coordinate
x0 sheath edge location
yˆ basis vector in Cartesian coordinates
y′0 derivative of y(q) with respect to q, evaluated at q= q0
y §4: spatial Cartesian coordinate
y(q) §3: derivative of ln fq with respect to q
Z ion charge state (charge in units of e)
zˆ basis vector in Cartesian coordinates
z passim: spatial Cartesian coordinate
z §5.3: standardized discrepancy between observation and model
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Appendix B
Better boundary conditions for ABR
theory from a linear-Laplacian
approximation
Section 2.2.1 defines the ABR model, the core equation of which is eq. (2.84), a dimensionless
version of Poisson’s electrostatic equation. To save the reader the effort of looking back at that








= ξ2 exp(η)− νexp(ηa)p−η (B.1)
where ∇˜2 is the Laplacian operator in normalized coordinates. This equation has no closed-form
solution, so it must be solved by numerical integration. That integration requires two boundary
conditions, and Kennedy and Allen observed that the conditions may be deduced at a ξ large
enough that ∇˜2η is much smaller than either of the right-hand side’s terms. At such ξ, one may
make the quasi-neutral approximation of taking ∇˜2η≈ 0, which gives an explicit solution of eq.
(B.1) for ξ2 and hence for η as a function of ξ. This quasi-neutral solution for η (q.v. eq. (2.88)) may





as the second. Two boundary conditions are enough, so it is not necessary to differentiate again











However, with the floating-point arithmetic of a computer, calculating d2η/dξ2 in this way gives
suboptimal results at large ξ, because there the first two terms on the right-hand side become
nearly equal in magnitude, and taking their difference when computing d2η/dξ2 can therefore
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produce nontrivial floating-point error. To avoid this problem, one may instead differentiate eq.





which does not require subtracting two nearly equal numbers.
However, another numerical accuracy problem remains even after circumventing the floating-
point difference issue. Eq. (B.4) is approximately correct for small η, but it is inaccurate enough to
trigger spurious numerical oscillations in d2η/dξ2 if a numerical solver abruptly switches from
using eq. (B.4) to using eq. (B.3) to evaluate the second derivative. (My solver does this once it
has integrated to a ξ where quasi-neutrality stops being a good approximation, at which point
eq. (B.4) starts to become substantially wrong but eq. (B.3) becomes amenable to evaluation with
floating-point arithmetic.)
One intuitive way to eliminate this problem might be to estimate d2η/dξ2 as a weighted average
of eqs. (B.3) and (B.4), putting gradually increasing weight on the former as ξ shrinks. However,
although this idea is conceptually simple, the precise weighting to use is not obvious, and the
idea’s motivation (trading off the first equation’s floating-point error against the second equation’s
systematic error), although pragmatic, is ad hoc and lacks a firm mathematical grounding.
In my judgement a better approach is to return to eq. (B.1), approximate it in a less blunt
fashion, and hence deduce more exact solutions for η and its derivatives. The quasi-neutral
solutions come from taking ∇˜2η= 0, but once the quasi-neutral solution is in hand one no longer




















12η−O (η2))(1−6η+O (η2))≡ 12η−O (η2) (B.6)
suggests approximating ∇˜2η as 12η, which is more convenient than employing eq. (B.5) and
presumably more accurate than assuming ∇˜2η= 0. Certainly 12η is a better estimate than zero
of the rightmost side of eq. (B.5): for −1/2 < η ≤ 0, the range of η values for which both the
quasi-neutral solution and eq. (B.5) have well-defined values, 12η is always between zero and the
rightmost side of eq. (B.5). (Notice that this is no guarantee that 12η is a better estimate of ∇˜2η
than zero, merely encouraging evidence, because eq. (B.5)’s rightmost side itself only approximates
∇˜2η.)
I therefore replace the quasi-neutral approximation that ∇˜2η= 0 with the linear-Laplacian
approximation (LLA) that ∇˜2η= 12η. Substituting into eq. (B.1),
12η≈ ξ2 exp(η)− νexp(ηa)p−η (B.7)
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but unlike in the quasi-neutral case, an explicit solution for η is unavailable. This is no real obstacle,
however, because one can solve eq. (B.8) numerically for η, and exploit implicit differentiation to



























which converges on the quasi-neutral derivative (eq. (B.2)) as ξ→∞ and η→ 0, confirming that
this LLA derivative has sensible limiting behaviour. Differentiating the LLA derivative and
rewriting the result in terms ofη and ξ alone results in a long-winded expression ford2η/dξ2, but

























where the rightmost rearrangement makes clear that this second derivative likewise tends to the
quasi-neutral second derivative as ξ→∞.
Eqs. (B.8), (B.11) and (B.12) together define an implicit solution for η and explicit solutions
for its first two derivatives, under an approximation (the LLA) superior to the quasi-neutral
approximation. The LLA solutions reduce to the quasi-neutral solutions as ξ→∞, but are
more exact than the quasi-neutral solutions. The LLA is also closer to self-consistency than the
quasi-neutral approximation. The quasi-neutral approximation assumes ∇˜2η= 0, but its implied
solution gives ∇˜2η ≈ 12η. Meanwhile, the LLA assumes ∇˜2η = 12η, and (albeit after tedious








which is the same as the assumed ∇˜2η to first order, a reassuring property not shared by the
quasi-neutral approximation.
Practically, for a/λD & 10−1 the LLA solutions greatly lessen the spurious oscillations in d2η/dξ2
which appear when my numerical integrator switches from the approximate, analytic solution to
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eq. (B.3). The new approximation thereby boosts the reliability of the numerical solutions and
allows them to be found in fewer integration steps.
The LLA solution does sometimes cause slightly worse numerical oscillations than the quasi-
neutral solution when µ = 1 (corresponding to an electron-positron plasma) and a/λD ∼ 10−2,
though not when a/λD is far smaller or far larger. Eq. (B.13) promises some insight into this
otherwise puzzling peccadillo. The quasi-neutral approximation is better than the LLA when ∇˜2η
is closer to zero than to 12η. Thus an algebraic criterion for the LLA’s superiority is ∇˜2η < 6η














If ξ≥p1872/88≈ 4.6, this inequality is always satisfied because the parenthetical term is then
non-positive and so its product withη is always at least zero. However, if ξ is less than
p
1872/88,
the parenthetical term is positive and a sufficiently negative η may then violate the inequality.
Not too much weight should be put on the specific numbers in this analysis because they
emerge from an array of approximations, but the analysis does suggest why the LLA solution may
perform more poorly when a/λD ∼ 10−2 and only then. For a/λD À 10−2 the solver applies the LLA
solution only at ξ> 4.6, where inequality (B.15) is sure to be satisfied, while for a/λD → 0, η→ 0
everywhere and so inequality (B.15) is typically satisfied. (Moreover, as a/λD → 0, violations of
the inequality cease to matter, because as η→ 0 the LLA solution converges on the quasi-neutral
solution anyway.) The only remaining circumstances where the LLA superiority criterion may go
unsatisfied are those where a/λD is small but not negligible.
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Appendix C
Proof of fq’s unimodality
Here is an elementary demonstration that fq, as defined in chapter 3, is unimodal in the sense of
Medgyessy [138], i.e. that the sequence
· · · , ( f0− f1), ( f−1− f0), ( f−2− f−1), · · · (C.1)
has exactly one change of sign after discarding zero terms. In intuitive terms, this asserts that fq
has only one peak, though that peak may spread across multiple adjacent abscissae with the same
maximal ordinate.
As chapter 3’s stochastic models assume q ≤ 0 a priori, fq = 0 for all q > 0. Hence the term










, · · · (C.2)
has one change of sign after discarding zero terms. I prove this explicitly for small spheres; the
same basic logic applies for large spheres.
Consider fq−1/ fq, given in eq. (3.18). Because Ω> 0, exp(q/Ω) strictly increases in q. Similarly,
because s1(u), s2(u), and Ω are always positive, the product of the denominators on eq. (3.18)’s
right-hand side strictly decreases in q. As that product must always be non-negative, eq. (3.18)
as a whole is strictly increasing in q for q ≤ 0. Because fq−1/ fq strictly increases in q for q ≤ 0,
fq−1/ fq −1 and hence fq−1− fq can change sign at most once for q ≤ 0. From the second term
onwards, then, sequence (C.2) has at most one sign change.
Suppose there were such a sign change. This requires that fq−1/ fq −1 changes sign as q
becomes more negative, which means fq−1/ fq must go from being more than 1 to being less than
1, because fq−1/ fq decreases as q becomes more negative. This implies that f−1/ f0 > 1, implying
f−1− f0 > 0, which in turn implies no sign change in sequence (C.2)’s first two terms (because
f0 > 0). As such, if sequence (C.2) has a sign change after the second term, it is the only sign
change.
Suppose there were instead no sign change after the second term. Then either fq−1/ fq > 1 for
q≤ 0, or fq−1/ fq < 1 for q≤ 0. The former is impossible, because it asserts that fq becomes ever
larger as q→−∞, which would render fq unnormalizable. The latter implies f−1 < f0, and so a
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sign change between sequence (C.2)’s first two terms. Thus, were there no sign change after the
sequence’s second term, there would have to be a sign change between the first two terms.
The last two paragraphs mean that sequence (C.2) has exactly one sign change, completing
the proof that fq is unimodal.
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Appendix D
Curve-fitting analysis of the
Kepler-orbit test simulations
One of my two-body tests of pot’s accuracy was simulation of an electron circularly orbiting a





(1+ eK cos(θ−θ0)) (D.1)
which has the three parameters µ/h2, eK , and θ0. Given my test simulation’s initial conditions the
first two parameters should have had values of 104 and zero respectively. (θ0 was an irrelevant
phase factor and its particular value was of no real concern.) I fitted this equation to the u and
θ values generated by my simulation to check it fitted the data reasonably well and gave the
expected parameter values.
The usual method of fitting an equation like this to a dataset is least squares regression: one
finds the parameter values that best predict u as a function of θ, where the best prediction is
defined as the one that minimizes the sum of the squares of the residuals. In this case there were
two obstacles that I had to circumvent before I could fit the curve by regression.
The first obstacle was u’s complicated nonlinear dependence on θ, which called for the use
of nonlinear regression. (One can often use linear regression to fit a nonlinear model, but it
requires transforming the nonlinear model into a linear one, which can hinder interpretation
of the parameter estimates’ standard errors. The standard errors apply to the parameters in
the transformed model, not to the untransformed parameters in the original nonlinear model.)
However, nonlinear regression requires an approximate starting estimate for each parameter;
regression software needs initial guesses to iteratively hone.
To calculate approximate parameter estimates, I rewrote the orbit equation as a linear combi-





eK cosθ0 cosθ− µh2 eK sinθ0 sinθ (D.2)
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and fitted the linear model
u=α+β1 cosθ+β2 sinθ (D.3)
by running a linear regression of u on cosθ and sinθ, with pot test results as the dataset. I
















which follows from matching terms in eqs. (D.2) and (D.3). I could then hone these initial parameter
estimates by using them as a starting point for nonlinear regression. At this stage I encountered
the second, less obvious obstacle. Ordinary least squares regression assumes that the data points
have constant dispersion (variance) about the fitted curve. This was visibly not true of some of my
test results. The constant-dispersion assumption held for results obtained with ∆t≤ 10 ps, but
tended to be increasingly violated as ∆t lengthened (figure 5.1).
When the constant variance assumption is broken, the parameters’ standard error estimates
can be systematically biased. Fortunately, a generalization of ordinary least squares regression
known as weighted least squares (WLS) can accommodate varying dispersion by weighting the
less dispersed data points more heavily. To eliminate the bias one performs a WLS regression with
each data point weighted by 1/σ2i , where σ
2
i is the ith data point’s variance. However, applying
this method does require knowledge of σ2i for every data point.
I estimated σ2i for each datum with Larry Wasserman’s nonparametric method [166, p. 87–88].
Once I had σ2i estimates I could redo the nonlinear regression with 1/σ
2
i weights, which was likely
to give better standard error estimates than the unweighted nonlinear regression. (Cosma Shalizi
[167] offers concise notes on this method.)
Hence, all in all, my curve fitting procedure had three steps. I first used ordinary, unweighted
linear regression to fit the transformed linear model, and transformed its estimates back into
initial estimates of µ/h2, eK , and θ. Using those initial estimates I ran an unweighted nonlinear
regression to fit the orbit equation directly. Finally, I estimated σ2i for each data point using
the residuals from the second regression, and used the reciprocals of σ2i as weights for a final,
weighted nonlinear regression.
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